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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Invasive Spartina Project (ISP) is a coordinated regional effort to eliminate 
introduced species of Spartina (cordgrass) from the San Francisco Bay Estuary. To 
achieve this goal, the ISP requires information on the population of endangered 
California clapper rail in the marshes affected by the non-native cordgrass invasion. 
Annual breeding-season surveys provide a standardized measure of clapper rail presence 
and distribution in marshes throughout the Estuary. This information guides the ISP in 
the planning, permitting, and implementation of treatment strategies and helps to 
minimize the impacts of Spartina control on rail populations. 
In collaboration with other organizations (including PRBO, USFWS, and EBRPD), 
Olofson Environmental, Inc (OEI) conducted California clapper rail surveys to inform the 
ISP about rail populations at sites slated for Spartina treatment in 2010. The trained and 
permitted staff at OEI performed standard-protocol surveys at 116 sites between January 
15
 and April 15, 2010. The data were gathered in a geodatabase for analysis and 
summarized on a site-by-site basis. This report describes the geographic scope of the 
study, outlines the methods used to collect and analyze the data, and presents the results 
of ISP surveys for the 2010 season.  
Regional population trends between the years 2005 to 2010 are also presented, using a 
subset of ISP sites for analysis. Annual Spartina and clapper rail population data were 
collected at 30 sites within four regions in the San Francisco Bay. These two data sets are 
plotted together to demonstrate the change in both populations over time.   
      2. Study Area 
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2. STUDY AREA 
The clapper rail biologists at OEI assessed 116 sites within eleven regions of the San 
Francisco Estuary for the presence of California clapper rail during the 2010 breeding 
season (Table 1). The study area spanned the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, 
San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and Sonoma and represented a subset of 
sites slated for non-native Spartina treatment in 2010. Site boundaries were defined prior 
to the start of this study by the ISP Control Program in order to identify regions of 
Spartina invasion to target for treatment. Regional boundaries were identified by the 
USFWS in 2007 for restoration planning. 
To analyze broader-scale trends in California clapper rail abundance, sites were grouped 
into larger regional boundaries, based on areas designated by USFWS (Figure 1). Each 
region is composed of a varying number of Spartina treatment sites and area of tidal 
marsh habitat. Eleven defined regions are discussed in this report: Bay Bridge North, San 
Leandro Bay, Hayward, Union City, Newark, Mountain View & Alviso (presented 
together), San Mateo, San Francisco Peninsula, Marin, Petaluma and Vallejo. Only four 
of these regions are included in the 2005 to 2010 trend analysis: San Leandro Bay, 
Hayward, Newark, and San Francisco Peninsula.  
 
 
Table 1. Summary table of site information, including: type of protocol used, number of survey 
stations, survey station placement, site area (in hectares), area surveyed (in hectares), and the 
proportion of marsh surveyed. 
Site Name and ID  Survey 
Type 
Survey 
Stations 
Station 
Placement 
Site Area 
(ha) 
Survey 
Area (ha) 
1 
Proportion of 
Site Surveyed
Bay Bridge North Region 
Emeryville Crescent - East (06a) A  2  road  21.93  5.89  26.8% 
Emeryville Crescent - West (06b)  A  7  road  12.75  12.75  100.0% 
Whittel Marsh (10a)  C  4  footpath  25.98  17.37  66.8% 
Southern Marsh (10b)  A  2  marsh edge  3.09  3.09  100.0% 
Giant Marsh (10c)  A  3  footpath  11.75  11.49  97.8% 
Rheem Creek Area (22c)  A  4  footpath  10.54  9.45  89.7% 
Richmond/Albany Shoreline (22f)  F - C  4  footpath  5.30  4.37  82.5% 
(Table 1 continued on Page 5) 2. Study Area     
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Figure 1. Clapper Rail Regions used by the Invasive Spartina Project (based on designations by 
USFWS)      2. Study Area 
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Table 1. Summary of site information, continued from page 3. 
Site Name and ID  Survey 
Type 
Survey 
Stations 
Station 
Placement 
Site Area 
(ha) 
Survey 
Area (ha) 1 
Proportion of 
Site Surveyed
San Leandro Bay Region 
Elsie Roemer (17a)  A  7  footpath  7.19  7.15  99.4% 
Bay Farm Island (17b)  C  7  footpath  3.07  3.07  100.0% 
MLK Regional Shoreline (17d)  A  13  footpath  10.96  10.26  93.7% 
San Leandro Creek (17e)  A  7  footpath  2.99  2.99  100.0% 
Oakland Inner Harbor (17f)  F  0  footpath  1.29  0.70  54.3% 
Coast Guard Is (17g)  F  0  footpath  1.26  1.30  100.0% 
MLK Marsh (17h)  A  7  footpath  13.89  13.86  99.8% 
Coliseum Channels (17i)  F  0  road  5.43  0.39  7.1% 
Fan Marsh (17j)  A  3  road & levee 8.63  8.62  100.0% 
Airport Channel (17k)  A  7  road  4.68  3.44  73.5% 
Doolittle Pond (17l)  A  2  footpath  1.34  1.23  91.7% 
Alameda Island - East (17m)  A  5  footpath  1.81  1.68  93.1% 
Hayward Region 
Oro Loma - East (07a)  A  8  levee  79.74  51.73  64.9% 
Oro Loma - West (07b)  A  16  old levee  52.90  42.97  81.2% 
Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline 
(20a)  A 6  footpath  5.76  5.61  97.5% 
Oakland Golf Links (20b)  A  2  footpath  0.78  0.78  100.0% 
Dog Bone Marsh (20c)  A  3  footpath  2.85  2.69  94.3% 
Citation Marsh (20d)  A  7  levee  45.09  27.65  61.3% 
East Marsh (20e)  A  0  footpath  15.04  6.42  42.7% 
North Marsh (20f)  A  6  footpath  35.99  33.71  93.7% 
Bunker Marsh (20g)  A  4  footpath  14.49  13.71  94.6% 
San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth (20h)  A  8  marsh edge  13.58  13.17  97.0% 
Bockmann Channel (20i)  F - C  1  footpath  1.01  0.79  77.9% 
Sulphur Creek (20j)  A  3  footpath  3.39  3.39  100.0% 
Hayward Landing (20k)  C  3  footpath  4.70  3.80  80.8% 
Johnson's Landing (20l)  A  3  footpath  4.10  3.80  92.9% 
Cogswell - Sec A (20m)  A  7  footpath  14.16  14.12  99.7% 
Cogswell - Sec B (20n)  A  7  footpath  40.53  37.28  92.0% 
Cogswell - Sec C (20o)  A  7  footpath  20.15  20.11  99.8% 
Hayward Shoreline Outliers (20p)  F  0  footpath  1.57  1.57  100.0% 
San Leandro Shoreline Outliers (20q)  F  0  footpath  4.68  3.96  84.6% 
Oakland Airport (20r)  C  3  road  16.75  5.23  31.3% 
HARD Marsh (20s)  A  5  footpath  26.65  21.32  80.0% 
San Leandro Marina (20t)  F  0  road  3.93  3.93  100.0% 
Estudillo Creek Channel (20u)  F  0  levee  5.81  0.17  2.9% 
Hayward Landing Canal (20v)  F  0  footpath  2.28  2.28  100.0% 
Triangle Marsh - Hayward (20w)  C  1  footpath  5.00  4.48  89.6% 2. Study Area     
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Table 1. Summary of site information, continued from previous page. 
Site Name and ID  Survey 
Type 
Survey 
Stations 
Station 
Placement 
Site Area 
(ha) 
Survey 
Area (ha) 
1 
Proportion of 
Site Surveyed 
Union City Region 
Eden Landing - North Creek (13h)  F  0  levee  14.51  14.51  100.0% 
Eden Landing - Pond 10 (13i)  F  0  footpath  87.46  0.08  0.1% 
Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek (13j)  C  6  footpath  50.52  24.96  49.4% 
Eden Landing Reserve - South (13k)  F  0  footpath  96.88  96.88  100.0% 
Newark Region 
Newark Slough (05c)  A  7  bay trail  93.97  18.46  19.6% 
Mountain View & Alviso Regions 
Ravenswood Open Space 
Preserve (02j)  F - C  3  levee  9.56  8.80  92.0% 
Alviso Slough (15a)  A  8  levee  117.52  24.78  21.1% 
Charleston Slough (15a & c)  A  5  levee  44.33  20.03  45.2% 
Stevens Creek (15a & c)  A  5  levee  23.69  21.04  88.8% 
Cooley Landing (16a)  A  8  footpath  71.96  45.69  63.5% 
San Mateo Region 
Belmont Slough (02a)  A  8  footpath  53.83  27.13  50.4% 
Redwood Shores (02a/b)  A  8  footpath  69.79  32.41  46.4% 
B2 South Quadrant (02d)  A  6  levee  76.12  35.51  46.7% 
West Point Slough - NW (02e)  C  1  kayak  2.32  1.94  83.7% 
Greco Island - North (02f)  A  8  boardwalk  201.73  61.04  30.3% 
West Point Slough - SW / E (02g)  C - A  5  road  16.55  5.16  31.1% 
Greco Island - South (02h)  A  6  old levee  94.30  37.29  39.5% 
Ravenswood Slough/Mouth (02i)  A  7  footpath  47.61  26.76  56.2% 
Inner Bair Island Restoration (02l)  A  7  footpath  20.02  16.95  84.7% 
Foster City (19q)  F  0  footpath  2.19  2.19  100.0% 
SF Peninsula Region 
Pier 98/Heron's Head (12b)  F  0  footpath  4.42  4.42  100.0% 
India Basin (12c)  F  0  road & footpath  0.85 0.85  100.0% 
Hunters Point Naval Reserve (12d)  F  0  levee  0.51  0.51  100.0% 
Yosemite Channel (12e)  F  0  road  1.34  1.34  100.0% 
Candlestick Cove (12f)  F  0  road  0.75  0.75  100.0% 
Colma Creek (18a)  A  6  footpath  2.81  2.57  91.4% 
Navigable Slough (18b)  C  2  footpath  1.25  1.25  100.0% 
Old Marina (18c)  A  1  footpath  1.91  1.87  98.3% 
Inner Harbor (18d)  A  2  footpath  3.26  3.26  100.0% 
Sam Trans Peninsula (18e)  A  4  footpath  5.78  5.34  92.5% 
Confluence Marsh (18f)  A  0  footpath  2.92  2.90  99.5% 
San Bruno Marsh (18g)  A  6  footpath  11.53  11.10  96.2% 
San Bruno Creek (18h)  C  3  footpath  2.06  1.74  84.7% 
Brisbane Lagoon (19a)  F - C  4  road  6.41  3.53  55.1% 
Sierra Point (19b)  C  2  footpath  0.98  0.98  100.0%      2. Study Area 
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Table 1. Summary of site information, continued from previous page. 
Site Name and ID  Survey 
Type 
Survey 
Stations 
Station 
Placement 
Site Area 
(ha) 
Survey 
Area (ha) 
1 
Proportion of 
Site Surveyed
SF Peninsula Region (cont’d) 
Oyster Cove (19c)  F - C  2  road  1.24  1.24  100.0% 
Oyster Point Marina (19d)  F - C  1  road  0.67  0.46  68.3% 
Oyster Point Park (19e)  F - C  2  footpath  0.96  0.96  100.0% 
Point San Bruno (19f)  F - A  1  footpath  1.83  0.86  47.0% 
Seaplane Harbor (19g)  A  2  road  1.67  1.61  96.9% 
SFO (19h)  A  6  road  10.18  6.60  64.9% 
Mills Creek Mouth (19i)  F - C  1  footpath  1.11  1.11  100.0% 
Easton Creek Mouth (19j)  F - C  2  footpath  2.70  2.49  92.2% 
Sanchez Marsh (19k)  F - C  3  footpath  6.14  6.05  98.5% 
Burlingame Lagoon (19l)  F  0  footpath  3.08  3.08  100.0% 
Fisherman's Park (19m)  F  0  footpath  0.54  0.54  100.0% 
Coyote Point Marina (19n)  F  0  footpath  5.62  5.62  100.0% 
San Mateo Creek (19o)  F  0  footpath  1.22  1.22  100.0% 
Seal Slough Mouth (19p)  A  6  marsh edge  27.74  23.04  83.0% 
Anza Lagoon (19r)  F  0  footpath  1.77  1.77  100.0% 
Marin Region 
Blackie's Creek (03a)  F  0  footpath  0.22  0.22  100.0% 
Blackie's Creek Mouth (03b)  F  0  footpath  0.40  0.40  100.0% 
College of Marin (04b)  C  1  footpath  1.79  1.00  55.8% 
Larkspur Ferry Landing Area (04e)  F  0  road  0.42  0.42  100.0% 
Riviera Circle (04f)  F  0  kayak  1.56  1.56  100.0% 
CMC - Upper (04h)  A  5  footpath  5.53  5.20  94.0% 
CMC - Lower (04i)  A  2  footpath  6.44  2.55  39.6% 
Murphy Creek (04l)  F  0  road  1.83  1.83  100.0% 
Pickleweed Park (09a)  A  3  footpath  3.88  3.88  100.0% 
Brickyard Cove (23a)  F - C  1  footpath  0.35  0.33  92.0% 
Beach Drive (23b)  C  1  road  3.52  3.31  94.1% 
Loch Lomond Marina (23c)  F  0  road  2.92  0.24  8.3% 
San Rafael Canal Mouth North (23d)  A  2  road  2.71  2.71  100.0% 
Paradise Cay (23f)  F  0  road  9.09  9.09  100.0% 
Greenwood Beach (23g)  C  1  footpath  1.60  1.53  95.7% 
Strawberry Point (23h)  C  1  kayak  5.57  1.18  21.2% 
Strawberry Cove (23i)  C  1  footpath  4.27  3.32  77.8% 
Sausalito (23k)  F  0  footpath  9.17  9.17  100.0% 
Starkweather Park (23l)  C  1  road  3.36  3.03  89.9% 
Triangle Marsh - Marin (23n)  C  2  road  7.73  5.87  76.0% 
 2. Study Area     
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Table 1. Summary of site information, continued from previous page. 
Site Name and ID  Survey 
Type 
Survey 
Stations 
Station 
Placement 
Site Area 
(ha) 
Survey 
Area (ha) 
1 
Proportion of 
Site Surveyed
Petaluma Region 
Petaluma River - Upper (24a)  A  4  footpath  73.73  32.17  43.6% 
Grey's Field (24b)  A  3  footpath  43.93  12.03  27.4% 
Vallejo Region 
San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline 
(26b)  C 5  levee  1042.5  19.60  1.9% 
1 Assuming a 200 meter detection threshold around each survey station     3. Methods 
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3. METHODS 
 
3.1 FIELD METHODS 
California clapper rail surveys were conducted between January 15 and April 15, 2010, 
using standardized survey protocols approved by the USFWS (Appendix 1). All surveys 
were conducted by the trained and permitted avian field biologists at Olofson 
Environmental Inc: Allison Nelson, Jeanne Hammond, Jeffery Lewis, Jen McBroom, 
Jude Stalker, Stephanie Chen, Tobias Rohmer and Whitney Thornton. 
We surveyed 116 Spartina treatment sites for clapper rails or for clapper rail habitat. Call 
count surveys were conducted at 87 of the 116 sites. The remaining 29 sites were 
evaluated for the presence of habitat only (F-survey) and were deemed unlikely to be 
used by breeding clapper rail. The three types of survey protocols employed by OEI 
biologists in 2010 are summarized below.  
 
Protocol A: Clapper rail breeding season passive call count survey 
Protocol A is the standard “walking transect” survey protocol written by USFWS 
biologists and used by researchers throughout the San Francisco Estuary to document 
California clapper rail presence during the breeding season and to calculate rail relative 
abundance and/or density. This survey type is used at sites where clapper rails have been 
observed within the past two years. Typically, survey stations are placed at 200-meter 
(m) intervals on peripheral paths around the site. In large marsh parcels, PRBO surveyors 
place stations at 400 m intervals, as recommended by Conway in Standardized North 
American Marsh Bird Monitoring Protocols (2005). The number of survey stations 
established at each site varies due to site size, configuration, and accessibility. The 
locations of the survey stations are entered into a GIS and navigated to in the field using a 
GPS unit. For consistency and repeatability, all efforts are made to use the same survey 
station locations that were established during the previous survey seasons (see Appendix 
2 for a complete list of survey stations used in 2010). 
Sites are visited at least three times during the season, with at least two weeks between 
visits. Three site complexes (Cogswell A/B/C, Fan Marsh/Doolittle Pond/Airport 
Channel, and MLK Restoration Marsh) were surveyed five times each.  During the first 
two rounds, a trained observer stands at each point for 10 minutes, recording all rails 
detected visually or aurally. For each bird or pair of birds detected the observer records: 
(1) the number of birds, (2) the call type, and (3) distance and angle on a pre-printed 
datasheet.  The timing of each detection was also recorded using the survey start time and 
the ordinal minute of the detection in that 10-minute survey period (Conway 2005).  
Additionally, the approximate locations of each rail/pair were plotted on a field map of 
the site.  If during the first two rounds, no clapper rails were detected within a 200-m 3. Methods     
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radius of a survey station, pre-recorded clapper rail vocalizations are broadcasted after 
the first five minutes of passive survey during round three.  Broadcasts are played for no 
longer than one minute to elicit a response from rails.  The standardized pre-recorded 
vocalizations are provided by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and are played from a 
compact disc or mp3 player with portable speakers.  If a clapper rail responds during the 
broadcast call, the speakers and player are immediately turned off. 
 
Protocol C: Clapper rail breeding season active playback surveys 
A modified protocol for clapper rail call count surveys was developed by USFWS and 
ISP staff to maximize the chances of detecting rails at sites that have a low probability of 
supporting clapper rails. Protocol C is identical to the standard walking transect survey 
(Protocol A), except that it allows permitted biologists to play pre-recorded rail 
vocalizations during the all three visits to a site. If a rail is detected, the recording must be 
immediately switched off and cannot be played again within 200 m of the detection.  
 Sites that are surveyed using Protocol C are typically isolated, small marsh patches 
which provide marginal or low-quality rail habitat and where clapper rails have not been 
detected during the prior two years.  To determine whether Protocol C is appropriate to 
use, sites are first evaluated by a clapper rail biologist using Protocol F. However, if a site 
was surveyed using Protocol C in previous years, it will continue to be surveyed using 
active call counts until either (1) the site is reevaluated using Protocol F and habitat is 
determined absent, or (2) a clapper rail is detected, at which point the site will be 
surveyed using passive surveys (Protocol A). 
 
Protocol F: Clapper rail habitat assessment surveys 
This protocol was developed by ISP staff, in association with Jules Evens (ARA) and Joy 
Albertson (USFWS), to determine whether apparently marginal habitat meets a suggested 
minimum set of criteria for likely clapper rail use. These criteria include restoration 
status, salinity, tidal regime, marsh size and configuration, levee configuration, marsh 
elevation, presence of upper marsh vegetation, degree of non-native Spartina invasion, 
distance from the nearest marsh with known clapper rails, degree of channelization, and 
amount of open water (ponding). If at least four criteria related to probable clapper rail 
presence were met, there was sufficient probability that clapper rails were present, and a 
recommendation was made for further call count surveys, usually Protocol C. If these 
criteria were not met, the site was assumed to not support clapper rails, and no further 
clapper rail surveys were recommended.  Sites are (re)evaluated in this fashion every 
year. 
     3. Methods 
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3.2 DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT  
We used ArcEditor 9.3.1 (Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc., Redlands, CA) 
to create a personal geodatabase to store and manage clapper rail survey data in 2010. 
The design of the geodatabase was based on a preexisting Access database developed by 
PRBO Conservation Science in 2005. All table and query elements of the Access 
database were preserved in the geodatabase, along with the spatial components of the 
data. For instance, weather data (temperature, cloud cover, wind speed, and precipitation) 
were recorded for each round within the polygon delineating the boundary of the site 
surveyed (see Appendix 3 for complete geodatabase design).  
Data were recorded in the field on paper datasheets (Appendix 4), on paper field maps, 
and in our handheld Trimble GeoXT (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA) GPS units with ArcPad 
7.1 mapping software (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA). The 
GPS units were used both to navigate to our survey stations and to digitally record data in 
the field. During a survey, stations and site boundaries were updated in ArcPad with 
current visit information, as well as site descriptions (Appendix 3). Each rail observation 
was recorded on a paper datasheet with time detected, call type, number of rails, distance, 
and direction to the observed rail. Additionally, each rail was assigned a unique map 
reference letter or number and the approximate location of each detected rail was 
recorded on a paper field map.  Any other birds observed at the site were recorded at the 
bottom of the datasheet. 
In the office, data were uploaded from the GPS units and checked-in to the master 
geodatabase. Each observer maintained his/her own data in the geodatabase during the 
field season by filtering with definition queries.  Data entered into ArcPad in the field 
were added to geodatabase and reviewed for quality and accuracy. Additionally, rail 
observation data that were recorded on a datasheet in the field were entered into the 
geodatabase.  We used the Direction/Length tool in ArcEditor 9.3.1 to enter the direction 
(in degrees) and distance (in meters) in order to create a line feature, which we called 
‘offsets’ (Appendix 3).  A point feature, called ‘location,’ was created at the end of each 
offset line to represent the location of each unique rail/pair. When a rail was detected 
from more than one station, the location point feature was moved toward the intersection 
of the offset lines, to triangulate a more precise position of the observed rail.  
At the end of the field season, all data were proofed against original datasheets for 
accuracy before analysis.  For sites requiring multiple concurrent surveyors, the data for 
each round would be re-evaluated to minimize duplicate counting of rail/pairs when 
detected by multiple surveyors. 
 
 3. Methods     
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3.3 DATA INTERPRETATION 
 Each type of detection represented a standardized range of individual clapper rails 
(Table 2). For instance, a clatter, which may represent a single unmated bird or a pair, 
was recorded as a range of one to two birds.  These ranges were summed at the end of 
each round to estimate the total number of rails detected (represented as a range of the 
minimum possible rails detected to 
the maximum possible rails 
detected).  Birds that were detected 
from more than one station or by 
more than one observer during a 
single round were counted only once 
toward the total range of rails 
detected. Once all data were 
summed for each round at each site, 
we used the highest count to 
determine the final range of rails 
detected for each site.  
Additionally, we calculated the 
percent occurrence of clapper rails 
at each site and averaged by region. 
The percent occurrence was 
expressed as a percentage of the 
number of stations where clapper 
rail were detected out of the total 
number of stations sampled (visits) 
during the season 
 
3.4 TREND ANALYSIS 
A subset of sites surveyed by ISP in 2010 was used to evaluate trends in both clapper rail 
and hybrid Spartina populations. We only included data from sites with six years of 
consecutive call count data (using either Protocol A or C) in this analysis. Clapper rail 
surveys included in the analysis were conducted by four organizations: the Invasive 
Spartina Project, Avocet Research Associates, East Bay Regional Park District, and 
PRBO Conservation Science. Spartina inventory monitoring data were collected by OEI 
field biologists annually. Ingrid Hogle, the Invasive Spartina Project Monitoring Program 
Manager combined and analyzed the annual data presented here. For the trend analysis, 
we included clapper rail data from 30 sites invaded by non-native Spartina within four 
regions of the San Francisco Bay: San Leandro Bay, Hayward, Newark, and San 
Francisco Peninsula. 
  
Spartina data were collected by the Invasive Spartina Project Monitoring Program as part 
of an annual inventory of the estuary for non-native Spartina populations. OEI Field 
Table 2. Types of Detection 
Detection 
type  Description 
Number of 
Rails 
Min  Max 
C "Clatter"  1  2 
D 
Duet - two (or more) 
simultaneous 
"clatters"
2 2  + 
K "Kek"  1  2 
AK Agitated  "kek"  1  2 
kkb "Kik-kik-burr"  1  2 
SK "Squawk"  1  2 
SC "Screech"  1  2 
CH "Churr"  1  2 
P "Purr"  1  2 
V Visual  1  2     3. Methods 
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Biologists survey potential habitat for invasive Spartina from May to November each 
year. The location, extent, and percent cover of non-native Spartina are mapped using 
ArcPad and collected into a geodatabase. For the trend analysis presented here, Ingrid 
Hogle (ISP Monitoring Program Manager) calculated the net area of the non-native 
Spartina (in hectares) within the digitized boundaries of the 30 sites invaded sites. We 
present Spartina data from 2004 to 2009, summarized in December 2010. Additionally, 
we provide a best estimate of net Spartina in hectares for 2010, though these data have 
not been analyzed in time for this publication. 
 
Spartina data were plotted by year on the primary axis, while the clapper rail detections 
were plotted by year on the secondary axis. The percent change in both Spartina and 
clapper rail populations were calculated annually and for the entire study period. Percent 
change was calculated as the value at end of period subtracted by the value at beginning 
of period, all divided by the value at beginning of period, and expressed as a percentage. 
Finally, a linear trend was calculated for both Spartina and clapper rail populations to 
demonstrate the change in the populations over the six year study period. 
     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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4. 2010 SURVEY RESULTS  
California clapper rails were present at 42 sites of the 117 sites surveyed by OEI staff in 
2010. Of the remaining 75 sites where no clapper rails were detected during our surveys, 
30 were evaluated for habitat presence only. Appendix 5 provides a summary of the 
survey data for each of the three survey rounds for every survey site. This chapter 
presents our findings for each site, organized by region and summarized in the table 
below (Table 3). Information includes site descriptions, survey methodology, and other 
birds detected during surveys (endangered and threatened species are noted in bold 
type, and potential predators of rails and their nests are underlined). A current (2010) 
photograph is provided for each site for general perspective. Chapter 5 provides a 
summary of data collected from 2005 through 2010 for selected sites, and shows 
population trends over that time period. 
 
Table 3. Summary of California clapper rail survey types, percent occurrence, and detection 
numbers by region. 
Region Name 
Number of Sites 
Surveyed 
Protocol A or C 
Number of Sites 
Surveyed 
Protocol F 
Average 
Percent 
Occurrence 
1
Number of 
CLRA 
Detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Bay Bridge North  7  0  17.5%  16 - 22  - 
San Leandro  9  3  33.3%  38 - 54  X 
Hayward  20  5  15.2%  51 - 76  X 
Union City  1  3  10.0%  2 - 4  - 
Newark  1  0  29.0%  5 - 8  X 
Mountain View & Alviso  5  0  11.5%  15 - 18  - 
San Mateo  9  1  25.4%  53 - 66  - 
SF Peninsula  20  10  3.3%  5 - 8  X 
Marin  12  8  20.1%  16 - 18  - 
Petaluma  2  0  47.2%  4 - 8  - 
Vallejo 1  0  0.0%  0  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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4.1 BAY BRIDGE NORTH CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Bay Bridge North Region is located in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, 
extending from the eastern span of the Bay Bridge in Emeryville to Point Pinole north of 
San Pablo.  This shoreline has been heavily urbanized: the southern half is predominantly 
commercial, industrial and high-density residential developments; the northern half is 
lined with single-family residential communities and the largest and oldest oil refinery on 
the West Coast operated by Chevron Corporation.  The northern portion of this region 
hosts some large remnant tidal marshes, while those in the southern half are small 
isolated pocket marshes. ISP was not responsible for surveying the largest tidal marsh in 
this region, Wildcat Marsh, which was surveyed by PRBO in 2010.  Invasive hybrid 
Spartina has had large impacts on this region with several notable sites (Emeryville 
Crescent –West, San Pablo Marsh and the Rheem Creek Area) being very heavily 
infested. 
The region includes eleven ISP clapper rail sites, seven of which were surveyed by the 
ISP in 2010 (Table 4, Figure 2). Biologists at OEI conducted passive call count surveys 
(Protocol A) at four of these sites, including Emeryville Crescent – East (06a), 
Emeryville Crescent – West (06b), Giant Marsh (10c) and Rheem Creek Area (22c).  
Protocol C surveys were initially conducted at Whittel Marsh (10a) and Southern Marsh 
(10b), however once clapper rail were detected at the site, biologists switched to passive 
call counts for the remainder of  site visits. Richmond/Albany Shoreline (22f) was 
initially surveyed for clapper rail habitat. Habitat was determined to be present at the site 
and so three rounds of active surveys (Protocol C) were subsequently conducted at the 
site. 
 
Table 4:  Bay Bridge North Survey Results 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Emeryville Crescent - East 
(06a) A  3  8  0  0%  0  - 
Emeryville Crescent - 
West (06b)  A  3  18  7  39%  8 - 10  - 
Whittel Marsh (10a)  C - A  3  12  2  17%  1 - 2  - 
Southern Marsh (10b)  C - A  3  6  1  17%  1 - 2  - 
Giant Marsh (10c)  A  3  11  0  0%  0  - 
Rheem Creek Area (22c)  A  3  12  6  50%  6 - 8  - 
Richmond/Albany 
Shoreline (22f)  F - C  3  12  0  0%  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  21  79  16  17%  16 - 22  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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Figure 2. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Bay Bridge North Clapper 
Rail Region. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Emeryville Crescent East (06a) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Emeryville Crescent East (Figures 3a and 4a) is a large linear marsh split into three 
sections by two large channels that abuts the I-80/I-580 interchange in Emeryville. Marsh 
vegetation is predominately Sarcocornia pacifica with a fringe of native Spartina foliosa 
on the outer marsh edge. Upland edge vegetation is a mix of native and non-native 
species and is limited mostly to a thin strip that runs adjacent to the freeway. 
Three rounds of surveys at two stations were conducted at Emeryville Crescent East 
using Protocol A. The first round of surveys were conducted on January 23 and January 
31, 2010; the second round on February 6 and February 14, 2010; and the third round on 
March 13 and April 14, 2010. All three rounds of surveys were conducted by Jeanne 
Hammond. No clapper rails were detected during surveys. Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played at all stations during the third round of surveys.  
Other bird species observed during surveys included: black-bellied plover, Canada goose, 
canvasback, greater yellowlegs, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit, Northern shoveler, 
song sparrow, Western gull, whimbrel, white-crowned sparrow and willet. 
 
Emeryville Crescent West (06b) 
Detected 8-10 clapper rails 
Emeryville Crescent West (Figures 3b and 4b) is a large marsh located to the north of the 
Bay Bridge near the Toll Plaza.  The site is dominated by Sarcocornia pacifica and native 
S. foliosa, with isolated patches of hybrid Spartina. Iceplant (Carpobrotus spp.) and other 
non-native trees and shrubs dominate the vegetative community along the upland marsh 
edge.  A large channel divides the marsh and distributes tidal water to smaller channels 
and ponds throughout the site.  Six radio towers are located within and on the outboard 
edge of the marsh.  
Three rounds of surveys at six stations were conducted using Protocol A.  Because of the 
site’s proximity to the I-80/I-580 freeway, the site was only surveyed on weekend days 
when traffic noise is reduced. Surveys were conducted on January 23, February 6, and 
March 13, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. Three to four clapper rails were detected during 
the first and second round of surveys and eight to ten clapper rails during the third round. 
Prerecorded vocalizations were played at one of six survey stations.    
No avian predators were observed during surveys; however, radio towers provide perches 
throughout the site. 
Other bird species observed during surveys included: Western grebe, brown pelican, 
double-crested cormorant, great egret, mallard, surf scoter, Canada goose, American 
wigeon, greater scaup, canvasback, bufflehead, American kestrel, black-bellied plover, 
black oystercatcher, American avocet, willet, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, dunlin, 
marbled godwit, Western gull, glaucous-winged gull, ring-billed gull, European starling, 
yellow-rumped warbler, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow and Western meadowlark.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Whittel Marsh (10a) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Whittell Marsh (Figures 3c and 4c) is a remnant prehistoric tidal marsh located in Point 
Pinole Regional Park in Richmond.  This marsh is notable in that the ecotone between 
high marsh and native grassland still exists.  Whittell Marsh is highly diverse in terms 
horizontal vegetative structure with the marsh plain supporting a dense matrix of 
Distichlis spicata, Sarcocornia pacifica and Jaumea carnosa. Vernal pool vegetation 
such as Castilleja ambigua and Lasthenia glabrata are found in brackish pans in the high 
marsh.  While diverse vegetatively, the marsh plain of this wetland does not support 
much tall vegetation. Channel edges lined with Frankenia salina and Grindelia stricta 
provide most of the horizontal structure in the marsh plain.  Spartina foliosa provides 
clapper rail habitat in wide channels and at the bayward edge of the marsh. 
Whittel Marsh was surveyed for a total of three rounds.  Round one was conducted using 
Protocol C on February 1, 2010 by Allison Nelson, who detected one to two clapper rails.  
Rounds two and three were then conducted using Protocol A by Jen McBroom on 
February 16, 2010 and Whitney Thornton on April 7, 2010.  Whitney played tapes at two 
of the four stations and detected one to two rails.  
Raccoon tracks have been noted in previous visits to this marsh; however, none were 
noted during surveys. This marsh is surrounded by a grove of eucalyptus that provides 
perching and nesting habitat to raptors; a red-shouldered hawk was noted during survey.  
All bird species observed included: double-crested cormorant, American white pelican, 
great blue heron, black-crowned night-heron, great egret, red-shouldered hawk, American 
kestrel, mallard, American coot, marbled godwit, dunlin, willet, Western gull, Caspian 
tern, mourning dove, American robin, Western bluebird, California towhee, dark-eyed 
junco, song sparrow, savannah sparrow, golden-crowned sparrow, white-crowned 
sparrow, Western meadowlark, red-winged blackbird and house finch. 
 
Southern Marsh (10b) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Southern Marsh (Figures 3d and 4d) includes several linear marsh patches separated by 
small sandy beaches along the shoreline just north of Giant Marsh at Point Pinole 
Regional Shoreline. Marsh vegetation is predominately Sarcocornia pacifica with a 
fringe of S. foliosa on the marsh outer edge. Small patches of hybrid Spartina are 
interspersed within the S. foliosa fringe. 
Surveys at Southern Marsh were conducted at two stations using a C survey protocol. 
The site was not known to support clapper rails, and so was initially surveyed assuming 
absence using Protocol C. However, during the second round on February 16, 2010, 
Jeanne Hammond detected one to two clapper rails in the southern portion of the site. No 
clapper rails were detected on the first and third rounds of surveys, which were conducted 
by Jeanne Hammond on February 1 and by Jen McBroom on April 8, 2010. Pre-recorded 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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vocalizations were played at both stations during the second round and at only one station 
during the third round.   
No avian predators were observed during surveys. During the third survey, dog tracks 
were observed on a path leading through the marsh. 
Other bird species observed during surveys included: American wigeon, American coot, 
least sandpiper, California towhee and song sparrow. 
 
Giant Marsh (10c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Giant Marsh (Figures 3e and 4e) is located south of Southern Marsh and north of 
Breuner’s Marsh at Point Pinole Regional Shoreline. Marsh vegetation can be 
characterized as a Sarcocornia pacifica plain, interspersed with Grindelia stricta and S. 
foliosa along interior channels, and an outer fringe of S. foliosa along the northern half of 
the marsh. 
Four stations were surveyed three times each at Giant Marsh using Protocol A. The first 
survey was conducted February 1, 2010 by Jeff Lewis; the second on February 16, 2010 
by Jeanne Hammond and the third survey was conducted on April 8, 2010 by Jen 
McBroom. No clapper rails were detected during surveys. During the first survey, one 
California black rail was detected. Prerecorded vocalizations were played at all stations 
during the third round of surveys.  
A Northern harrier was observed over the marsh and raccoon tracks were seen on the trail 
during the first survey. 
Other bird species observed during surveys included:  brown pelican, American wigeon, 
Northern harrier, American kestrel, American coot, black-bellied plover, Western 
sandpiper, marbled godwit, willet, least sandpiper, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, 
Western scrub-jay, marsh wren, Western bluebird, American robin, European starling, 
American pipit, yellow-rumped warbler, song sparrow, California towhee, golden-
crowned sparrow, spotted towhee, red-winged blackbird, American goldfinch and house 
finch. 
 
Rheem Creek Area (22c) 
Detected 5-8 clapper rails 
Tidal marsh habitat (Breuner Marsh) at the Rheem Creek site (Figures 3f and 4f) is located 
along the Richmond shoreline just north of the Richmond Rod and Gun Club and to the south 
of Giant Marsh and Point Pinole.  This linear marsh is dominated by an even plain of 
Sarcocornia pacifica with occasional patches of hybrid Spartina and Grindelia stricta.  To 
the east are filled wetlands that now can be characterized as disturbed upland primarily 
vegetated with non-native annual grasses. This area is now owned by the East Bay Regional 
Parks District and is planned for restoration and recreational uses.        4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Four stations were surveyed at Rheem Creek for a total of three rounds using Protocol A.  
The first two rounds of surveys were conducted by Jeff Lewis on January 31 and February 
16, 2010. The third round survey was conducted on March 17, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. 
Two to four rails were detected during the first round; five to eight clapper rails during the 
second; and six clapper rails were detected during the third round of surveys. 
Avian predators observed during surveys included Northern harrier and Cooper’s hawk.   
Other bird species observed at the site included: great blue heron, great egret, American 
wigeon, mallard, canvasback, Canada goose, Northern harrier, Cooper’s hawk, black-
bellied plover, killdeer, American avocet, western sandpiper, willet, marbled godwit, 
western gull, California gull, mourning dove, black phoebe, American cow, barn 
swallow, bushtit, marsh wren, song sparrow, Brewer's blackbird, red-winged blackbird, 
house finch and American goldfinch. 
 
Richmond/Albany Shoreline (22f) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Situated between Point Isabel to the north and Fleming Point to the south, this site 
(Figures 3g and 4g) is the southern portion of the ISP‘s Albany/South Richmond 
Shoreline control site. The site includes Eastshore and Cesar Chavez State Parks as well 
as EBRPD’s Albany Bulb. A narrow strip marsh lines the shoreline adjacent to the 
Albany mud flats. This marsh area is composed primarily of native vegetation with few 
disjunct patches of hybrid Spartina. On the south end of this site (adjacent to Golden 
Gate Fields racetrack), there is a Spartina foliosa dominated marsh with a well developed 
network of channels. A public trail and Highway I-80 border the upland edge of the strip 
marsh. Beyond the trail and highway, commercial and light industrial developments are 
the dominant land use.  
Jude Stalker conducted a site assessment survey on December 29, 2009 and determined 
that although most of this site is not suitable clapper rail habitat, the Spartina lined 
channels and other native vegetation provided potential habitat and that further surveys 
for clapper rail presence were merited.  Protocol C surveys were conducted on January 31 
and February 14, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond and on April 14, 2010 by Jeff Lewis.  Tapes 
were played during all three rounds of survey; however no clapper rails were detected. 
Potential nest predators seen at this site include ring-billed gull, Western gull and 
American crow. 
Other bird species observed at this site included:  Canada goose, mallard, American 
wigeon, American coot, black-bellied plover, willet, ring-billed gull, Western gull, black 
phoebe, American crow, bushtit and song sparrow. 
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Figure 3. Site maps of the Bay Bridge North Clapper Rail Region 
 
 
Figure 3a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Emeryville Crescent – East (06a). 
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Figure 3b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Emeryville Crescent – West (06b). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 3c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Whittel Marsh (10a).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 3d. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Southern Marsh (10b). 
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Figure 3e. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Giant Marsh (10c).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 3f. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Rheem Creek (22c). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 3g. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Richmond/Albany Shoreline (22f). 
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Figure 4. Site Photos of Bay Bridge North Region 
 
 
Figure 4a. View of Emeryville Crescent East marsh looking south toward the I-
  580/80 interchange leading to the Bay Bridge. 
 
 
Figure 4b. View of Emeryville Crescent West marsh looking east toward I-580/80 
interchange. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 4c. View of Whittell Marsh showing the extensive pickleweed plain with a 
Grindelia-lined channel in the background. 
 
 
Figure 4d. View looking southeast of Southern Marsh at Point Pinole Regional Park.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 4e. View looking west of Giant Marsh, Point Pinole Regional Park. 
 
     
Figure 4f. View looking north of Rheem Creek marsh at Point Pinole Regional Park. 
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Figure 4g. View of the Richmond/Albany shoreline looking west over potential 
clapper rail habitat adjacent to Golden Gate Fields. As shown in this photo this 
small marsh has continuous Spartina foliosa and developed channels. 
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4.2 SAN LEANDRO BAY CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The San Leandro Bay Region in Alameda County is bounded by the cities of Oakland, 
Alameda, and Bay Farm Island. It is a highly urbanized marshland of invaded strip 
marshes along rip-rap shoreline and several fragments of larger restored marshes. There 
is little to no habitat in the transition zone along the upland edge. Instead, the region is 
surrounded by landfills, highways, and the Oakland Airport. Additionally, the San 
Leandro Bay has been heavily invaded by hybrid Spartina, much of which has 
subsequently removed by the ISP. Non-native Spartina is still the dominant vegetation at 
half of the sites surveyed in the region. Predators were frequently observed at sites in this 
region: raptors were directly observed at four sites in the region and mammals were 
observed at five sites. Public pathways were present at all sites, providing easy access for 
terrestrial predators.  
The region includes 13 ISP clapper rail sites, twelve of which were surveyed by the ISP 
in 2010 (Table 5, Figure 5). Biologists at OEI conducted passive call count surveys 
(Protocol A) at eight of these sites, active call count surveys (Protocol C) at one site, and 
the remaining three sites were evaluated for clapper rail habitat (Protocol F); which was 
determined to be absent at all three sites. 
 
Table 5:  Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the San Leandro Bay 
Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Elsie Roemer (17a)  A  3  21  1  5%  1 - 2  X 
Bay Farm Island (17b)  C  3  21  0  0%  0  X 
MLK Regional Shoreline 
(17d)  A  3  33  9  27%  5 - 10  X 
San Leandro Creek (17e)  A  3  21  7  33%  3 - 4  X 
Oakland Inner Harbor (17f)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Coast Guard Is (17g)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
MLK New Marsh (17h)  A  5  35  20  57%  14 - 18  X 
Coliseum Channels (17i)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Fan Marsh (17j)  A  5  15  10  67%  12 - 14  X 
Airport Channel (17k)  A  3  21  4  19%  1 - 2  X 
Doolittle Pond (17l)  A  3  7  5  71%  1 - 2  X 
Alameda Island - East 
(17m)  A 3  15  3  20%  1  -  2 X 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  31  189  59  33%  38 - 54  X 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 5. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the San Leandro Bay Clapper Rail Region.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Elsie Roemer (17a) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
The Elsie Roemer Bird Sanctuary (Figures 6a and 7a) is a linear marsh located on the 
southern edge of Alameda Island to the east of Crown Memorial State Beach. The site 
supported a high density monoculture of invasive Spartina, however, five years of 
treatment has significantly reduced the level of Spartina and altered the structure of the 
vegetation at the site. After Spartina removal, lower elevation areas at the outer edge of 
the marsh are reverting to mudflat. To address these changes, clapper rail habitat 
enhancement was initiated at the site in 2006/2007; three channels were constructed and 
channel banks were planted with native Grindelia stricta. Recent site visits, however, 
have revealed that the channels are ponded, limiting their use as foraging habitat, and that 
channel berms provide access into the marsh for land-based predators. In some areas, a 
well-developed band of native vegetation, primarily Grindelia stricta, exists along the 
upper edge of the marsh that provides a buffer between the marsh and adjacent uses that 
include the San Francisco bay trail and residences. 
Elsie Roemer was surveyed using Protocol A; seven stations were surveyed three times 
each. The first survey was conducted on January 17, 2010 by Allison Nelson and no 
clapper rails were detected.  The second survey was conducted on January 31, 2010 by 
Jeanne Hammond and one to two clapper rails were detected during the survey. The final 
survey was conducted on March 4, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who played pre-recorded 
vocalizations at four of the seven survey stations and detected no clapper rails.  
A peregrine falcon was seen eating a bird (unknown species) out on a mudflat island 
during the second survey and a cat was seen along the upper edge of the marsh during the 
third survey. The public trail along the upper edge of the marsh limits the upland habitat 
buffer and provides access to the marsh for terrestrial predators including off-leash dogs, 
cats, raccoons, etc.  
Other birds observed at the site included:  Western grebe, double-crested cormorant, 
snowy egret, great blue heron, surf scoter, ring-necked duck, Northern pintail, mallard, 
canvasback, Canada goose, peregrine falcon, American coot, black-bellied plover, 
killdeer, American avocet, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit, long-billed dowitcher, 
least sandpiper, greater yellowlegs, willet, Western gull, ring-billed gull, mourning dove, 
black phoebe, common yellowthroat, yellow-rumped warbler and song sparrow.  
 
Bay Farm Island (17b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The site on Bay Farm Island (Figures 6b and 7b) consists of a narrow strip marsh that is 
no more than 30 meters at the widest point, located adjacent to a residential neighborhood 
and across the bay from Elsie Roemer (17a) on Alameda Island. Control efforts have 
greatly reduced the hybrid Spartina population at the site and marsh vegetation is limited. 
Iceplant (Carpobrotus spp.) is the dominant vegetation found along the narrow upland 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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edge between the shore and a segment of the San Francisco bay trail that runs parallel to 
the shore. 
The site was surveyed using Protocol C; seven stations were surveyed three times each. 
The first survey was conducted on January 22, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond; the second 
survey was conducted on February 7, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer; and the final survey was 
conducted on March 4, 2010 by Whitney Thornton. Pre-recorded vocalizations were 
played at all stations during all three rounds and no clapper rails were detected. 
No raptors were observed at this site during bird surveys.  The bay trail and adjacent 
houses limits the upland habitat buffer and allows access to the marsh for terrestrial 
predators including cats, dogs and raccoons. An off-leash dog was seen running in the 
marsh during the third survey.  
Other bird species observed at the site during the surveys included:  Clark's grebe, eared 
grebe, Western grebe, brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, great blue heron, 
bufflehead, mallard, greater scaup, ruddy duck, common goldeneye, surf scoter, 
American coot, black-bellied plover, least sandpiper, willet, greater yellowlegs, marbled 
godwit, Western gull, California gull, herring gull, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, 
bushtit, red-breasted nuthatch, Townsend's warbler, yellow-rumped warbler, California 
towhee, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow and house finch. 
 
MLK Regional Shoreline (17d) 
Detected 5-10 clapper rails 
Habitat surveyed at MLK Regional Shoreline (Figures 6c and 7c) consists primarily of 
narrow strip marsh located along the shoreline in an industrial section of Oakland near 
Highway 880 and the Oakland Coliseum. One area, at the mouth of Damon Slough, 
contains a wider extent of marsh with native marsh vegetation, primarily Sarcocornia 
pacifica. The site is impacted by trash, industrial noise and lights, and highway traffic. 
The San Francisco bay trail, a paved footpath, runs parallel to the shoreline along the 
upland edge of the marsh. Native plant restoration led by Save-the-Bay has created a 
narrow band of upland vegetation, including Grindelia stricta and Baccharis pilularis, 
that buffers trail use from the marsh in some areas. Treatment has greatly reduced the 
density of invasive Spartina at MLK Regional Shoreline.  
We surveyed the site using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Two surveyors were 
present during each round of surveys to cover twelve stations. Surveys were conducted 
on January 22, 2010 by Jeff Lewis and Stephanie Chen; on February 10, 2010 by Jeanne 
Hammond and Whitney Thornton; and on March 15, 2010 by Jeff Lewis and Stephanie 
Chen. We detected five to ten clapper rails during the first round, one to two clapper rails 
during the second round, and three to six clapper rails during the final round, when pre-
recorded vocalizations were played at eight of twelve survey stations. 
Although no raptors were observed during surveys, tall eucalyptus provide perching 
habitat for raptors at the mouth of Damon Slough. The San Francisco bay trail runs along 
the shoreline providing easy access to the marsh for feral cats, off-leash dogs, skunks, 
and other terrestrial predators.      4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Other bird species observed during surveys included:  eared grebe, pied-billed grebe, 
Western grebe, brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, great blue heron, black-
crowned night-heron, great egret, Canada goose, ruddy duck, surf scoter, cinnamon teal, 
Northern pintail, Northern shoveler, American wigeon, mallard, redhead, common 
goldeneye, bufflehead, American coot, American avocet, black-necked stilt, greater 
yellowlegs, long-billed dowitcher, Western sandpiper, willet, Western gull, California 
gull, mourning dove, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, American crow, bushtit, marsh 
wren, Northern mockingbird, European starling, yellow-rumped warbler, song sparrow, 
savannah sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, California towhee, red-winged blackbird and 
American goldfinch. 
 
San Leandro Creek (17e) 
Detected 3-4 clapper rails 
The surveyed portion of San Leandro Creek (Figures 6d and 7d) is channelized with 
marsh vegetation confined to narrow strips along the channel edges. Prior to treatment, 
the dominant marsh vegetation was invasive Spartina, but response to its removal has 
been quick and the channel edges are now heavily vegetated with Grindelia stricta, 
Sarcocornia pacifica, Distichlis spicata and Triglochin maritima. The San Francisco bay 
trail, a paved footpath, lines either side of the channel and numerous trees line the trail. 
The portion of the creek that is surveyed is adjacent to the MLK Restoration Marsh site 
(New Marsh), separated only by a levee/bay trail. MLK Restoration Marsh and nearby 
Arrowhead Marsh, are densely populated with clapper rails. Commercial and light 
industrial uses abut the creek channel. 
We surveyed the site using Protocol A; surveys were conducted three times at each of 
seven survey stations along the eastern edge of the creek. The three surveys were 
conducted on January 15, 2010 by Jeff Lewis, on February 1, 2010 by Jude Stalker and 
on March 19, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. We detected two to four clapper rails during the 
first round, and three to four clapper rails during both the second and third surveys. Pre-
recorded vocalizations were played at three of the seven stations during the third survey.    
Numerous trees along the channel provide perches for avian predators. A red-tailed hawk 
was observed during the first survey perched on a telephone pole adjacent to the marsh 
and a cat was observed in the marsh during the third survey.  
Other bird species observed during surveys at San Leandro Creek included:  eared grebe, 
horned grebe, Western grebe, black-crowned night-heron, great blue heron, great egret, 
snowy egret, Northern pintail, bufflehead, American wigeon, mallard, canvasback, 
common goldeneye, surf scoter, scaup sp., red-tailed hawk, American coot, willet, black 
turnstone, lesser yellowlegs, greater yellowlegs, ring-billed gull, Western gull, mourning 
dove, belted kingfisher, black phoebe, American crow, bushtit, American robin, Northern 
mockingbird, European starling, yellow-rumped warbler, white-crowned sparrow, song 
sparrow, California towhee, red-winged blackbird, American goldfinch and house finch. 
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Oakland Inner Harbor (17f) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Oakland Inner Harbor (Figures 6e and 7e) is the tidal canal that runs between Oakland 
and Alameda Island. The channel itself is a high traffic waterway and the surrounding 
land is utilized by marinas and for industrial, commercial and residential purposes. 
Pockets of marsh vegetation have established sporadically along the canal, including 
patches of invasive Spartina. These marsh fragments, no wider than six meters, are 
dominated by Sarcocornia pacifica, Distichlis spicata, Carpobrotus spp. and other non-
native upland grasses nestled in riprap levees. The site was last evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat on March 28, 2009 by Jude Stalker. She determined that the marginal and 
fragmented marsh vegetation was not sufficient to support breeding clapper rails and that 
no further surveys were needed at this site.  Anticipating no substantial change in this site 
between 2009 and 2010, no further visit was conducted. 
 
Coast Guard Island (17g) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Coast Guard Island (Figures 6f and 7f) is located in Oakland Inner Harbor (17f). The island 
is bordered by a riprap levee and a narrow mudflat that has been invaded by hybrid Spartina. 
Control efforts in recent years have greatly reduced the Spartina cover and the site has nearly 
returned to mudflat. Tall trees edge the island, providing perches for avian predators, which 
have been observed at the site frequently in the past. The site was evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat on July 20, 2009 by Jeanne Hammond. She determined that the fragmented Spartina 
stands remaining at the narrow site were not sufficient to support breeding clapper rails. 
 
MLK Restoration Marsh/New Marsh (17h) 
Detected 10-14 clapper rails 
MLK Restoration/New Marsh (Figures 6g and 7g) was restored to tidal action in 1998. 
Branching channels and ponded areas provide aquatic habitat for clapper rail prey and 
proximity to the densely populated Arrowhead Marsh allowed for rapid colonization by 
clapper rail. A narrow rip-rapped channel connects MLK Restoration Marsh to the 
adjacent Arrowhead Marsh. The upland edge of the site has been planted with native 
vegetation through restoration efforts by Save-the-Bay. Vegetation on the marsh plain is 
primarily hybrid Spartina and Sarcocornia pacifica. The San Francisco bay trail, a paved 
footpath, runs along the eastern side of the marsh and an access road runs along the west 
side. A tall fence surrounds the site on all sides, potentially preventing access to the site 
by some terrestrial predators.  
Seven stations were surveyed at the site five times each using Protocol A. The surveys 
were conducted on January 16 and 30, 2010 by Jeff Lewis; on February 13, 2010 by 
Jeanne Hammond; on March 13 by Jeff Lewis; and on April 2, 2010 by Jeanne     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Hammond. We detected ten to fourteen clapper rails on the first survey, eight to twelve 
clapper rails on the second survey, eight clapper rails on the third survey, fourteen to 
eighteen on the fourth survey and one to two on the final survey. 
A red-tailed hawk was observed perched near two survey stations during the second 
survey. Trees and telephone poles that function as raptor perches are located adjacent to 
the marsh for most of its perimeter.  
Other bird species observed at the site included:  Western grebe, horned grebe, brown 
pelican, double-crested cormorant, great blue heron, black-crowned night-heron, snowy 
egret, great egret, Canada goose, surf scoter, American wigeon, canvasback, greater 
scaup, common goldeneye, bufflehead, mallard, red-tailed hawk, American coot, black-
bellied plover, killdeer, black-necked stilt, American avocet, willet, black turnstone, 
western sandpiper, long-billed dowitcher, Forster's tern, Caspian tern, California gull, 
Western gull, mourning dove, rock dove, Anna's hummingbird, belted kingfisher, black 
phoebe, American crow, barn swallow, chestnut-backed chickadee, marsh wren, 
American robin, Northern mockingbird, European starling, California towhee, white-
crowned sparrow, song sparrow, Western meadowlark and house finch. 
 
Coliseum Channels (17i) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The ISP defines the urbanized Coliseum Channels (Figures 6h and 7h) as the narrow tidal 
waterways, inland from Highway 880, which are tidally connected to San Leandro Bay.  
The majority of the site is lined by riprap/cement with little vegetation and no clapper rail 
habitat. Carpobrotus spp. is dominant along the upland edge of the site and hybrid 
Spartina is dominant along the lower edge of the channel.  Much of the hybrid Spartina 
has been successfully treated leaving mostly bare mud along most of the channels.  Trees 
and light posts provide perches for raptors and the roads that surround the urban site 
provide potential access for terrestrial predators. 
Very little marsh habitat remains at this highly impacted site and what is present is 
fragmented and separated by busy roadways and industrial development.  Clapper rails 
have not been detected at the site since ISP began surveying the Coliseum Channels in 
2005.  Jude Stalker conducted an F protocol survey to evaluate this site for clapper rail 
habitat on December 29, 2009 and determined that there is insufficient habitat to support 
breeding clapper rails at the Coliseum Channels and that no further surveys were 
necessary in 2010. 
 
Fan Marsh (17j) 
Detected 12-14 clapper rails 
Fan Marsh (Figures 6i and 7i) is a small marsh located between the Oakland Airport and 
Airport Channel (17k) that is bordered by the heavily traveled Doolittle Drive on the 
north and east sides. Traffic on Doolittle Drive is a threat to rail movement between Fan 
Marsh and adjacent marsh habitat in San Leandro Bay. In 2007 and 2008, ISP staff 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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reported a total of three clapper rail carcasses found on the road adjacent to the marsh that 
were hit by car traffic. Clapper rails cross the road likely to utilize foraging habitat along 
Airport Channel and are exposed to cars as a result. This small marsh is one of the most 
densely populated sites in the region, supporting an average of 1.5 clapper rails per 
hectare. Dominant vegetation at the site includes invasive Spartina, Sarcocornia pacifica 
and Grindelia stricta.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A; three stations were each surveyed five times. 
Surveys were conducted on January 16, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond and Allison Nelson, on 
January 31, 2010 by Jude Stalker, on February 14, 2010 by Jude Stalker, and on March 14 
and April 13, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. Nine to twelve clapper rails were detected during 
the first survey; eleven to fourteen clapper rails during the second survey; twelve to 
fourteen during the third and fourth surveys; and three to six clapper rails on the final 
survey.  
No raptors were observed during surveys, however, telephone poles and surrounding 
levees provide perches and access to the marsh for avian and terrestrial predators. 
Other bird species observed at the site included: mallard, greater white-fronted goose, 
American kestrel, American coot, sora, killdeer, American avocet, marbled godwit, least 
sandpiper, willet, Wilson’s snipe, Caspian tern, Forster's tern, Western gull, black 
phoebe, American crow, cliff swallow, marsh wren, Northern mockingbird, European 
starling, common yellowthroat, California towhee, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, 
white-crowned sparrow, brown-headed cowbird, red-winged blackbird, Western 
meadowlark and house finch.  
 
Airport Channel (17k)  
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Airport Channel (Figures 6j and 7j) is a wide, highly-modified channel in San Leandro 
Bay with an intermittent narrow band of marginal habitat along its banks. The eastern 
portion of the site is primarily riprapped shoreline with small pockets of vegetation and 
little potential habitat. No clapper rails were detected in the eastern portion during 
surveys from 2005 to 2008 and the area was excluded from the clapper rail survey area in 
both 2009 and 2010. The western portion of the site is bordered by the heavily traveled 
Doolittle Drive, a barrier to rail movement between Airport Channel and Fan Marsh. The 
band of vegetation in this area is primarily Sarcocornia pacifica and dead and living 
stands of hybrid Spartina.  
We surveyed the site using Protocol A; seven stations were surveyed three times. Two 
observers surveyed the seven stations. Surveys were conducted on January 16, 2010 by 
Allison Nelson and Jeanne Hammond; on January 31, 2010 by Jude Stalker and Allison 
Nelson; and on February 14, 2010 by Jeff Lewis and Jeanne Hammond.  We detected one 
to two clapper rails during all three surveys. Pre-recorded vocalizations were played at 
four of seven survey stations during the third survey.  
No avian predators were observed during surveys, however, telephone poles, power lines 
and trees provide nearby perches.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Other bird species observed at the site included:  eared grebe, brown pelican, double-
crested cormorant, black-crowned night-heron, snowy egret, great egret, ring-necked 
duck, mallard, greater scaup, canvasback, ruddy duck, Canada goose, surf scoter, 
bufflehead, common goldeneye, American coot, black-bellied plover, American avocet, 
willet, Western sandpiper, greater yellowlegs, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit, 
dowitcher sp., Western gull, ring-billed gull, California gull, mourning dove, rock dove, 
belted kingfisher, black phoebe, American crow, yellow-rumped warbler, song sparrow, 
white-crowned sparrow and red-winged blackbird. 
 
Doolittle Pond (17l) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Doolittle Pond (Figures 6k and 7k) is a fully-tidal, partly riprap-lined lagoon adjacent to 
Doolittle Drive in western San Leandro Bay. A narrow band of hybrid Spartina lines the 
inside perimeter of the pond, and Sarcocornia pacifica and Grindelia stricta line the tops 
of the levee. Heavily traveled Doolittle Drive runs parallel to the southern edge of the 
site, creating a barrier to rail movement between Doolittle Pond and Fan Marsh.  
We surveyed the site for a total of three rounds of Protocol A surveys. Surveys were 
conducted on January 16, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond; on January 31, 2010 by Jude Stalker; 
and on February 14, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. One to two rails were detected during the 
first round; no rails were detected during the second survey; and one to two rails were 
detected during the third survey. 
No raptors were observed during surveys; however, tall trees on the western edge of the 
site provide perches.  
Other bird species observed at this site in 2010 included:  horned grebe, brown pelican, 
Canada goose, canvasback, mallard, ruddy duck, greater scaup, bufflehead, American 
coot, black-bellied plover, least sandpiper, Forster’s tern and song sparrow. 
 
Alameda Island East (17m) 
Detected 1-2 Clapper rails 
The Alameda Island East site (Figures 6l and 7l) includes a narrow, linear marsh adjacent 
to a residential neighborhood at the eastern end of the City of Alameda as well as invaded 
shoreline at the Aeolian Yacht Harbor and Towata Park. Live and dead stands of hybrid 
Spartina are the dominant vegetation at the site with some patches of Sarcocornia 
pacifica. A rip-rap levee lines the entire site, providing access for terrestrial predators. 
Wrack, trash, and other debris form a mat at the base of the levee in some places. 
We surveyed the five stations at this site three times using Protocol A. Surveys were 
conducted on January 22, 2010 by Jen McBroom; on February 7, 2010 by Jeff Lewis; and 
on March 12, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond. No clapper rails were detected during the first 
two surveys and one to two rails were detected during the final survey. Pre-recorded 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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vocalizations were played at all five stations during the third survey, as no rails were 
detected during the first two surveys. 
No raptors were observed during surveys. As the marsh is adjacent to a residential 
neighborhood it is likely that cats are present.  
Other bird species observed at the site in 2010 included:  Clark's grebe, Western grebe, 
brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, common goldeneye, bufflehead, Canada goose, 
greater scaup, mallard, ruddy duck, surf scoter, American coot, American avocet, spotted 
sandpiper, willet, Western sandpiper, marbled godwit, California gull, Forster's tern, ring-
billed gull, Western gull, mourning dove, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, American 
crow, bushtit, marsh wren, American robin, Northern mockingbird, yellow-rumped 
warbler, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, California towhee and house finch.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 6. Site maps of the San Leandro Bay Region. 
 
 
Figure 06a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Elsie Roemer (17a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 06b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Bay Farm Island (17b).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 06c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at MLK Regional Shoreline (17d). 
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Figure 06d. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Leandro Creek (17e). 
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Figure 06e. Map of Oakland Inner Harbor (17f) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 06f. Map of Coast Guard Island (17g) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 06g. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at MLK New Marsh (17h). 
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Figure 06h. Map of the Coliseum Channels (17i) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat. 
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Figure 06i. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Fan Marsh (17j). 
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Figure 06j. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Airport Channel (17k). 
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Figure 06k. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Doolittle Pond (17l). 
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Figure 06l. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Alameda Island - East (17m). 
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Figure 7. Site photos of the San Leandro Bay Region. 
 
 
Figure 7a. View looking northwest along Alameda Island shoreline just east of Elsie 
Roemer Bird Sanctuary. 
 
 
Figure 7bView looking east along Bayfarm Island shoreline of successful Spartina 
removal. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 7d. View looking southwest of hybrid Spartina along channel south of Damon 
Marsh within the MLK Jr. Regional Shoreline. 
 
 
Figure 7e. View looking south along San Leandro Creek from the San Francisco 
Bay Trail.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 7f. View of Oakland Inner Harbor showing typical riprap shoreline and 
minimal marsh vegetation, primarily dead Spartina. Photo was taken in 2009. 
 
 
Figure 7g. View of Coast Guard Island showing riprap shoreline formerly invaded by 
hybrid Spartina. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 7h. MLK restoration marsh (New Marsh) showing recruitment of native marsh 
vegetation as well as hybrid Spartina. 
 
Figure 7i. This channel is typical of the Oakland Coliseum area showing the 
absence of hybrid Spartina post-treatment and is not suitable as clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 7j. View of widest extent of marsh along Airport Channel. 
 
 
Figure 7k. Looking north at the inward side of the southeastern levee of Doolittle 
Pond. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 7l. View of eastern Alameda Island shoreline looking northeast near 
intersection of Eastshore Drive and Central Avenue. 
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4.3 HAYWARD CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Hayward Region in Alameda County stretches from the Oakland Airport to the San 
Mateo Bridge. Several large parcels of land have been restored to marshland in recent 
years. These large marshes have simple vegetative composition, dominated by 
Sarcocornia pacifica, an early colonizer of tidal areas. Channels at these sites are also 
simple, lacking complex branching and sinuosity that develops over time. Many of the 
younger restoration sites in the region have been heavily impacted by invasive Spartina 
and its subsequent removal. Predators were observed at over half the sites and are likely a 
big threat to clapper rails in the region.  
The region includes 25 ISP clapper rail sites, all of which were investigated by the ISP in 
2010 (Table 6, Figure 8). We conducted passive call count surveys (Protocol A) at 16 of 
these sites, and active call count surveys (Protocol C) at four sites. The remaining five 
sites were evaluated for clapper rail habitat only (Protocol F), which was determined to 
be absent at all five sites. One site, Bockmann Channel, was initially evaluated for 
habitat, which was deemed present, so was actively surveyed for 3 rounds and is included 
in the aforementioned Protocol C sites.  
 
Table 6: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Hayward Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Oro Loma - East (07a)  A  3  15  4  27%  4 - 6  - 
Oro Loma - West (07b)  A  3  48  0  0%  0  - 
Oyster Bay Regional 
Shoreline (20a)  A 3  18  0  0%  0  - 
Oakland Golf Links (20b)  A  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
Dog Bone Marsh (20c)  A  3  9  0  0%  0  X 
Citation Marsh (20d)  A  3  21  7  33%  5 - 8  X 
East Marsh (20e)
2 A  3  0  0  -  0  - 
North Marsh (20f)  A  3  21  9  43%  12 - 16  X 
Bunker Marsh (20g)  A  3  12  7  58%  4 - 8  X 
San Lorenzo Creek & 
Mouth (20h)  A 3  24  3  13%  3  -  4 X 
Bockmann Channel (20i)  F - C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Sulphur Creek (20j)  A  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
Hayward Landing (20k)  F - C  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
Johnsons Landing (20l)  A  5  10  1  10%  0  - 
Cogswell - Sec A (20m)  A  5  35  12  34%  6  X 
Cogswell - Sec B (20n)  A  5  35  15  43%  20 - 28  X 
Cogswell - Sec C (20o)  A  5  35  10  29%  3 - 6  X 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Hayward Shoreline 
Outliers (20p)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
San Leandro Shoreline 
Outliers (20q)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
Oakland Airport (20r)  C  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
HARD Marsh (20s)  A  3  15  0  0%  0  - 
San Leandro Marina (20t)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Estudillo Creek Channel 
(20u)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
Hayward Landing Canal 
(20v)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
Triangle Marsh - Hayward 
(20w)  C 3  3  0  0%  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  68  337  68  15%  51 - 76  X 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
2 Surveyed from stations located at adjacent sites. 
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Figure 8. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Hayward Region. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Oro Loma East (07a) 
Detected 4-6 clapper rails 
Oro Loma Marsh Complex is a 130-hectare restored tidal area on the eastern shore of San 
Francisco Bay.  This is a relatively young restoration site, breached in 1997. The 
surrounding land is primarily used for industry and waste management and includes a 
sewage treatment plant, an electrical substation, and a capped landfill. Levees divide this 
site into two marshes: Oro Loma East (Figures 9a and 10a; presented here) and Oro 
Loma West (Figures 9b and 10b). Oro Loma East is higher in elevation than its 
counterpart to the west.  It is also more tidally muted, receiving its tidal input from 
Sulphur Creek (20j) through a breach in the southern levee. While about one quarter of 
the site is still mudflat, Sarcocornia pacifica, Salicornia europaea, and Jaumea carnosa 
are dominant in the remainder of the marsh plain. Upland islands are vegetated with 
Frankenia salina and Grindelia stricta.  Hybrid Spartina also has a strong presence at 
this site. However, treatment has kept this infestation to discrete populations, and for the 
most part, hybrid at this site has not coalesced into a meadow.   
Oro Loma Marsh Complex was surveyed three times using Protocol A.  Three clapper 
rail biologists were assigned to survey from different external levees next to the marsh on 
the same date in order to assure full-coverage.  Only the primary observer of Oro Loma 
East is listed.  Surveys were conducted January 28, 2010, February 11, 2010 and March 
17, 2010.  Whitney Thornton conducted the first two rounds of surveys.  She detected 
three to four clapper rails on the first round and no clapper rail on the second round.  
Tobias Rohmer conducted the third round survey.  He played tapes at four stations and 
detected four to six rails.   
Power towers and lines run through the marsh, providing perches for predatory birds. 
Raptors were seen every survey and noted avian predators include red-tailed hawks, 
peregrine falcons, short-eared owls, Northern harriers, and several heron species. 
Raccoon and skunk tracks were also noted during the second round survey.  
Other birds observed at the site in 2010 included: double-crested cormorant, black-
crowned night-heron, great egret, snowy egret, great blue heron, Northern shoveler, 
Canada goose, American green-winged teal, bufflehead, mallard, red-shouldered hawk, 
Northern harrier, red-tailed hawk, Cooper's hawk, white-tailed kite, American kestrel, 
peregrine falcon, killdeer, black-bellied plover, American avocet, black-necked stilt, 
long-billed curlew, greater yellowlegs, Eurasian collared-dove, Anna's hummingbird, 
Allen's hummingbird, black phoebe, American crow, marsh wren, yellow-rumped 
warbler, white-crowned sparrow, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, red-winged blackbird 
and great-tailed grackle. 
 
Oro Loma West (07b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Oro Loma Marsh Complex is a 130-hectare restored tidal area on the eastern shore of San 
Francisco Bay.  This is a relatively young restoration site; it was breached in 1997.  This 
marsh is surrounded by impact human use zones including a sewage treatment plant, an     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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electrical substation, and a capped landfill. Levees divide this site into two marshes: Oro 
Loma East and Oro Loma West (Figures 9b and 10b, presented here).  Oro Loma West 
receives tidal input through a breach in the outboard levee.  This western marsh is lower 
in elevation its eastern counterpart and so has been slower to develop vegatatively.  This 
site is still over 50 percent mudflat with colonies of Sarcocornia pacifica and hybrid 
Spartina scattered on mid-marsh mudflat.  Hybrid Spartina treatment has kept this 
infestation to discrete populations, and for the most part, hybrid at this site has not 
coalesced into a meadow.  Higher elevation marsh contains Frankenia salina, Limonium 
californicum and Grindelia stricta.  
Oro Loma Marsh Complex was surveyed three times using Protocol A.  Three clapper 
rail biologists were assigned to survey from different external levees next to the marsh on 
the same date in order to assure full-coverage.  Only the primary observer of Oro Loma 
West is listed.  Surveys were conducted January 28, 2010, February 11, 2010, and March 
17, 2010.  Jude Stalker conducted the first and third round surveys.  Jeanne Hammond 
conducted the second round survey.  No clapper rails were detected in this marsh.  
Playback was used at all locations on the final round survey.   
Power towers and lines run through the marsh, providing perches for predatory birds. 
Raptors were seen every survey and noted avian predators include peregrine falcons, 
northern harrier, and several heron species. Mammalian predators such as raccoon and 
skunk have been seen here in the past; however, none were noted during survey.  
Other birds observed at the site in 2010 included: Clark's grebe, Western grebe, double-
crested cormorant, great blue heron, great egret, snowy egret, black-crowned night-heron, 
ruddy duck, gadwall, canvasback, mallard, Northern shoveler, greater scaup, Canada 
goose, Northern pintail, Northern harrier, peregrine falcon, killdeer, black-bellied plover, 
American avocet, black-necked stilt, willet, greater yellowlegs, marbled godwit, 
whimbrel, long-billed curlew, black phoebe, marsh wren, Northern mockingbird, 
American pipit, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, Western meadowlark and red-winged 
blackbird. 
 
Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline (20a) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The marshes that were surveyed at the Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline (Figures 9c and 
10c) are located to the north and south of an old landfill converted to public open space 
just south of the Oakland International Airport. There are two separate and ecologically 
distinct areas at the site: a tidal inlet primarily consisting of invaded mudflat to the north 
and a fully vegetated channel to the south. Prior to control, the northern marsh area had a 
dense population of hybrid Spartina. Successful control efforts, however, have 
significantly altered the site, exposing large areas of mudflat where Spartina has been 
removed. The southern portion of the site is a narrow channel with a wide, densely 
vegetated upland edge consisting primarily of non-native vegetation typical of disturbed 
areas. The southern area is also adjacent to primarily light industrial uses to the east. Six 
stations were surveyed three times each at Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline using Protocol 
A. The first survey was conducted on January 28, 2010 by Allison Nelson. The second 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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survey was conducted by Jen McBroom on February 12, 2010 and the third survey by 
Jeanne Hammond on March 4, 2010. Pre-recorded vocalizations were played at all six 
stations during the third round of surveys. No clapper rails were detected during surveys.  
A red-tailed hawk was observed at the northern inlet area during the first survey. Both 
marsh areas have a high ratio of upland edge to water edge, providing access for 
terrestrial predators. In addition, the Davis Street waste transfer station, located adjacent 
to both sites, serves as an attractant for predators such as feral cats, skunks and raccoons.   
Other bird species detected at the site included: snowy egret, canvasback, ruddy duck, 
mallard, white-tailed kite, red-tailed hawk, American coot, black-necked stilt, American 
avocet, marbled godwit, black-bellied plover, least sandpiper, Western gull, Anna's 
hummingbird, belted kingfisher, black phoebe, American crow, Western scrub-jay, 
bushtit, ruby-crowned kinglet, Northern mockingbird, common yellowthroat, yellow-
rumped warbler, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, California towhee, Brewer's 
blackbird, house finch and house sparrow. 
 
Oakland Golf Links (20b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
To the east of the Oakland International Airport, a small channel branches northward 
from the Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline that roughly bisects the Oakland Golf Links 
(Metropolitan Golf Links) course (Figures 9d and 10d). This narrow tidal channel, no 
more than 15 meters at its widest point, has been heavily invaded by non-native Spartina. 
Although this site is unlikely to be occupied by clapper rails, it is adjacent to the Oyster 
Bay Regional Shoreline (20a) where clapper rails have been detected in previous years. 
Two stations were surveyed three times each at Metropolitan Golf Links using Protocol 
A. The first survey was conducted on February 3, 2010 by Allison Nelson. The second 
and third surveys were conducted by Jeanne Hammond on February 17 and March 16, 
2010. Pre-recorded vocalizations were played at both stations during the third survey. No 
clapper rails were detected at Oakland Golf Links.  
One mammalian predator, a feral cat, was observed at the site during the first survey.  
Other bird species observed during surveys included great egret, snowy egret, mallard, 
American wigeon, white-tailed kite, ring-necked pheasant, American coot, American 
avocet, black-necked stilt, Western gull, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, American 
crow, bushtit, marsh wren, American pipit, yellow-rumped warbler, common 
yellowthroat, golden-crowned sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, red-
winged blackbird, Western meadowlark, American goldfinch and house finch. 
 
Dog Bone Marsh (20c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Dog Bone Marsh (Figures 9e and 10e) is located at the northern end of Roberts Landing 
adjacent to the Monarch Bay Golf Club. A tide gate in the southern basin allows muted tidal     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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action. Chemical treatment has greatly reduced the extent of hybrid Spartina infestation in 
Dog Bone Marsh and now Sarcocornia pacifica is the dominant vegetation in this marsh.   
Although the site does not appear to be high quality habitat, it is immediately adjacent to a 
large marsh complex, providing a source population for this small site. 
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Dog Bone Marsh using Protocol A.  The first 
round was conducted by Whitney Thornton on January 27, 2010, the second was conducted 
by Jude Stalker on March 19, 2010, and the third was conducted by Jude Stalker on April 9, 
2010.  On the third round, tapes were played at all stations.  No clapper rails were detected in 
Dog Bone Marsh during any round of the survey. 
Dog Bone Marsh is surrounded on all sides by levees, providing access for mammalian 
predators, as well as disturbance by pedestrians.  Snowy egrets and mammal scat were 
observed at Dog Bone Marsh.   
All birds observed include snowy egret, greater yellowlegs, barn swallow, cliff swallow, red-
winged blackbird, marsh wren and song sparrow.   
 
Citation Marsh (20d) 
Detected 5-8 clapper rails 
Citation Marsh (Figures 9f and 10f) is at the northern end of the Roberts Landing 
complex of marshes. In 1999, the site was restored as mitigation for the adjacent Heron 
Bay (Citation) housing complex. Two tide gates govern muted tidal action at the site. The 
marsh is bounded by levees and by railroad tracks to the east. PG&E power transmission 
lines run along the western side of the site, providing perches for raptors. The site 
supports a diverse vegetative community, including: Sarcocornia pacifica, Grindelia 
stricta, Frankenia salina, and a moderate hybrid Spartina invasion. Citation Marsh has 
many constructed channels and scattered ponds throughout the site. 
Seven stations at the site were surveyed three times using Protocol A. Five to eight 
clapper rails were detected by Tobias Rohmer during both the first and second surveys on 
January 27, 2010 and March 19, 2010. The third survey was conducted on April 9, 2010 
by Jeanne Hammond who detected two clapper rails. Pre-recorded vocalizations were 
played at one of seven stations during the third survey.  
Raptors observed during surveys included northern harrier and red-tailed hawk.  4. 2010 Survey Results     
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All bird species observed at the site included: great blue heron, great egret, snowy egret, 
black-crowned night-heron, gadwall, ruddy duck, Northern shoveler, greater scaup, 
American wigeon, bufflehead, American green-winged teal, Canada goose, mallard, red-
tailed hawk, Northern harrier, white-tailed kite, American coot, American avocet, black-
necked stilt, least sandpiper, greater yellowlegs, marbled godwit, long-billed curlew, 
long-billed dowitcher, herring gull, glaucous-winged gull, California gull, Allen's 
hummingbird, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, barn swallow, marsh wren, European 
starling, common yellowthroat, white-crowned sparrow, savannah sparrow, Lincoln's 
sparrow, song sparrow, Western meadowlark, red-winged blackbird, brown-headed 
cowbird and house finch. 
 
East Marsh (20e) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
East Marsh (Figures 9g and 10g) is part of the Robert’s Landing complex in San Lorenzo. 
The site is surrounded by levees on all sides and has muted tides, which enter from San 
Lorenzo Creek through a narrow breech in the southern levee.  The site is dominated by a 
vast meadow of Sarcocornia pacifica. Hybrid Spartina is established in ponded areas 
throughout the site, and portions of the marsh appear higher in elevation and support 
upland weeds. PG&E power towers bisect the marsh providing perches for avian 
predators.  
East Marsh is surveyed from stations established at neighboring sites, as it has been done 
for the past three years.  Three rounds of Protocol A surveys were conducted by 
Stephanie Chen on January 27, March 19 and April 9, 2010.  No birds were detected at 
any of the three rounds.  
Due to the fact that this site was surveyed from neighboring marshes, no other birds were 
recorded at this site in 2010. 
 
North Marsh (20f) 
Detected 12-16 clapper rails 
North Marsh (Figures 9h and 10h) was also restored to tidal action in 1995 as a part of the 
Roberts Landing Shoreline Marshlands Enhancement. Tides enter the site through a single tide 
gate in the outboard levee. Hybrid Spartina clones were among the earliest colonizers at the 
site. Recent control efforts have been successful and the hybrid Spartina infestation has been 
greatly reduced. The site is now dominated by large patches of Sarcocornia pacifica, and fewer 
patches of hybrid Spartina. 
Three rounds of survey were conducted at North Marsh using Protocol A.  The first round 
was conducted by Whitney Thornton on January 27, 2010 and detected 12-16 clapper rails.  
Jude Stalker conducted the second and third rounds of survey.  The second round was 
conducted on March 19, 2010, detecting 7-12 clapper rails, and the third round was 
conducted on April 9, 2010, detecting 6-12 clapper rails.  Tapes were not played at any time 
during the North Marsh survey.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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The marsh is surrounded by levees and public paths, making it easily accessible to 
mammalian predators.  Skunks were observed here on two rounds of survey.  Black-crowned 
night herons and snowy egrets were observed at North Marsh, as well as raptor-killed 
shorebird carcasses. 
All bird species observed at North Marsh include black-crowned night-heron, snowy egret, 
Canada goose, Northern shoveler, canvasback, American wigeon, mallard, American coot, 
black-bellied plover, American avocet, marbled godwit, least sandpiper, western sandpiper, 
lesser yellowlegs, willet, Anna's hummingbird, red-winged blackbird, marsh wren and song 
sparrow. 
 
Bunker Marsh (20g) 
Detected 4-8 clapper rails 
Bunker Marsh (Figures 9i and 10i) is one of the marshes within the Roberts Landing 
Marsh Complex and was restored as part of the Roberts Landing Shoreline Marshlands 
Enhancement project. Bunker Marsh was restored to tidal action in 1995 by a breach in 
the southern levee that connects the marsh hydrologically to San Lorenzo Creek near the 
creek mouth. The site was heavily invaded by hybrid Spartina, but treatment efforts have 
reduced the infestation significantly. Bunker Marsh supports diverse native vegetation in 
addition to invasive Spartina, including Grindelia stricta, Sarcocornia pacifica, Jaumea 
carnosa, and Distichlis spicata. PG&E power transmission lines cross the northeastern 
tip of the site. Several years of heavy January storms have weakened the outboard levee 
and continued erosion will likely breach the levee within a few years.  
Bunker Marsh was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first round 
was conducted on January 27, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond who detected four to eight 
clapper rails. The second round was conducted by Jen McBroom on March 19, 2010 who 
detected four to seven clapper rails. The final round was conducted on April 9, 2010 by 
Jen McBroom who detected one to two clapper rails.  
A short-eared owl and northern harrier were observed at the site during the first and 
second round of surveys, respectively.  
Other bird species observed during surveys included: great egret, Canada goose, white-
tailed kite, Northern harrier, American coot, killdeer, black-necked stilt, short-eared owl, 
American pipit, song sparrow and red-winged blackbird. 
 
San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth (20h) 
Detected 3-4 clapper rails 
San Lorenzo Creek (Figures 9j and 10j) is part of the Hayward Regional Shoreline and 
lies to the south of the restored marshes in the Robert’s Landing Marsh Complex. The 
marsh is open to the bay and fully tidal. The creek mouth was highly invaded by Spartina 
hybrids, however extremely successful treatment efforts at the site have restored the 
channel mouth to mostly open mudflat.  A thin margin of vegetation, predominantly 
Sarcocornia pacifica, lines the channels, narrowing as it heads upstream along the 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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restricted creek bank. Both hybrid and native Spartina grow along the lower edge of the 
cemented channel banks.  
The creek and the marsh that has formed where it meets the bay were surveyed using 
Protocol A for three rounds. The first survey was conducted on January 27, 2010 by 
Jeanne Hammond and Stephanie Chen who detected three to four clapper rails, the 
highest count at the site in 2010.  No clapper rails were detected during the second and 
third rounds conducted on March 19, and April 2, 2010 by Jen McBroom and Stephanie 
Chen. Tapes were played at four of eight survey stations for the final round.  
A skunk was seen in the marsh during the third round. 
Bird species detected at San Lorenzo Creek in 2010 included: double-crested cormorant, 
Northern shoveler, Northern pintail, American wigeon, American green-winged teal, 
mallard, Canada goose, greater scaup, turkey vulture, American coot, black-bellied 
plover, semipalmated plover, marbled godwit, long-billed dowitcher, dunlin, Western 
gull, mourning dove, Anna's hummingbird, Northern flicker, American crow, marsh 
wren, American robin, American pipit, yellow-rumped warbler, song sparrow, white-
crowned sparrow, golden-crowned sparrow, red-winged blackbird, house finch and lesser 
goldfinch. 
 
Bockmann Channel (20i) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Bockmann Channel (Figures 9k and 10k) is located between San Lorenzo Creek to the 
north and Oro Loma Restoration Marsh to the south. This short, narrow channel is 
bounded by the Oro Loma Sanitary District’s waste water treatment plant on either side. 
A thin strip of marsh less than ten meters wide lines each side of the channel. Successful 
treatment efforts have greatly reduced the Spartina that had been filling the channel. 
Little suitable habitat remains at this site. 
The site was surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were 
conducted on January 27, February 19 and April 9, 2010 by Stephanie Chen. Prerecorded 
vocalizations were played at the survey station during all three rounds but no clapper rails 
were detected. 
Other bird species detected at Bockmann Channel included: double-crested cormorant, 
Canada goose, Northern shoveler, American wigeon, Northern pintail, long-billed 
dowitcher, mourning dove, Anna's hummingbird, Northern flicker, American crow, 
marsh wren, American robin, white-crowned sparrow, golden-crowned sparrow, song 
sparrow, red-winged blackbird, house finch and lesser goldfinch. 
 
Sulphur Creek (20j) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Sulphur Creek (Figures 9l and 10l) abuts the Oro Loma Marsh Complex and provides tidal 
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side. A thin strip of marsh habitat no more than ten meters wide lines either bank. Spartina 
treatment has been successful at Sulphur Creek and there are only a few very small patches of 
hybrid Spartina remaining.  Native Sarcocornia pacifica dominates the simple plant 
community. 
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Sulphur Creek using Protocol A.  The first round 
was conducted by Tobias Rohmer on January 23, 2010, the second round was conducted by 
Jeff Lewis on February 11, 2010, and the third round was conducted on March 27 by 
Whitney Thornton.  On the third round, tapes were played at all stations.  No clapper rails 
were detected in Sulphur Creek during any round of the survey. 
While no mammalian predators were noted during this survey, there is a levee road running 
along one side of the creek, providing predators with easy access to Sulphur Creek.  Power 
towers near the site may be used by raptors as perches and hosted a peregrine falcon during 
round one.  During the second round of survey, a red-tailed hawk was observed perched in 
the marsh.  Great egrets were also observed in Sulphur Creek. 
All bird species observed include great egret, American green-winged teal, northern shoveler, 
canvasback, Canada goose, mallard, red-tailed hawk, peregrine falcon, American coot, black-
necked stilt, American avocet, whimbrel, willet, barn swallow, marsh wren, common 
yellowthroat, white-crowned sparrow and song sparrow. 
 
Hayward Landing (20k) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Hayward Landing (Figures 9m and 10m) is located between two landfills: the one to the 
north is currently active and the one to the south is inoperative and currently part of the 
Hayward Regional Shoreline park system. The site is a narrow channel with thin bands of 
vegetation. Although the site was once dominated by hybrid Spartina, high efficacy herbicide 
treatment has reduced the invasion to a few scattered plants toward the channel mouth.  The 
channel vegetation is now dominated by Sarcocornia pacifica and Grindelia stricta.  At the 
mouth of the channel is a plain of short-statured Sarcocornia pacifica. 
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Hayward Landing using Protocol C.  The first 
round was conducted by Jen McBroom on February 10, 2010, the second round was 
conducted by Whitney Thornton on February 24, 2010, and the third round was conducted by 
Jen McBroom on April 1, 2010.  Tapes were played at all stations during all three rounds of 
survey, but no clapper rails were detected. 
The bay trail runs alongside the channel, providing easy access for mammalian predators.  
Off-leash dogs are often observed accompanying people who use the trail recreationally and 
during the third round of survey, a dog and human were observed in the marsh at the channel 
mouth.  Mammal tracks were observed in the marsh.  Observed avian predators include 
common raven and great egret. 
Other bird species observed at Hayward Landing include Canada goose, mallard, black-
bellied plover, black-necked stilt, American avocet, marbled godwit, song sparrow, Western 
meadowlark and red-winged blackbird. 
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Johnson’s Landing (20l) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Johnson’s Landing (Figures 9n and 10n) is located is at the southern end of the Cogswell 
Marsh complex. The site is divided into two distinct areas: a fully tidal marsh fragment on 
the bay side and a managed tidal channel and ponds inland. The area on the bay edge is 
vegetated by Sarcocornia pacifica and a few hybrid Spartina clones. 
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Johnson’s Landing using Protocol A.  The first 
round was conducted by Jude Stalker on February 10, 2010, the second round was conducted 
by Tobias Rohmer on February 24, 2010, and the third round was conducted by Jeanne 
Hammond on April 1, 2010.  On the third round, tapes were played at two of the three 
stations.  No clapper rails were detected in Johnson’s Landing during any round of survey. 
This area is easily accessible to both mammalian and avian predators and many predators 
have been observed here in previous years.  While no predators were observed during this 
year’s survey, this may have been due to all rounds having been conducted in limited light. 
Other bird species observed at Johnson’s Landing include Canada goose, mallard, killdeer, 
American avocet, long-billed curlew, killdeer, white-crowned sparrow and song sparrow. 
 
Cogswell Marsh Section A (20m) 
Detected 6 clapper rails 
Cogswell Marsh is a 100-hectare restored tidal area located in Hayward Regional 
Shoreline Park.  In the 1980s, East Bay Regional Park District breached this complex of 
former salt ponds in order to restore them to tidal action.  Levees divide this site into 
three marshes: Cogswell A in the north (Figures 9o and 10o; presented here); Cogswell B 
to the east; Cogswell C in the southwest. Cogswell A is the smallest of the marsh parcels.  
In previous years, this site supported several large hybrid Spartina clones; however, 
successful Spartina control has dramatically reduced the presence of the invasion.  This 
marsh has low vegetative diversity.  Sarcocornia pacifica is the dominant vegetation.   A 
moderately developed network of channels does provide some elevational complexity.  In 
2007, the ISP planted Grindelia stricta starts in this section of the Cogswell complex to 
increase clapper rail habitat; however, G. stricta presence is still modest at this site.   
Cogswell Marsh Complex was surveyed five times using Protocol A.  Three clapper rail 
biologists were assigned to survey from different external levees next to the marsh on the 
same date in order to assure full-coverage.  Only the primary observer of the marsh is 
listed.  Surveys were conducted on January 15, February 1, February 15, March 18 and 
April 14, 2010.  Judy Stalker conducted the first and third round surveys. She heard four 
to six birds the first round and two birds the third round. Jen McBroom conducted the 
second round survey, and she detected six birds.  Whitney Thornton conducted the fourth 
survey round and detected three to four birds. The final round of surveys was conducted 
by Tobias Rohmer. No birds were detected this round.  
The levees around Cogswell Marsh provide a corridor for land based predators.  
Raccoons, skunks, and foxes have been seen here in the past; however, none were noted     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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during surveys.  Northern harriers, peregrine falcons, red-tail hawks and several heron 
species were all seen near this marsh.    
Other bird species observed in Cogswell A in 2010 included:  snowy egret, great egret, 
Canada goose, mallard, peregrine falcon, red-tailed hawk, Northern harrier, ring-billed 
gull, marsh wren, song sparrow and Western meadowlark. 
 
Cogswell Marsh Section B (20n) 
Detected 20-28 clapper rails 
Cogswell Marsh is a 100-hectare restored tidal area located in Hayward Regional 
Shoreline Park.  In the 1980s, East Bay Regional Park District breached this complex of 
former salt ponds in order to restore them to tidal action.  Levees divide this site into 
three marshes: Cogswell A in the north; Cogswell B to the east (Figures 9p and 10p; 
presented here); Cogswell C in the southwest. Cogswell B is the largest of the three 
sections and has the highest level of Spartina invasion. Spartina control at this site has 
been phased over the past four years. Hybrid Spartina is still present at this site and 
provides vertical structure. Sarcocornia pacifica provides the majority of understory 
cover.   
The Cogswell Marsh Complex was surveyed 5 times using Protocol A.  Three clapper 
rail biologists were assigned to survey from different external levees next to the marsh on 
the same date in order to assure full-coverage.  Only the primary observer of Section B is 
listed.  Surveys were conducted on January 15, February 1, February 15, March 18 and 
April 14, 2010.  Jeanne Hammond conducted the first four rounds of surveys. She heard 
20-24 birds the first round, 16-18 birds the second round, 12-16 birds the third round and 
20-28 birds the fourth round. Jen McBroom conducted the final survey, and she detected 
7-14 birds.   
The levees around Cogswell Marsh provide a corridor for land based predators.  Signs of 
raccoons and skunks were seen during multiple surveys. Northern harriers were seen 
during all survey rounds. Red-tail hawks and several heron species were all seen near this 
marsh.    
Other bird species observed at the site included: snowy egret, Northern shoveler, 
Northern pintail, American wigeon, greater white-fronted goose, ruddy duck, canvasback, 
mallard, American green-winged teal, Canada goose, sharp-shinned hawk, red-tailed 
hawk, Northern harrier, white-tailed kite, merlin, American coot, black-bellied plover, 
long-billed curlew, least sandpiper, dunlin, greater yellowlegs, mew gull, ring-billed gull, 
Forster’s tern, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, Say's phoebe, loggerhead shrike, 
common raven, tree swallow, marsh wren, American pipit, yellow-rumped warbler, song 
sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, red-winged blackbird and Western meadowlark. 
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Cogswell Marsh Section C (20o) 
Detected 5-8 clapper rails 
Cogswell Marsh is a 100-hectare restored tidal area located in Hayward Regional 
Shoreline Park.  In the 1980s, East Bay Regional Park District breached this complex of 
former salt ponds in order to restore them to tidal action.  Levees divide this site into 
three marshes: Cogswell A in the north; Cogswell B to the east; Cogswell C in the 
southwest ((Figures 9q and 10q; presented here). Cogswell C is largely comprised of 
Sarcocornia pacifica, with hybrid Spartina invading the channels and bay edge. An 
elevated island in the marsh supports upland weeds, such as wild radish, as well as 
rabbits and other mammals. Like the other portions of Cogswell, the site is entirely 
surrounded by levees providing easy access for terrestrial predators.  
Cogswell Marsh Complex was surveyed five times using Protocol A.  Three clapper rail 
biologists were assigned to survey from different external levees next to the marsh on the 
same date in order to assure full-coverage.  Only the primary observer of Section C is 
listed.  Surveys were conducted on January 15, February 1, February 15, March 18 and 
April 14, 2010.  Stephanie Chen conducted the first round survey. She heard one to two 
birds. Jeff Lewis conducted the second and third round surveys, and heard five to eight 
and one to two birds, respectively.  Jen McBroom conducted the fourth round survey and 
detected three to four birds.  Whitney Thornton conducted the fifth round survey and 
detected two to six birds.  
The levees around Cogswell Marsh provide a corridor for land based predators.  
Raccoons, skunks, and foxes have been seen here in the past; however, none were noted 
during surveys.  Northern harriers, sharp-shinned hawks, merlins, and several heron 
species were all seen near this marsh.    
Other birds detected at the site during 2010 included: Western grebe, great blue heron, 
snowy egret, canvasback, American wigeon, Northern shoveler, Northern pintail, Canada 
goose, sharp-shinned hawk, Northern harrier, white-tailed kite, merlin, killdeer, 
American avocet, greater yellowlegs, lesser yellowlegs, Western sandpiper, willet, 
marbled godwit, whimbrel, long-billed curlew, Western gull, Forster's tern, American 
crow, marsh wren and song sparrow. 
 
Hayward Shoreline Outliers (20p) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The Hayward Shoreline Outliers (Figures 9r and 10r) are composed of scattered non-
native Spartina clones that have invaded the open mudflats near the eastern ramp of the 
San Mateo Bridge. These outlying clones are completely submerged twice daily and 
successful Spartina control has greatly reduced any vegetative cover on the mudflat.  The 
site was evaluated for clapper rail habitat on January 15, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who 
determined there was no habitat to support clapper rails for foraging or breeding at the 
site. 
     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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San Leandro Shoreline Outliers (20q) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The San Leandro Shoreline Outliers (Figures 9s and 10s) are the scattered non-native 
Spartina clones that have invaded the open mudflats along the San Leandro Shoreline, 
adjacent to Robert’s Landing. These outlying clones are completely submerged twice 
daily and successful Spartina control has greatly reduced any vegetative cover on the 
mudflat.  
The site was evaluated for clapper rail habitat on January 5, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who 
determined there was no habitat to support clapper rails for foraging or breeding at the 
site. 
 
Oakland Airport (20r) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The Oakland Airport site (Figures 9t and 10t) consists of a narrow, linear marsh with 
muted tidal action bordered on one side by fill associated with runways at the Oakland 
International Airport and on the other by commercial development off Ron Cowan 
Parkway. Marsh vegetation is predominately Sarcocornia pacifica, Distichlis spicata and 
Spartina foliosa, interspersed with small patches of hybrid Spartina. This site is impacted 
by frequent, intermittent high noise levels due to its location directly adjacent to airport 
runways.   
Three rounds of surveys at three stations were conducted at the Oakland Airport site 
using Protocol C. The first survey was conducted on February 4, 2010 by Jen McBroom 
and the second and third rounds were conducted by Jeanne Hammond on February 17 
and March 16, 2010. No clapper rails were detected during surveys.  
No raptors were observed during surveys; however, the proximity of the marsh to 
commercial development including a hotel indicates that human-commensal predators 
such as feral cats and raccoons may be present. 
Other bird species observed during surveys included: snowy egret, black-crowned night-
heron, mallard, Canada goose, American widgeon, black-bellied plover, killdeer, marbled 
godwit, greater yellowlegs, least sandpiper, Wilson’s snipe, black phoebe, Northern 
mockingbird, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, American goldfinch and house 
finch. 
 
HARD Marsh (20s) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The Hayward Area Recreation District (HARD) Marsh (Figures 9u and 10u) was restored to 
tidal action in 1990. The site is largely an open mudflat, providing little biotic structure for 
cover and nesting. The site, still being colonized by tidal marsh vegetation, is dominated by 
discontinuous patches of Sarcocornia pacifica and hybrid Spartina. Salicornia europaea and 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Frankenia salina are also found in HARD Marsh.  Constructed channels and abandoned 
levees texture the marsh plain.  
Three rounds of survey were conducted at HARD Marsh using protocol A.  The first round 
was conducted by Jude Stalker on February 10, 2010, the second round by Tobias Rohmer on 
February 24, 2010, and the third round by Jeanne Hammond on April 1, 2010.  Tapes were 
played at all stations on the third round.  No clapper rails were detected during any round of 
survey.  
Levees surround the site on all sides, providing easy access for terrestrial predators, such as 
red fox and feral cats.  Northern harriers, black-crowned night-herons, California gulls, 
western gulls, snowy egrets and great egrets were observed in HARD Marsh. 
All bird species observed include double-crested cormorant, black-crowned night-heron, 
snowy egret, great egret, canvasback, mallard, Northern shoveler, Canada goose, ruddy duck, 
American wigeon, Northern harrier, American coot, black-bellied plover, black-necked stilt, 
Western sandpiper, long-billed curlew, greater yellowlegs, marbled godwit, California gull, 
Western gull, Caspian tern, barn swallow, marsh wren, American pipit, savannah sparrow, 
song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow and red-winged blackbird. 
 
San Leandro Marina (20t) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The San Leandro Marina (Figures 9v and 10v) is located between Robert’s Landing and 
the Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline at the northern end of the Hayward Region.  The site 
is predominantly a hard riprap shoreline with docks for boats at the marina.  Several 
small patches of hybrid Spartina and other wetland weeds have established in the riprap 
levees; however there are no continuous parcels of marsh vegetation at the site.  There are 
several feral cats living along the shoreline at this site.  
The site was evaluated for clapper rail habitat on January 5, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who 
determined there was no habitat to support clapper rails for foraging or breeding at the 
site. 
 
Estudillo Creek Channel (20u) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The Estudillo Creek Channel (Figures 9w and 10w) is located just north Robert’s 
Landing in the Hayward Region.  The creek has a hard upland edge and a very narrow 
strip of vegetation along the southern channel bank, predominantly composed of upland 
weeds with Sarcocornia pacifica and other marsh plant species. Tidal flow is restricted 
through flood gates near the mouth of the channel.  
The site was evaluated for clapper rail habitat on January 5, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who 
determined that because the wide channel had very little vegetative structure or cover 
along its edges, there was no habitat to support clapper rails for foraging or breeding at 
the site and that no further surveys were necessary.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Hayward Landing Canal (20v) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Hayward Landing Canal (Figures 9x and 10x) is the upper reach of the channel that 
bisects Hayward Landing (20k), beginning with where the channel crosses under Winton 
Drive. Adjacent land use is primarily light industrial to the east of the canal and to the 
west are ponds associated with a nearby sewage treatment plant. The canal is bounded 
entirely by levees and lined on either side by a narrow strip of marsh vegetation usually 
less than five meters in width. The northern section of the site is dominated by 
Sarcocornia pacifica with occasional patches of non-native Spartina. The southern 
portion of the canal continues to have extensive hybrid Spartina that was first mapped in 
2008. On the east side and adjacent to the canal is a dirt road in the northern portion of 
the site and south of Depot Road both levees are covered in ruderal vegetation.  
Although this site has poor quality suitable habitat for clapper rail, call count surveys 
were conducted in 2009 using the C survey protocol due to the site’s proximity to 
Cogswell marsh. No clapper rails were detected during 2009 surveys.  
Jude Stalker conducted a site evaluation using the F survey protocol on January 15, 2010 
and determined there is insufficient habitat to support breeding clapper rails and that no 
further surveys were necessary in 2010. 
 
Triangle Marsh – Hayward (20w) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Triangle Marsh (Figures 9y and 10y) in Hayward is a small marsh parcel located between 
Hayward Landing and Cogswell Marsh. It is surrounded on all sides by levees and receives 
restricted tidal flow through a small breach in the outboard levee. The site is dominated by 
Sarcocornia pacifica, with small patches of Spartina in the channels and Grindelia stricta 
lining the channel banks and higher portions of the site.  
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Triangle Marsh using protocol C.  The first round 
was conducted by Jen McBroom on February 10, 2010, the second round was conducted by 
Whitney Thornton on February 24, 2010, and the third round was conducted by Jen 
McBroom on April 1, 2010.  Tapes were played every round, but no clapper rails were 
detected during any round of this survey. 
Tall shrubs and trees and public pathways provide predator access and cover, diminishing the 
quality of the habitat at the site.  Great egrets and California gulls were observed in Triangle 
marsh 
Other bird species noted during surveys included: great egret, Canada goose, California gull, 
savannah sparrow, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, Western meadowlark and red-
winged blackbird. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 9. Site maps in the Hayward Region. 
 
 
Figure 09a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oro Loma - East (07a). 
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Figure 09b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oro Loma - West (07b). 
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Figure 09c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline (20a). 
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Figure 09d. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oakland Golf Links (20b). 
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Figure 09e. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Dog Bone Marsh (20c). 
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Figure 09f. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Citation Marsh (20d). 
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Figure 09g. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at East Marsh (20e). 
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Figure 09h. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at North Marsh (20f). 
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Figure 09i. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Bunker Marsh (20g). 
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Figure 09j. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth (20h). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 09k. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Bockmann Channel (20i).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 09l. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Sulphur Creek (20j). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 09m. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Hayward Landing (20k).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 09n. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Johnson’s Landing (20l). 
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Figure 09o. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Cogswell – Section A (20m). 
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Figure 09p. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Cogswell – Section B (20n). 
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Figure 09q. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Cogswell – Section C (20o). 
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Figure 09r. Map of the Hayward Shoreline Outliers (20p) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat. 
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Figure 09s. Map of the San Leandro Shoreline Outliers (20q) site boundary evaluated for 
clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 09t. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oakland Airport (20r). 
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Figure 09u. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at HARD Marsh (20s). 
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Figure 09v. Map of the San Leandro Marina (20t) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat. 
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Figure 09w. Map of the Estudillo Creek Channel (20u) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 09x. Map of the Hayward Landing Canal (20v) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 09y. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Triangle Marsh - Hayward (20w). 
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Figure 10. Site photos of the Hayward Region. 
 
 
Figure 10a. View of Oro Loma east showing channels and recruitment of native marsh 
vegetation. 
 
 
Figure 10b. View of Oro Loma west showing major channels and recruitment of native 
marsh vegetation. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 10c. View of primarily native marsh vegetation within the southern marsh area at 
Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline. 
 
Figure 10d. Looking south at channel within the Metropolitan Golf Links course adjacent 
to the Oakland International Airport. This portion of the channel is sparsely vegetated 
with invasive Spartina post-treatment.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 10e. This northwest facing photo of Dog Bone Marsh shows the high success of 
hybrid Spartina treatment at the site. 
 
Figure 10f. This view of Citation marsh shows patches of hybrid Spartina interspersed in 
native marsh vegetation. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 10g. A view of East Marsh from its southern end looking north; the dominance of 
Sarcocornia pacifica and lack of complex vegetative structure is clear. 
 
Figure 10h. Looking northeast over North Marsh from the western shoreline path, this 
photo illustrates the numerous ponds and channels with minimal hybrid Spartina 
coverage.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 10i. View of Bunker Marsh, part of the Robert's Landing marsh complex, 
looking south toward San Lorenzo Creek. 
 
Figure 10j. View looking east of San Lorenzo Creek mouth showing results of 
successful treatment along the channel edges. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 10k. This east facing view from the mouth of Bockmann Channel shows the 
narrow strip of marsh and lack of Spartina along the edges. 
 
 
Figure 10l. Looking east along Sulphur Creek near the eastern end of the site.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 10m. View of Hayward Landing from the Bay Trail showing the pickleweed-
dominated marsh plain. 
 
Figure 10n. View showing fully tidal marsh fragment within Johnson's Landing marsh. 
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Figure 10o. Looking out towards the upland in the southwest corner of Cogwell A over 
the Sarcocornia dominated marsh plain interspersed with remaining small patches of 
hybrid Spartina. 
 
Figure 10p. View of northern Cogswell B marsh looking south toward San Mateo 
Bridge. View shows extensive Sarcocornia pacifica across the marsh plain 
interspersed with small patches of Spartina.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 10q. View of Cogswell C marsh looking north from levee showing extensive 
Sarcocornia pacifica on the marsh plain. 
 
Figure 10r. Looking north out over the Hayward Shoreline Outliers from the eastern 
end of the San Mateo Bridge. 
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Figure 10s. View looking northwest along the San Leandro Shoreline showing lack of 
suitable clapper rail habitat. 
 
 
Figure 10t. View looking south at marsh habitat within the Oakland International Airport 
near Ron Cowan Parkway.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 10u. Patchy, but dense Sarcocornia and Frankenia line the southeastern 
corner of H.A.R.D marsh's main channel. 
 
Figure 10v. This westward facing view of the breakwater along Pescadore Point Drive 
at the San Leandro Marina shows the hard, unvegetated riprap shoreline typical of 
this site. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 10w. View looking east from the mouth of Estudillo Creek, showing the flood 
gates and minimal marsh vegetation. 
 
Figure 10x. View from Depot Road of the southeastern portion of the Hayward 
Landing Canal showing extensive hybrid Spartina lining the canal. 
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Figure 10y. View of Triangle Marsh from the Bay Trail showing Sarcocornia pacifica 
on the marsh plain. 
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4.4 UNION CITY CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
 
The Union City Region in Alameda County stretches from the San Mateo Bridge to the 
Dumbarton Bridge. There are a variety of habitats in this region, including mature 
restoration marsh with a range of channel orders and morphologies, highly-channelized 
flood control conduits, young restoration sites with little vegetation or structure, and 
mudflats. Raptors were the most frequently observed predators, seen at nearly every visit 
to the region. 
 
The Union City Clapper Rail Region includes 22 ISP clapper rail sites, four of which 
were evaluated by the ISP in 2010 (Table 7, Figure 11). Most of this region is surveyed 
for clapper rail by USFWS.  However, some parcels within the Eden Landing complex 
were recently restored to tidal action and subsequently invaded by hybrid Spartina; these 
sites were surveyed by the ISP in 2010. We conducted passive call count surveys 
(Protocol A) at one of these sites: Mount Eden Creek (13j).  The other three sites were 
evaluated for habitat only (Protocol F), which was deemed absent at all three sites.  These 
sites were North Creek (13h), Pond 10 (13i) and Eden Landing Reserve South (13k).  
 
 
Table 7:  Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Union City Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Eden Landing - North 
Creek (13h)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Eden Landing - Pond 10 
(13i) F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Eden Landing - Mt Eden 
Creek (13j)  F - C  3  21  2  10%  2 - 4  - 
Eden Landing Reserve - 
South (13k)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  3  21  2  10%  2 - 4  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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Figure 11. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Union City Region.4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Eden Landing - North Creek (13h) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
North Creek (Figures 12a and 13a) is a narrow channel opened to tidal action in winter 
2005. It is hydrologically connected to Old Alameda Creek through a large breach in the 
levee along the north channel. Hybrid Spartina has rapidly colonized the banks of the 
creek, although it has yet to coalesce into a continuous band of vegetation.  The young 
restoration site has the potential to become clapper rail breeding habitat as marsh 
vegetation continues to colonize the site and sediment accretes on the channel banks.  
However, when the habitat at this site was evaluated on January 8, 2010 it was 
determined to lack enough vegetative structure to support breeding clapper rails and 
decided that no further surveys were necessary. 
 
Eden Landing - Pond 10 (13i) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Pond 10 (Figures 12b and 13b) was opened to the bay briefly in 2005 as part of the South 
Bay Salt Ponds restoration effort.  Currently, the tidal flow is managed and the site is 
maintained at a fairly high water depth. Pond 10 only supports marsh vegetation along 
the levee edges and on an island in the southwest corner of the pond. It is otherwise a 
large expanse of shallow water. The small disjunct patches of Sarcocornia and hybrid 
Spartina along the upper edges of the pond are not enough to support breeding clapper 
rails.  Additionally, the ponded water does not provide traditional foraging ground for 
rails.  
Jude Stalker surveyed the site January 10, 2010 and determined that it lacked the 
vegetative structure and foraging opportunities needed to support breeding clapper rails 
and that no further surveys were necessary. 
 
Eden Landing - Mount Eden Creek (13j)  
Detected 2-4 clapper rails 
Mount Eden Creek (Figures 12c and 13c) is a historic tidal slough found within the 
massive 240-hectare Eden Landing Complex in Hayward.  This area is a large complex 
of former salt ponds that have been tidally restored or are slated for tidal restoration.  
Until restoration enhancements in 2005, Mt. Eden Creek had limited tidal flow, which 
stunted the site’s vegetation and resulted in a seasonally dry mudflat. Restoration efforts 
expanded this creeks mouth which has resulted increased vegetative presence.  
Sarcocornia pacifica is the dominant vegetation type, but Grindelia stricta and 
Frankenia salina have a growing presence here. Non-native Spartina has colonized the     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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channel banks and the mudflat; however, the infestation here is relatively patchy due to 
high treatment efficacy.   
The Mount Eden Creek was initially evaluated for rail habitat and deemed potentially 
supportive of breeding rails. It was then surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three 
rounds. Surveys were conducted on February 14, March 12 and March 26, 2010. Whitney 
Thornton conducted the first two rounds surveys.  She played tapes at all locations and 
detected no clapper rails. Jeanne Hammond conducted the final round survey. She played 
tapes at every station and detected two to four clapper rails. 
The levees around Mount Eden Creek provide a corridor for land based predators.  
Raccoons, skunks, and foxes have been seen here.  Northern harriers, great egrets and 
several gull species were all observed.    
Other birds detected at the Mount Eden Creek during 2010 included: double-crested 
cormorant, great egret, Canada goose, ruddy duck, canvasback, bufflehead, mallard, 
American wigeon, Northern shoveler, Northern harrier, American coot, black-bellied 
plover, American avocet, least sandpiper, whimbrel, long-billed dowitcher, marbled 
godwit, long-billed curlew, Western sandpiper, Western gull, ring-billed gull, Caspian 
tern, barn swallow, marsh wren, savannah sparrow, song sparrow and house finch. 
 
Eden Landing Reserve South (13k) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Eden Landing Reserve South (Figures 12d and 13d) is another young restoration site 
recently opened to tidal action.  Tidal water flows from Old Alameda Creek through 
North Creek (13h) to fill Eden Landing Reserve South with bay water twice per day.  
Although quite a lot of Sarcocornia pacifica is becoming established here, the site is still 
largely unvegetated and offers very little upland refuge during high tide.  Like North 
Creek, Eden Landing Reserve South has the potential to become clapper rail breeding 
habitat as marsh vegetation continues to colonize the site and sediment accretes.  
When the habitat at the site was evaluated on January 8, 2010 however, it was determined 
to lack enough vegetative structure to support breeding clapper rails and that no further 
surveys were necessary in 2010. 
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Figure 12. Site maps of the Union City Region. 
 
 
Figure12a. Map of the Eden Landing – North Creek (13h) site boundary evaluated for 
clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure12b. Map of the Eden Landing – Pond 10 (13i) site boundary evaluated  
for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 12c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Eden Landing –  
Mt. Eden Creek (13j).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure12d. Map of the Eden Landing Reserve – South (13k) site boundary evaluated  
for clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 13. Site photos of the Union City Region. 
 
 
Figure 13a. View looking southeast at northern end of North Creek showing 
recruitment of native marsh vegetation along the channel. 
 
Figure 13b. View facing west from the south end of Pond 10 that shows the lack of 
suitable clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 13c. View southeast across Mount Eden Creek showing recruitment of native 
marsh vegetation along the constructed channels. 
 
Figure 13d. This view from the northwest corner of Eden Landing Reserve-South 
illustrates the newly restored condition of the marsh. 
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4.5 NEWARK CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Newark Region extends from the Dumbarton Bridge to Alviso Slough on the eastern 
side of the bay, and includes the East Bay portion of the Don Edwards National Wildlife 
Refuge lands. This region is dominated by large parcels of mature marshes on managed 
and protected lands. The complex vegetative structure and channel networks of the sites 
in the Newark Region provide excellent habitat for clapper rails. However, or perhaps 
because, of the excellent marsh habitat in the region, both avian and mammalian 
predators were observed on nearly every round of surveys.  
This region consists of six ISP clapper rails sites, only one of which was surveyed by ISP 
staff in 2010 (Table 8, Figure 14).  Other sites in the area are surveyed by biologists with 
Don Edwards NWR and PRBO Conservation Science. We conducted three rounds of 
passive call count surveys at Newark Slough (05c). 
 
 
Table 8: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Newark Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Newark Slough (05c)  A  3  21  6  29%  5 - 8  X 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  - 3  21  6  29%  5  -  8 X 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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Figure 14. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Newark Region. 
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Newark Slough (05c) 
Detected 5-8 clapper rails 
Newark Slough (Figures 15 and 16) is a natural channel with wide, vegetated banks 
forming a large area of tidal marsh habitat within the Don Edwards NWR.  Levees and 
roads border the slough on both sides, providing easy access for red fox and other 
terrestrial predators. A levee marking the boundary between the slough and adjacent salt 
pond is undergoing maintenance; large mounds of wet mud lined the levee top during the 
time of surveys precluding access to one survey station, which was subsequently 
dropped.  Newark Slough supports a complex vegetative community: Sarcocornia 
pacifica and Grindelia stricta dominate; both native and hybrid Spartina line the 
channels; and Frankenia salina and Distichlis spicata provide dense cover in the 
understory.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first round of 
surveys was conducted on January 26, 2010 by Jeff Lewis, who detected five to eight 
clapper rails at the site, the highest count of all rounds. During the second round on 
February 12, 2010 Jeanne Hammond detected four to six rails. Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played at three of six stations during the final round on March 12, 2010 when 
Stephanie Chen detected two to four clapper rails. 
Other bird species observed at Newark Slough in 2010 included: eared grebe, pied-billed 
grebe, double-crested cormorant, snowy egret, great egret, American wigeon, gadwall, 
Canada goose, mallard, Northern shoveler, bufflehead, greater scaup, black-bellied 
plover, American avocet, least sandpiper, willet, greater yellowlegs, Western gull, 
mourning dove, black phoebe, Bewick's wren, marsh wren, Northern mockingbird, 
American pipit, song sparrow, California towhee and house finch. 
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Figure 15. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Newark Slough (05c). 
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Figure 16. View looking north across Newark Slough at the well-developed marsh 
vegetation present on the marsh plain and along channels.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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4.6 MOUNTAIN VIEW & ALVISO CLAPPER RAIL REGIONS 
 
The Mountain View Clapper Rail Region stretches from the west end of the Dumbarton 
Bridge eastward to Alviso Slough; The Alviso Clapper Rail Region begins at Alviso 
Slough and extends to the upper reaches of Coyote Creek.  These regions include a 
variety of habitat types, including freshwater creeks, restored salt ponds, tidal sloughs, 
creek deltas, fringing tidal marsh benches, and historic tidal marsh plains. The Spartina 
infestation in this region is patchy and often nestled in meadows of native Spartina 
foliosa.  
 
The region is not well surveyed for clapper rail by the ISP because of the relatively small 
infestation of Spartina compared to net tidal area. In 2010, we conducted clapper rail 
surveys at five of the eight ISP clapper rail sites (Table 9, Figure 17).  Passive call count 
surveys (Protocol A) were conducted at three portions of the conglomerate South Bay 
Marshes (15a/c) and at Cooley Landing (16a). Ravenswood Open Space Preserve (02j) 
was evaluated for rail habitat, which was deemed present; the site was then actively 
surveyed (Protocol C) for three rounds.   
 
 
Table 9: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the both the Alviso and 
Mountain View Regions. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Ravenswood Open Space 
Preserve (02j)  F - C  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
S Bay Marshes: Alviso 
Slough (15a)  A  3  24  2  8%  9 - 10  - 
S Bay Marshes: 
Charleston Sl (15a & c)
2  A 3  15  5  33%  3  -  4 - 
S Bay Marshes: Stevens 
Creek (15a & c)
2  A 3  15  0  0%  0  - 
Cooley Landing (16a)  A 4  32  5  16%  3  -  4 - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  16  95  12  11%  15 - 18  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
2 Portions of both 15a and 15c surveyed from these South Bay channel complexes. 
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Figure 17.  Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Mountain View and Alviso Regions. 
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Ravenswood Open Space Preserve (02j) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Ravenswood Open Space Preserve (Figures 18a and 19a) is a strip marsh along an 
outboard levee just south of the Dumbarton Bridge.  The site is about one kilometer long 
and ranges from 50 to 100 meters wide. The marsh has a moderately complex biotic 
structure, comprised of both native tidal marsh vegetation and hybrid Spartina.  South 
Bay Salt Pond Restoration has been in progress resulting in the levee being under 
construction and closed to the public. The bay trail tops the levee, running parallel to the 
site, while narrow channels cut into the site perpendicular to the levee. 
On January 15, 2010 Ravenswood Open Space Preserve was evaluated for habitat using 
Protocol F by Jude Stalker, who determined the site merited additional surveys. The site 
was then surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted 
on February 9, 2010 by Stephanie Chen and Jeff Lewis, March 11, 2010 by Stephanie 
Chen, and on April 1, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer and Jude Stalker.  Prerecorded 
vocalizations were played during all three rounds at all three stations, but no clapper rails 
were detected. 
Other bird species recorded at the site during 2010 included: snowy egret, great egret, 
bufflehead, American kestrel, black-necked stilt, long-billed curlew, greater yellowlegs, 
willet, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, Western gull, California gull, black phoebe, 
marsh wren, song sparrow, savannah sparrow and house finch. 
 
South Bay Marshes (15a &15c) 
Detected 12-14 clapper rails total (all three sites) 
ISP’s South Bay Marshes site spans two Clapper Rail Regions and includes an enormous 
amount of marshland from the Palo Alto Baylands to upper Coyote Creek.  Habitat at this 
site is diverse, ranging from brackish marsh in the upper reaches the tidal creeks to 
fringing tidal marsh benches along the bay front edge. Because of the size of this site, we 
took a subsample of the area and surveyed at 3 locations: Alviso Slough, Charleston 
Slough and Stevens Creek. 
 
Alviso Slough (15a)   
Detected 9-10 clapper rails  
Alviso Slough (Figures 18b and 19b) is the eastern most marsh included in ISP’s South 
Bay Marshes.  It is included in Don Edwards Wildlife Refuge in the southeastern corner 
of the bay.  This site is composed of a roughly 100 meter wide slough bounded on either 
side by salt pond levees that wind south-southeast from the mouth of Coyote Creek.  
Habitat here is composed of Sarcocornia dominated marsh plains traversed with small 
drainage channels running from the levees into the slough. Power towers at the mouth of 
the slough provide raptor perches, and the salt pond levees allow access for terrestrial 
predators.  4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Alviso Slough was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds by Stephanie 
Chen. The first survey was conducted on February 4, 2010 with no clapper rail 
detections.  The second survey was conducted on February 18, 2010 when nine to ten 
clapper rails were detected.  The third and final round was conducted on April 14, 2010.  
Prerecorded vocalizations were played at seven of the eight survey stations, though no 
clapper rail were detected.  One of the largest breeding colonies of California gulls in San 
Francisco Bay is located on pond A6, directly adjacent to this site, which was noted as 
being very loud and active during rounds one and three.  Gull activity may have 
suppressed rail behavior and/or precluded surveyor’s detection of vocalizations during 
these rounds. 
Raptors observed during surveys included Northern harriers for two of the three rounds. 
Other bird species recorded at Alviso Slough in 2010 included: Western grebe, double-
crested cormorant, American white pelican, great blue heron, snowy egret, great egret, 
black-crowned night-heron, American wigeon, canvasback, ruddy duck, bufflehead, 
Canada goose, Northern shoveler, mallard, Northern harrier, American coot, American 
avocet, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit, willet, Western gull, California gull, Caspian 
tern, American crow, marsh wren and song sparrow. 
 
Charleston Slough (15a, 15c)   
Detected 3-4 clapper rails  
Charleston Slough (Figures 18c and 19c) is part of the eastern reaches of the Palo Alto 
Baylands and is characterized as a bayward fringe marsh surrounding the head of a 
leveed salt production pond.  Less than 300 meters deep at its broadest point, this 
predominantly Sarcocornia marsh is interlaced with Grindelia-lined channels.  A large 
channel inlet along the western portion of this site cuts through a leveed Sarcocornia 
plain, extending south and terminating at a managed salt pond culvert.  PG&E power 
towers stand over the majority of this site providing raptor perches, while the pervasive 
levees edging the site provide access for terrestrial predators. 
Charleston Slough was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds by Stephanie 
Chen. The first survey was conducted on February 1, 2010 when two to four rails were 
detected along the bay front edge of the site. No clapper rails were detected during round 
two on February 16, 2010. The final round was conducted on March 27, 2010 when tapes 
were played at four of five stations and three to four rails were detected.  
Avian predators were noted at the site including red-tailed hawk and Northern harrier 
during the first two rounds with a peregrine falcon during the second round. 
All bird species recorded at Charleston Slough during 2010 included: horned grebe, 
double-crested cormorant, brown pelican, American white pelican, great blue heron, 
snowy egret, great egret, American wigeon, canvasback, ruddy duck, bufflehead, Canada 
goose, Northern shoveler, mallard, American green-winged teal, blue-winged teal, 
cinnamon teal, red-tailed hawk, Northern harrier, peregrine falcon, American coot, 
American avocet, long-billed curlew, whimbrel, marbled godwit, willet, long-billed 
dowitcher, Western gull, Forster's tern, black phoebe, marsh wren and song sparrow.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Stevens Creek (15a, 15c)   
Detected 0 clapper rails  
The mouth of Stevens Creek (Figures 18d and 19d) is located at the southernmost tip of 
open San Francisco Bay.  The creek extends south between salt pond levees till it opens 
into a triangle shaped marsh marking the southern boundary of ISP’s survey site.  The 
site is outlined in public access trails and bordered on the west by a string of PG&E 
towers, both of which provide easy access for predators, avian and mammalian. One 
culvert to Stevens Creek proper extends as a single primary channel to feed the entire 
pocket marsh causing this site to be slightly muted and brackish.  Sarcocornia pacifica is 
the dominant vegetation along the creek banks as well as in the pocket marsh.          
Stevens Creek was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds on January 30, 
February 22 and March 18, 2010 by Stephanie Chen.  Prerecorded vocalizations were 
played at all five stations during the final round, but no clapper rails were detected at the 
site during any round. 
Predators noted at this site included Northern harriers every round and a barn owl that 
flew through the site during round three. 
All bird species recorded at Charleston Slough during 2010 included: Western grebe, 
double-crested cormorant, great blue heron, snowy egret, American wigeon, canvasback, 
ruddy duck, Canada goose, Northern shoveler, mallard, American green-winged teal, 
Northern harrier, ring-necked pheasant, American coot, Virginia rail, sora, Forster's tern, 
barn owl, marsh wren, white-crowned sparrow and song sparrow. 
 
Cooley Landing Salt Pond (16a) 
Estimated 3-4 clapper rails 
Cooley Landing Salt Pond (Figures 18e and 19e) is a 47-hectare restoration marsh 
located in East Palo Alto at the western end of the Dumbarton Bridge.   This former salt 
evaporator was returned to tidal action in 2000.  Cooley Landing’s mudflat has rapidly 
vegetated with Sarcocornia pacifica and hybrid Spartina.  Hybrid Spartina treatment 
efficacy at this site was minimal in 2009.  Therefore, this site supports several large, 
dense patches of hybrid.  Exterior to the levees that surround Cooley Landing Salt Pond 
is a fringe of older, developed marsh.  This fringe marsh is fully developed and contains a 
diverse array of native salt marsh species including Grindelia stricta, Jaumea carnosa, 
Limonium californicum, Frankenia salina, Bulboschoenus californica, and Spartina 
foliosa.   
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of four rounds. Surveys were 
conducted on January 30, February 13, March 2 and March 26, 2010.  Jude Stalker 
conducted the first round survey and heard two to four birds. Jeanne Hammond 
conducted the second round survey and heard no clapper rails.  Stephanie Chen 
conducted the third and fourth round surveys.  During the third round she detected three 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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to four clapper rails.  On the fourth round, she played tapes at four of the eight stations, 
but detected no clapper rail.  
PG&E power towers bisect the site, providing perches for avian predators. Northern 
harriers and several heron species were observed during surveys. Terrestrial predators can 
easily access the marsh from both the levee and the PG&E boardwalk running below the 
power lines. Feral cats, opossums, skunks, raccoons, and red and gray fox have all been 
noted at this site in the past; however, no mammalian predators observed during 2010 
surveys.  
Other species of birds observed at the site included: snowy egret, great egret, Northern 
harrier, American wigeon, mallard, Canada goose, ring-necked pheasant, killdeer, black-
bellied plover, long-billed curlew, willet, least sandpiper, Western sandpiper, black 
phoebe, common raven, marsh wren, Northern mockingbird, song sparrow and house 
finch. 
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Figure 18. Site maps in the Mountain View and Alviso Regions. 
 
 
Figure 18a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Ravenswood Open Space Preserve 
(02j). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 18b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at South Bay Marshes – Alviso Slough (15a).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 18c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at South Bay Marshes – Charleston Slough (15a & c). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 18d. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at South Bay Marshes – Stevens Creek (15a & 
c). 
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Figure 18e. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Cooley Landing (16a) 
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Figure19. Site photos of the Mountain View and Alviso Regions. 
 
 
Figure 19a. View looking north of Ravenswood Open Space Preserve showing marsh 
vegetation along the bay edge. 
 
 
Figure 19b. View of Alviso Slough showing Sarcocornia pacifica on the marsh plain.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 19c. View of Charleston Slough showing extensive Sarcocornia pacifica across 
the marsh plain. 
 
 
Figure 19d. View of Stevens Creek marsh showing Sarcocornia pacifica on the marsh 
plain. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 19e. View from northern end of Cooley Landing restoration marsh showing 
recruitment of Sarcocornia pacifica and invasion by Spartina.  
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4.7 SAN MATEO CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The San Mateo clapper rail region stretches from the San Mateo Bridge to the Dumbarton 
Bridge. This region contains a variety of wetland habitats, including marsh islands, active 
and inactive commercial salt ponds, large tidal channels, and bayfront strip marshes. 
Channel mouths and younger restoration sites have been heavily invaded by hybrid 
Spartina, sometimes coalescing into large meadows. These sites have been treated by 
helicopter for the past three years and vegetation is patchy. The older marsh parcels and 
the upper reaches of tidal channels are generally more resistant to invasion by Spartina 
and show less impact by subsequent control efforts. Predators, particularly raptors, are 
abundant at the sites in this region, seen on nearly every round.  
The San Mateo clapper rail region contains fourteen ISP clapper rail sites.  We surveyed 
nine sites and conducted a habitat evaluation for one more site during the 2010 field 
season (Table 10, Figure 20).  Eight sites were surveyed for three rounds of passive call 
count (Protocol A): Belmont Slough (02a), Redwood Shores (02a & b), B2 South 
Quadrant (02d), Greco Island North (02f), Greco Island South (02h), Ravenswood Slough 
(02i) and Inner Bair Island Restoration (02l). Active call count surveys (Protocol C) were 
conducted at West Point Slough - NW (02e) for three rounds and for one round at West 
Point Slough SE (02g), during which a rail was detected and subsequent surveys were 
conducted passively.  One habitat assessment survey (Protocol F) was conducted at 
Foster City (19q), where habitat was deemed insufficient to support a breeding rail 
population. 
 
Table 10: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the San Mateo Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Belmont Slough (02a)  A  3  24  4  17%  4 - 6  - 
Redwood Shores (02a & b)
2 A  3  17  1  4%  2  - 
B2 South Quadrant (02d)  A  3  18  7  39%  7 - 8  - 
West Point Slough - NW (02e)  C - A  3  3  1  33%  1 - 2  - 
Greco Island - North (02f)  A  3  24  6  25%  11 - 14  - 
West Point Slough - SW/E (02g)  C 3  9  1  11%  1  -  2  - 
Greco Island - South (02h)  A  3  18  11  61%  24 - 26  - 
Ravenswood 
Slough/Mouth (02i)  A 3  21  8  38%  3  -  6 - 
Inner Bair Island 
Restoration (02l)  F - A  3  21  0  0%  0  - 
Foster City (19q)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY               
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
2 Portions of both 02a and 02b surveyed from Redwood Shores in Redwood City 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 20. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the San Mateo Region.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Belmont Slough (02a) 
Detected 3-4 clapper rails 
Belmont Slough (Figures 21a and 22a) is a large natural channel that divides two 
residential neighborhoods: Foster City and Redwood Shores. Although bounded on both 
sides by paved trails and roads, Belmont Slough has a wide bank which supports native 
marsh vegetation. The hybrid Spartina invasion at this site is greater toward the mouth of 
the channel, which is where we focused our clapper rail survey efforts. Belmont Slough 
supports a moderately diverse assemblage of plants, including Grindelia stricta and 
Baccharis pilularis along the internal levees, both native and hybrid Spartina, 
Sarcocornia pacifica and Frankenia salina. Wrack trapped among the vegetation 
provides further cover for marsh wildlife. PG&E power towers cross the slough at the 
northern end of the site, providing perches for avian predators. Feral cats and pet dogs 
may also contribute to predation pressures at the site.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first round of 
surveys was conducted on January 26, 2010 by Stephanie Chen who detected two to four 
clapper rails at the site. During the second round on February 16, 2010 Stephanie Chen 
detected two clapper rails at Belmont Slough despite foggy conditions. During the final 
round on March 11, 2010, Jude Stalker played tapes at three of eight stations and detected 
three to four clapper rails.  
Other birds observed at the site included:  double-crested cormorant, American wigeon, 
mallard, Canada goose, bufflehead, Northern harrier, killdeer, dunlin, American crow, 
Northern mockingbird, European starling, white-crowned sparrow, golden-crowned 
sparrow, Western meadowlark, Brewer's blackbird and red-winged blackbird. 
 
Redwood Shores (02a, 02b) 
Detected 2-2 clapper rails 
Redwood Shores (Figures 21b and 22b) includes the northern bayfront of Belmont 
Slough, the northwestern portion of Steinberger Slough and a large island known as Bird 
Island.  Originally this site was surveyed by PRBO; ISP began surveying the area in 
2009.  All portions of Redwood Shores are composed of Sarcocornia pacifica plains with 
occasional Grindelia stricta lining the numerous small channels that cut through the 
marsh.  Hybrid Spartina at this site is fairly sparse and patchy.  Bird Island is separated 
from the mainland by an approximately 50 meter wide channel, while the remainder of 
the site is bordered by residential levees, which provide marsh access for terrestrial 
predators.  Additionally, power lines and trees in the neighboring residential area provide 
perches for raptors.  The 2010 season was peppered with construction projects; re-
dredging and re-forming of the main levee as well as preparation for the breach of a diked 
field along the eastern shore of the Belmont Slough mouth.  The levee was breached in 
two places on September 22, 2010, returning this area to full tidal action to be evaluated 
in the future for potential rail presence.   4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Redwood Shores was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first 
round was conducted on January 26, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer who detected two clapper 
rails.  Survey stations RESH01, RESH02 and RESH03 were not surveyed during round 
one due to recent heavy rains and fresh levee construction leaving the area inaccessible.  
No rails were detected in either following surveys: round two on March 17, 2010 by Jen 
McBroom and round three by Tobias Rohmer on April 9, 2010, during which rail 
playback tapes were played at six stations.  Stations RESH06 and RESH07 were removed 
from the survey for rounds two and three due to time constraints in completing the survey 
within a two hour period.  
Hunting peregrine falcons were observed during rounds one and three, and a cat was seen 
stalking the marsh edge during round three as well.  Other potential predators present 
during the surveys included Northern harrier, American crow, black-crowned night-
heron, snowy egret, great egret, Western gull and ring-billed gull.  
All bird species observed at the site included:  Western grebe, double-crested cormorant,       
black-crowned night-heron, snowy egret, great egret, Northern shoveler, gadwall, 
Northern pintail, Canada goose, mallard, greater scaup, Northern harrier, peregrine 
falcon, killdeer, American avocet, black-necked stilt, black-bellied plover, marbled 
godwit, greater yellowlegs, least sandpiper, willet, Wilson’s snipe, short-billed dowitcher, 
Western gull, ring-billed gull, Forster’s tern, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, bushtit, 
barn swallow, European starling, yellow-rumped warbler, savannah sparrow, song 
sparrow, red-winged blackbird and house finch. 
 
Outer Bair Island – B2 South Quadrant (02d) 
Detected 8-10 clapper rails 
Outer Bair Island is a large, remote marsh in an extensive complex of preserved or 
restored tidal wetlands. The B2 South Quadrant site (Figures 21c and 22c) can be divided 
into two segments: a fully tidal area to the north, and an area that receives muted tidal 
flow through a relatively recent breach in the levee to the south. Hybrid Spartina once 
formed a meadow at the northern portion of the site; however successful control efforts 
have greatly reduced the infestation. Sarcocornia pacifica dominates the vegetative 
community, although patchy stands of hybrid Spartina channels and marsh plain.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Whitney Thornton 
conducted the first two rounds of survey. This first round was conducted on February 5, 
2010, and eight to ten clapper rails were detected, the highest count at this site for the 
season.  The second round was conducted on March 5, 2010 and three to six clapper rails 
were detected. Jude Stalker conducted the final round on March 23, 2010; she played 
tapes at two survey stations and detected two to four birds. 
PG&E power towers cross the site at the southern tip, creating perches for raptors. Old 
levees and upland islands provide refuge for land mammals. Mammal scat or raptor pellet 
were encountered on levees between all survey stations.  Snowy egrets and Northern 
harriers were observed during the first two rounds site surveys.  During the second 
survey, a short eared owl was observed eating an unidentified marsh bird in the eastern 
marsh plain.       4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Other bird species detected at Outer Bair in 2010 include: brown pelican, double-crested 
cormorant, Northern shoveler, Canada goose, mallard, Northern harrier, killdeer, 
American avocet, black-necked stilt, marbled godwit, dowitcher sp., Western sandpiper, 
California gull, short-eared owl, marsh wren and song sparrow. 
 
West Point Slough NW (02e) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
West Point Slough Northwest (Figures 21d and 22d) represents a series of small marsh 
fragments and invaded shoreline at the edge of a large marsh refuge complex. A new 
marina, Westpoint Marina, has just been created at the site, contributing to disturbance 
and reducing habitat quality.  Deemed unsuitable for clapper rail in 2009, ISP decided to 
survey this area in 2010 due to advancing marsh development. This small site has only 
one survey station, though it is also surveyed by proxy from Greco Island-North located 
on the opposite side of the 100-200 meter wide slough.   
West Point Slough NW was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds by 
Stephanie Chen on February 11, February 25 and March 17, 2010.  No rails were 
detected in rounds one and two, so prerecorded vocalizations were played on round three 
when one to two rails were heard.  However, on February 5, 2010, Tobias Rohmer also 
detected one to two rails in this site from his first survey of Greco Island-North.   
A Northern harrier was observed here during round one. 
All bird species documented at this site include Western grebe, an unidentified scaup 
species, Northern harrier, American avocet, willet and song sparrow. 
 
Greco Island North (02f) 
Detected 11-14 clapper rails 
Greco Island (Figures 21e and 22e, presented here) is reported to be the largest remaining 
prehistoric tidal marsh in the South Bay (SFEI, EcoAtlas). Located in Redwood City, this 
historic marsh contains an extensive network of channels and supports high plant 
diversity.  Native vegetation at Greco Island includes the dominant Sarcocornia pacifica 
as well as subdominants Grindelia stricta, Distichlis spicata and Jaumea carnosa. Both 
native and invasive Spartina line the channel banks and marsh edge.  Low treatment 
efficacy has meant that Greco Island North was still highly invaded with hybrid Spartina 
during the 2010 field season.  Additionally, an unidentified species of Puccinellia forms a 
dense mat monoculture in certain areas of high elevation marsh. 
 The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Tobias Rohmer 
conducted the first two rounds of surveys.  The first survey was completed on February 5, 
2010 when three to four clapper rails were detected. The second round was completed on 
March 5, 2010 and five to six clapper rails were detected.  Stephanie Chen conducted the 
final round survey on March 22, 2010. She played tapes at three stations and detected 11-
14 rails.  4. 2010 Survey Results     
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PG&E power towers run the entire length of the site. Peregrine falcons were seen perched 
on these towers, and both peregrine falcons and Northern harriers were observed hunting 
the marsh during survey time.  In addition, fresh gull remains were seen on the boardwalk 
during the second round survey.  Large amounts of raccoon scat have been seen on the 
boardwalk suggesting that boardwalks probably act as a corridor for mammals. 
Other birds detected at Greco Island North during the 2010 clapper rail survey season 
included: Western grebe, brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, bufflehead, Canada 
goose, greater scaup, American wigeon, mallard, Northern harrier, osprey, peregrine 
falcon, least sandpiper, long-billed curlew, Forster's tern, California gull, Western gull, 
barn owl, Say's phoebe, black phoebe, marsh wren, common yellowthroat, savannah 
sparrow and song sparrow. 
 
West Point Slough SW/E (02g) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
West Point Slough SW/E (Figures 21f and 22f) is a wide channel that separates Greco 
Island from Cargill salt ponds to the west. Potential clapper rail habitat along the slough 
that is included in this site consists of a mostly narrow band of native marsh vegetation, 
primarily Sarcocornia pacifica, on the west side of the slough that widens in some places 
to as much as 50m. As the slough turns south, potential habitat on the west side of the 
slough widens (up to 180m across) and is bordered by Cargill salt ponds to the west and 
Bayfront Park to the east. Due to the larger extent of marsh and presence of secondary 
channelization, our survey efforts were focused on the southern portion of the slough.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol C/A for three rounds. Surveys were conducted at 
three stations on February 5, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond and by Stephanie Chen on 
February 25 and March 17, 2010. Tapes were played at all stations during the first round 
and a rail responded to playback. The site was subsequently surveyed using Protocol A, 
and no more clapper rails were detected at the site.  
No raptors or mammalian predators were observed during surveys, however, the 
proximity to a public trail and road on top of the levee separating the salt ponds from the 
marsh provide accessibility to mammals. 
Other bird species observed at the site during 2010 included: Western grebe, double-
crested cormorant, canvasback, bufflehead, Canada goose, mallard, American wigeon, 
gadwall, American green-winged teal, American coot, American avocet, black-bellied 
plover, long-billed dowitcher, dunlin, greater yellowlegs, willet, Anna's hummingbird, 
black phoebe, American crow, bushtit, Bewick's wren, marsh wren, yellow-rumped 
warbler, song sparrow and red-winged blackbird. 
 
Greco Island South (02h) 
Detected 24 -26 clapper rails 
Greco Island (Figures 21g and 22g, presented here) is reported to be the largest remaining 
prehistoric tidal marsh in the South Bay (SFEI, EcoAtlas).  Located in Redwood City,     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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this historic marsh contains an extensive network of channels and supports high plant 
diversity. Native tidal marsh vegetation includes the dominant Sarcocornia pacifica and 
subdominants Grindelia stricta, Limonium californicum, Distichlis spicata and Jaumea 
carnosa. Both native and hybrid Spartina line channels and inhabit low elevation marsh.   
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first round was 
conducted by Jeanne Hammond and Tobias Rohmer on February 9, 2010.  They heard 
24-26 clapper rails.  Jeanne Hammond and Whitney Thornton conducted the second 
round survey on February 25, 2010 and detected 14 -24 clapper rail.  Jen McBroom and 
Tobias Rohmer conducted the final round of surveys on April 13, 2010 when 5-10 
clapper rails were heard.  Taped recordings were not used at the site. 
PG&E power lines run along the northeastern edge of this site and provide ample perches 
for raptors and owls.  Cooper’s hawks, Northern harriers and various heron species were 
all spotted at this site.  An old levee lined with terrestrial vegetation bisects the site and 
provides a corridor for mammals.  Bird bones or mammal scat were observed on the 
levee at four of the six survey stations.   
Other birds detected at Greco Island South in 2010 include: great egret, American 
wigeon, Canada goose, mallard, Cooper's hawk, Northern harrier, black rail, American 
avocet, willet, Western sandpiper, greater yellowlegs, least sandpiper, long-billed curlew, 
Forster's tern, mourning dove, Eurasian collared-dove, Northern flicker, Say's phoebe, 
barn swallow, marsh wren, American pipit, common yellowthroat, white-crowned 
sparrow, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, red-winged blackbird, Western meadowlark 
and Brewer's blackbird. 
  
Ravenswood Slough (02i) 
Detected 3-6 clapper rails 
Ravenswood Slough (Figures 21h and 22h) is a large natural channel, surrounded on 
either side by salt ponds. Ravenswood Slough has a wide marsh bench which supports 
native vegetation, including Sarcocornia pacifica, Grindelia stricta, and both native and 
hybrid Spartina. The non-native Spartina invasion at this site is greater toward the mouth 
of the channel and successful treatment efforts have temporarily reduced the vegetative 
cover in these areas. Predators are abundant at the site; raptors and signs of mammalian 
predators were seen during each visit. 
The site was surveyed for the first time by ISP in 2009, using survey stations established 
by PRBO in prior years.  In 2010, Ravenswood slough was surveyed using Protocol A for 
a total of three rounds.  The first round of surveys was conducted on February 8, 2010 by 
Tobias Rohmer and Stephanie Chen who detected three to six clapper rails.  Stephanie 
Chen conducted the final two rounds on March 10 and April 13, 2010, detecting three to 
four and three to six rails respectively.  Taped recordings were used during the final 
round at four of seven survey stations. 
Other birds observed at the site included:  Western grebe, double-crested cormorant, great 
egret, snowy egret, American wigeon, mallard, peregrine falcon, American avocet, black-4. 2010 Survey Results     
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necked stilt, least sandpiper, whimbrel, dunlin, long-billed curlew, California gull, black 
phoebe, marsh wren and song sparrow. 
 
Inner Bair Island Restoration (02l) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Inner Bair Restoration Marsh (Figures 21i and 22i) is a part of the Bair Island Complex in 
Redwood City.  The Bair Island Complex is divided into three distinct areas separated by 
slough channels: Inner, Middle, and Outer Bair. Inner Bair Island is connected to the 
mainland with access from Whipple Avenue and U.S. Highway 101. The central part of 
this former salt pond is being filled with dredged spoils in order to eventually return it to 
tidal flow. Thus, the only clapper rail habitat currently available at Inner Bair is a fringing 
marsh that surrounds the whole of the island.  The largest area of habitat is found on the 
southwest edge of the marsh.  In this area there is a 20-50 meter band of Sarcocornia 
pacifica high marsh and Spartina foliosa low marsh.  A few patches of hybrid dense 
hybrid Spartina can be found in the most southerly corner.  
Jude Stalker evaluated the site for habitat (Protocol F) on January 15, 2010 and deemed it 
worthy of further clapper rail surveys.  The site was then surveyed using Protocol A for a 
total of three rounds.  Stephanie Chen conducted all three rounds on February 10, 
February 24 and March 31, 2010.  Taped recordings were used at every station during the 
final round, though no clapper rails were detected. 
A peregrine falcon was observed next to the marsh during the final round. 
All bird species detected during the surveys included: double-crested cormorant, snowy 
egret, American wigeon, mall, Northern shoveler, Canada goose, white-tailed kite, 
peregrine falcon, greater yellowlegs, lesser yellowlegs, Anna's hummingbird, American 
crow, marsh wren and European starling. 
 
Foster City (19q) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Foster City (Figures 21j and 22j) is a strip marsh to the north of Belmont Slough (02a).  
The site is sparsely vegetated, with a wide upland area dominated by exotic fennel.  
Oyster shell berms crisscross the marsh, providing access for both people and predators.  
Successful hybrid Spartina control has eliminated most of the marsh vegetation at the 
site, with few small clones remaining in the sand/shell beach.  No vegetation grows on 
the oyster shell berm, which forms the backshore of the majority of the site. 
Although the site is adjacent to the known clapper rail population at Belmont Slough, 
rails have never been detected at the site since it began being surveyed in 2005.  During 
the F-survey conducted on January 15, 2010, Jude Stalker determined that the site was 
unsuitable for breeding clapper rails and that no further surveys were necessary. 
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Figure 21. Site maps of the San Mateo Region. 
 
 
Figure 21a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Belmont Slough (02a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 21b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Redwood Shores (02a/b).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 21c. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at B2 South Quadrant (02d). 
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Figure 21d. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at West Point Slough - NW (02e).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 21e. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Greco Island - North (02f). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 21f. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at West Point Slough – SW/E (02g).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 21g. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Greco Island - South (02h). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 21h. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Ravenswood Slough/Mouth (02i).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 21i. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Inner Bair Island Restoration (02l). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 21m. Map of the Foster City (19g) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 22. Site photos of the San Mateo Region. 
 
 
Figure 22a. Looking south over the expansive marsh and well-lined channels at 
Belmont Slough. 
 
Figure 22b. Sarcocornia pacifica plain characterizes most of Redwood Shores, here 
seen looking southeast towards Steinberger Slough and Bair Island. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 22c. View of the fully tidal portion of B2 South Quadrant showing the extent of 
Sarcocornia pacifica. 
 
Figure 22d. View of the northwest portion of West Point Slough showing the widest 
extent of tidal marsh. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 22e. Bisecting Greco Island north from the NW to SE, a string of PG&E power 
towers and boardwalk provide excellent perches and access for both avian and 
mammalian predators.  
 
Figure 22f. View looking north of the southeastern portion of West Point Slough near 
Marsh Road and adjacent to BayFront Park.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 22g. View looking east from levee that traverses southern Greco Island 
showing the complexity of native marsh vegetation. 
 
Figure 22h. View showing side channels and marsh vegetation along Ravenswood 
Slough. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 22i. Looking north at Inner Bair Island from the southwestern end of the public 
trail adjacent to the Bayshore Freeway. 
 
Figure 22j. Facing south, the oyster shell berm and sparse marsh vegetation present 
at the Foster City site.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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4.8 SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
 
The San Francisco Peninsula Clapper Rail Region stretches from the Golden Gate Bridge 
to the San Mateo Bridge. This urban region is highly developed and includes several 
marinas, tidal lagoons, flood control channels, small fragmented patches of remnant 
marsh, invaded mudflats, and the mouths of several creeks and sloughs. A wide range of 
land uses can be found here, from SFO Airport and shipyards, to light and heavy 
industry, to commercial and residential development. It includes the cluster of marshes 
within the Colma Creek complex, as well as the disjunct sites along the length of the 
Peninsula.  
Of the 35 ISP sites in San Francisco Peninsula region, ISP surveyed 30 during the 2010 
clapper rail field season (Table 11, Figure 23).  We used passive Protocol A for surveys 
at eleven of these sites, and active Protocol C for surveys at nine sites within the region. 
Protocol F habitat evaluations were conducted at a total of 18 sites, eight of which were 
deemed adequate for rails and subsequently included in the call count surveys reported 
above.  The remaining nine sites were deemed of insufficient habitat quality to support 
breeding clapper rails.   
 
Table 11: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the San Francisco 
Peninsula Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Pier 98/Heron's Head 
(12b)  F  - -  -  - 0 - 
India Basin (12c)  F  - -  -  - 0 - 
Hunters Point Naval 
Reserve (12d)  F  - -  -  - 0 - 
Yosemite Channel (12e)  F  - -  -  - 0 - 
Candlestick Cove (12f)  F  - -  -  - 0 - 
Colma Creek (18a)  A  3 18  0  0% 0  - 
Navigable Slough (18b)  A  3 6  0  0% 0 - 
Old Marina (18c)  A  3 3  0  0% 0 X 
Inner Harbor (18d)  A  3 6  0  0% 0 X 
SamTrans Peninsula (18e)  A  3 12  2  17%  1  -  2  X 
Confluence Marsh (18f)
2 A  3 0  0  -  0 - 
San Bruno Marsh (18g)  A  3  18  0  0%  0  X 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
San Bruno Creek (18h)  C  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
Brisbane Lagoon (19a)  F - C  3  12  0  0%  0  - 
Sierra Point (19b)  C  3  6  0  0%  0  X 
Oyster Cove (19c)  F - C  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
Oyster Point Marina (19d)  F - C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Oyster Point Park (19e)  F - C  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
Point San Bruno (19f)  F - A  3  3  1  33%  2  X 
Seaplane Harbor (19g)  A  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
SFO (19h)  A  3  12  1  8%  1 - 2  - 
Mills Creek Mouth (19i)  F - C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Easton Creek Mouth (19j)  F - C  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
Sanchez Marsh (19k)  F - C  3  9  0  0%  0  - 
Burlingame Lagoon (19l)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Fisherman's Park (19m)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Coyote Point Marina (19n)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
San Mateo Creek (19o)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Seal Slough Mouth (19p)  A  4  24  1  4%  1 - 2  X 
Anza Lagoon (19r)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
REGIONAL  SUMMARY - 61 168  5  3% 5  -  8 X 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
2 Surveyed from stations located at adjacent sites. 
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Figure 23. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the San Francisco Peninsula Region. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Pier 98 / Heron’s Head (12b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails  
Heron's Head Park (formerly known as Pier 98) is a 10-hectare restored wetland in a 
highly industrialized area at the base of the Hunters Point, south of Lash Lighter Basin.  
Heron's Head (Figures 24a and 25a) is a long, thin peninsula extending east into San 
Francisco Bay that it is built on landfill and was slated for development as a Port of San 
Francisco facility, but has now been transformed into a thriving marsh maintained 
primarily by volunteers of Literacy for Environmental Justice (LEJ).  More than 1000 
student volunteers serve as primary caretakers of the park each year.  They help to plant 
native plant species, remove non-natives such as invasive Spartina, and clean and 
maintain the wild areas of the park.  The area consists mostly of riprap fill with some 
high marsh habitat and a PG&E pond on the western side.  Adjacent land uses include 
Port of San Francisco facilities used as police driver training areas and a recycling center.  
There is a public recreational trail through the center of the peninsula that is frequently 
used by joggers, dog walkers and the occasional fisherperson.  
Jude Stalker evaluated the site for the presence of clapper rail habitat (Protocol F) on 
December 31, 2009. Because of its distance from a source population, lack of clapper rail 
presence in past years surveys and minimal habitat characteristics to support breeding 
rails, she determined that no further surveys were necessary at this site.   
Subsequent to the survey season, a California clapper rail with an attached radio-
transmitter was photographed at Heron’s Head in early July 2010.  This bird was soon 
identified to have originated in San Bruno Marsh (18g) and moved to Heron’s Head of its 
own volition, and was documented as doing so as part of an ongoing study conducted by 
the U.S. Geological Survey.  
Other bird species observed at this site included: Western grebe, scaup sp., bufflehead, 
ruddy duck and Western gull. 
 
India Basin (12c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The India Basin site (Figures 24b and 25c) is a small invaded mudflat located in the cove 
south of Heron’s Head and adjacent to the India Basin Shoreline Park, a small heavily 
trafficked park in Southeastern San Francisco.  The surrounding land is used for 
residential housing as well as a now closed and partially demolished PG&E power plant.  
There is a negligible amount of marsh vegetation and a few remaining patches on hybrid 
Spartina within the site boundary. Jude Stalker evaluated the habitat (Protocol F) at the 
site on December 31, 2009.  She determined that India Basin lacked suitable clapper rail 
habitat and no further surveys were needed. 
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Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard (12d) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Potential clapper rail habitat at the Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard (Figures 24c and 25c) 
is confined to a small stretch of Spartina-invaded shoreline adjacent to the 
decommissioned Navy base (Base Realignment and Closure site). The thin band of 
mostly sandy shoreline is bordered by rip-rap and vegetated primarily by non-native 
Spartina, which has invaded the mudflat. This area is a U.S. E.P.A. Superfund Site that is 
currently undergoing extensive clean-up due to contamination with fuels, pesticides, 
heavy metals, PCBs, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and various radionuclides 
(primarily radium 226 and cesium 137).  
Jude Stalker evaluated the Hunter’s Point site using the F survey protocol on 8/13/2009 
and determined that no further surveys were necessary in 2010.  The lack of vegetative 
structure, the small extent of existing marsh and level of contamination all make this site 
unsuitable for breeding clapper rails.  
 
Yosemite Channel (12e) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Yosemite Channel (Figures 24d and 25d) is a small inlet located within a heavily 
industrialized area just southwest of the Hunter’s Point Naval Reservation.  The site is 
comprised of a relatively large mudflat with some patchy marginal salt marsh habitat and 
upland weeds.  Yosemite Slough is more than three miles from the nearest known clapper 
rail population at Sierra Point (19b).  There is currently no public use of the site, as the 
area is primarily fenced off.  
Jude Stalker evaluated the habitat (Protocol F) at the site on December 31, 2009. She 
determined that although there is a significant stand of native and hybrid Spartina here, 
the lack of channel structure and great distance from other known clapper rail sites made 
clapper rail presence at Yosemite Channel highly unlikely and that no further surveys 
were needed.  
Other birds observed at this site included a scaup species, bufflehead and an unknown 
gull species. 
 
Candlestick Cove (12f) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Candlestick Cove (Figures 24e and 25e) is located in South San Francisco, directly 
adjacent Highway 101.  The site has an oyster shell embankment that provides a barrier 
between the open bay and the marsh.  There are no channels at the site; instead, the tide 
enters through low points in the bank and ponds in the center.  Native Grindelia lines the 
higher elevation oyster shell embankment and invasive Spartina hybrids scattered 
amongst the native S. foliosa occupy the lower ponded areas.  The site is bordered by the 
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could harbor potential avian and terrestrial clapper rail predators. C surveys conducted 
here in previous year(s) have not detected a presence of clapper rails. The nearest marsh 
known to support clapper rails is at Sierra Point (19b), about two miles away, although 
there were no clapper rails detected at Sierra Point in 2010. 
Jude Stalker evaluated the site using Protocol F on December 31, 2009. Due to the 
insufficient habitat, lack of channels and absence of clapper rails in previous years, it was 
determined that no further clapper rail surveys were needed.  
Other bird species documented in and around this site included:  great egret, snowy egret, 
scaup species, common goldeneye, Western gull and common raven.  
 
Colma Creek (18a) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Colma Creek (Figures 24f and 25f) is a narrow tidal creek that flows through a highly 
urbanized, industrial area of South San Francisco.  It is north of San Francisco Airport. 
This site was once heavily invaded by hybrid Spartina, but high Spartina treatment 
efficacy has left this site sparsely vegetated.  Bare patches of mudflat now a prominent 
feature of the site.  Remnant patches of hybrid Spartina and low-growing Sarcocornia 
pacifica typify the vegetation.  At the mouth of the creek, there is a wastewater treatment 
plant which may affect water chemistry. A well used portion of the bay trail runs parallel 
to the creek. Large amounts of trash and litter line the creek.   
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. All surveys were 
conducted by Tobias Rohmer on February 3, February 17 and April 2, 2010. On the final 
round tapes were played at all stations.  No rails were detected during any of the three 
rounds.  
Near survey station COCR02 at the northwestern part of the marsh is an active cat 
feeding station.  At least six cats were observed in this area.  During one round of 
surveys, Tobias Rohmer witnessed a local couple replenishing the cat food.  Dead clapper 
rail and other bird remains have been found at this feeding station in past years.  Snowy 
egrets, great egrets, or American crows were seen at all six survey stations. Raccoon 
tracks were noted in the northern part of the creek.   
Other birds observed at Colma Creek in 2010 included: snowy egret, black-crowned 
night-heron, canvasback, gadwall, bufflehead, mallard, Canada goose, American coot, 
killdeer, black-bellied plover, American avocet, black-necked stilt, spotted sandpiper, 
long-billed curlew, short-billed dowitcher, whimbrel, willet, Caspian tern, ring-billed 
gull, California gull, mew gull, Western gull, glaucous-winged gull, Anna's 
hummingbird, Say's phoebe, black phoebe, American crow, bushtit, European starling, 
common yellowthroat, yellow-rumped warbler, song sparrow, golden-crowned sparrow, 
white-crowned sparrow, California towhee and house finch. 
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Navigable Slough (18b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Navigable Slough (Figures 24g and 25g) is a short tributary of Colma Creek (18a).  This 
narrow tidal channel drains into a cement culvert west of Highway 101.  This slough was 
once lined with robust hybrid Spartina, but high treatment efficacy has reduced this site 
to a sparsely vegetated mudflat. Patches of hybrid Spartina and Sarcocornia pacifica now 
typify the vegetation in this site. Some Grindelia stricta can be found along the high 
marsh plain.   
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. All surveys were 
conducted by Jude Stalker.  Surveys were conducted on February 2, February 17 and 
April 2, 2010. On the final round tapes were played at all stations.  No rails were detected 
during any of the three rounds.  
In past years, a high number of feral cats have been seen at this site.  However, none were 
noted during the survey. No raptors were observed during surveys at Navigable Slough, 
but Snowy egrets and American crows were observed at both survey locations. 
Other birds observed at Navigable Slough in 2010 include: snowy egret, canvasback, 
bufflehead, mallard, American coot, short-billed dowitcher, Anna's hummingbird, black 
phoebe, American crow, bushtit, European starling, yellow-rumped warbler, song 
sparrow, California towhee, white-crowned sparrow and house finch. 
 
Old Marina (18c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Old Marina (Figures 24h and 25h) is located between South San Francisco’s wastewater 
treatment plant and the San Francisco Airport.  This highly urbanized site is bordered by 
the bay trail and a large long-term parking structure. The site itself is comprised of 5 
concrete locks that were once used to build concrete barges.  These locks have since 
filled with sediment and been invaded by hybrid Spartina.  Clapper Rails have been 
detected using these locks in the past. However, high treatment efficacy has greatly 
reduced hybrid Spartina cover.  The site is now primarily mudflat with a few patchy 
remnant Spartina stands.  Very little other marsh vegetation is present.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. All surveys were 
conducted by Jude Stalker on February 2, February 17 and April 2, 2010. On the final 
round tapes were played at all stations.  No rails were detected during any of the three 
rounds.  
This site is highly fragmented with ample upland corridors for mammalian predators.  In 
past years, a high number of feral cats and raccoons have been detected.  However, no 
mammalian or avian predators were observed in 2010. 
Other Birds detected at Old Marina in 2010 included: American coot, American avocet, 
willet, long-billed curlew and ring-billed gull. 
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Inner Harbor (18d) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Inner Harbor (Figures 24i and 25i) is a highly urbanized marsh located between the 
SamTrans bus yard and the San Francisco airport. This mudflat was once highly invaded 
by hybrid Spartina. However, high treatment efficacy has returned over ninety percent of 
this site to mudflat.  A few scattered patches of hybrid Spartina still remain. Riprap levee 
edges are primarily covered with Carpobrotus spp., but do support some native 
vegetation such as Grindelia stricta and Sarcocornia pacifica. There are little to no 
natural channels at the site.  Both surveyors commented that this site seems unlikely to 
support clapper rail.  
Inner Harbor was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Surveys were 
conducted on February 2, February 17 and April 2, 2010.  The first two surveys were 
conducted by Whitney Thornton, who detected no clapper rails during either survey.  Jen 
McBroom conducted the final survey.  She played tapes at both stations and detected no 
clapper rails.    
Public access trails surround the site.  It is common to see dogs off leash.  Near survey 
station 1 (southeastern portion of marsh), there is an active cat feeding station.  Feral cats 
were seen during all three rounds of survey.  In the second round of surveys, a cat was 
observed 20 feet in the marsh.  Snowy egrets and great blue herons were observed two of 
the three survey rounds. 
Other birds observed at Inner Harbor in 2010 include: snowy egret, great blue heron, 
Canada goose, ruddy duck, canvasback, bufflehead, mallard, Northern shoveler, 
American coot, black-necked stilt, American avocet, dunlin, whimbrel, willet, least 
sandpiper, Western sandpiper, marbled godwit, long-billed curlew, California gull and 
European starling. 
 
SamTrans Peninsula (18e) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
SamTrans Peninsula (Figures 24j and 25j) is a highly urbanized site in South San 
Francisco.  The northern portion of this site is a strip marsh that surrounds the SamTrans 
parking lot.  The southeastern part of this site is a small triangle shaped marsh located 
north of the San Francisco Airport. This shoreline was once highly invaded by hybrid 
Spartina. However, treatment has greatly reduced the invasion. Only a few scattered 
patches of hybrid Spartina still remain. Riprap levee edges are primarily covered with 
Carpobrotus spp., but do support some native vegetation such as Grindelia stricta and 
Sarcocornia pacifica.  The southern marsh contains more high marsh habitat and 
supports higher plant diversity--although hybrid Spartina treatment has left this more 
diverse area stunted in terms of height.  
SamTrans Peninsula was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Surveys 
were conducted on February 2, February 17 and April 2, 2010.  The first two surveys 
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conducted the final survey.  She played tapes at both stations and detected one to two 
clapper rails.    
Public access trails surround the site.  It is common to see dogs off leash.  Near survey 
station 6 (south portion of marsh), there is an active cat feeding station.  Feral cats were 
seen at all survey stations and seen during all three rounds of survey.  No raptors were 
seen, but snowy egrets, great blue herons, and American crows were seen during surveys.  
Other birds observed at SamTrans Peninsula in 2010 include: snowy egret, great blue 
heron, ruddy duck, canvasback, mallard, Northern shoveler, bufflehead, Canada goose, 
American coot, Black-necked stilt, American avocet, Western sandpiper, willet, 
whimbrel, dunlin, least sandpiper, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit, California gull 
and European starling. 
 
Confluence Marsh (18f) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Confluence Marsh (Figures 24k and 25k) is a small, low elevation marsh peninsula 
located in South San Francisco.  The western edge of this site is bordered by Colma 
Creek and its eastern edge is San Bruno creek mouth. At the southern base of the 
peninsula is a South San Francisco wastewater treatment facility. The northern portion of 
the marsh was once heavily invaded by hybrid Spartina. However, high Spartina 
treatment efficacy has resulted in over seventy percent loss of vertical structure.  The 
southern upland of this marsh does provide some refugia in the form of a thick 
Sarcocornia pacifica/Distichlis spicata patch and some Grindelia stricta presence. 
Confluence Marsh was surveyed from stations at adjacent sites. Three rounds of Protocol 
A surveys were conducted at adjacent marsh levees. Various surveyors listened from San 
Bruno Marsh (18g), Colma Creek (18a), Sam Trans Peninsula (18e), and Inner Harbor 
(18d). Surveys were conducted on February 2, February 17 and April 2, 2010.  During 
the first round of surveys, Whitney Thornton saw a female clapper rail swimming from 
Confluence Marsh to SamTrans peninsula.  No vocalizations were heard.  This was the 
only clapper rail detection at Confluence Marsh in 2010.     
Unlike most other sites in the San Bruno Complex, this site has no public access trails. 
Due to the fact that this site was only surveyed via adjacent sites, no additional birds were 
observed at Confluence Marsh during 2010 surveys.  
 
San Bruno Marsh (18g) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
San Bruno Marsh (Figures 24l and 25l) is large strip marsh located in South San 
Francisco and provides the most potential rail habitat in the Colma Creek Complex.  The 
area around this marsh is highly developed with light industrial, commercial, and 
business facilities. A well-used portion of the Bay Trail runs parallel to this site.   In 
March 2010, construction on the bay trail adjacent to San Bruno Marsh started and the 
trail was closed to the public. The marsh itself is a wide band (over 100 meters wide) of 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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hybrid Spartina invaded shoreline.  San Bruno Marsh was once densely vegetated with 
hybrid clones that had coalesced into a meadow; however, high treatment efficacy has 
greatly reduced vertical structure.  Due to phased control and chemical mowing, San 
Bruno Marsh does maintain a greater amount of hybrid Spartina than other marshes in 
the Colma Creek complex.  Several shallow, wide, and indistinct channels create a slight 
elevation gradient.  High elevation marsh supports some Sarcocornia pacifica, Distichlis 
spicata, and Grindelia stricta, but also contains dense mats of Carpobrotus spp. 
San Bruno Marsh was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds by Stephanie 
Chen on February 2, February 17 and April 2, 2010. No birds were detected at any of the 
three rounds of surveys.  
It is common to see dogs off-leash on the public access trails that surround this marsh. 
Domestic/feral cats have been seen in past years at this marsh; however, this year no 
avian or mammal predators were seen during any round of surveys.   
Other bird species observed at San Bruno Marsh for 2010 included: snowy egret, 
bufflehead, hooded merganser, mallard, Canada goose, surf scoter, a scaup sp., American 
coot, American avocet, black-bellied plover, black-necked stilt, a yellowlegs sp., dunlin, 
Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, long-billed curlew, willet, whimbrel, California gull, 
ring-billed gull, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, American crow, American robin, 
golden-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, marsh wren, Western 
meadowlark and European starling.   
 
San Bruno Creek (18h) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
San Bruno Creek (Figures 24m and 25m) is a narrow channel immediately north of the 
San Francisco Airport. The mouth of the creek is located between Inner Harbor (18d) and 
Old Marina (18c), where the creek parallels North Access Road, passes through a culvert 
and under Highway 101. The site is bounded by tall fencing on either side, and 
surrounded by busy roads and parking lots. Potential threats include pollution from 
runoff, noise, lights and trash. Once dominated by hybrid Spartina, the site is now 
restoring to vegetative cover of Sarcocornia pacifica, Grindelia stricta and Frankenia 
salina, while still supporting some standing dead Spartina. The upper edge of the site is 
mostly vegetated by Foeniculum vulgare, Raphanus raphanistrum and non-native upland 
grasses.  As the creek extends south and west past Highway 101, this area becomes 
protected as important habitat for the endemic, endangered San Francisco garter snake 
(Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia) and its preferred prey, the California red-legged frog 
(Rana draytonii). 
The site was surveyed using active Protocol C for three rounds. Surveys were conducted 
on February 2, February 17, and April 2, 2010 by Jude Stalker. Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played at every survey station during each survey round, yet no clapper rails were 
detected. Clapper rails were absent from San Bruno Creek in 2010. No clapper rails have 
been detected in this site in the last four years of survey by ISP (McBroom, 2009). 
Other bird species noted during survey times included double-crested cormorant, snowy 
egret, mallard and European starling.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Brisbane Lagoon (19a) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Brisbane Lagoon (Figures 24n and 25n) was once an open cove along the Bay shoreline 
of the San Francisco Peninsula. However, the site was leveed in the 1950s and now 
functions as a storm water catchment for the city of Brisbane. The site is sandwiched 
between Highway 101 to the east and railroad tracks to the west and is composed of a 
tidal channel to the north, a fringing marsh along its border, and a larger marsh (2.0 
hectares) to the south. The channelized marsh parcel at the southern end of the site is the 
only portion of the site likely to support breeding clap rails. Sarcocornia pacifica, 
Grindelia and Spartina foliosa are the dominant plants in the marsh habitat at the site; 
however, hybrid Spartina is also found in small patches along the lagoon shoreline and in 
the channels.  
Brisbane Lagoon was evaluated for clapper rail habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 
2009 by Jude Stalker.  Although she found most of the shoreline habitat unsuitable for 
clapper rails, she determined that the vegetative structure and Spartina-lined channels in 
the marsh at the southern end of the lagoon provided potential clapper rail habitat and 
that surveys should be conducted at the site.  The site was surveyed using Protocol C for 
a total of three rounds.  Surveys were conducted on January 31, 2010 by Stephanie Chen 
and Tobias Rohmer, February 14, 2010 by Whitney Thornton and Tobias Rohmer and 
March 13, 2010 by Stephanie Chen and Whitney Thornton. Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played on all three rounds. No clapper rails were detected at the site during any of 
the three rounds. 
A red-shouldered hawk was detected during the survey, as were snowy egret, Western 
gull, and American crow. 
Other bird species observed at this site included: Western grebe, snowy egret, lesser 
scaup, bufflehead, ruddy duck, red-shouldered hawk, spotted sandpiper, willet, Western 
gull, Anna's hummingbird, American crow, wrentit, bushtit, American robin, golden-
crowned sparrow, savannah sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, Western meadowlark and 
red-winged blackbird. 
 
Sierra Point (19b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Sierra Point (Figures 24o and 25o) is a small inlet of marsh habitat between Highway 101 
and an office park near Brisbane Lagoon (19a). Once dominated by hybrid Spartina, 
successful treatment has reduced the Spartina invasion to a few small patches and 
scattered individual stems.  At the bay edge of the inlet, an oyster shell beach supports 
scattered clones of hybrid Spartina and clumps of Grindelia stricta.  Behind the beach, a 
channel runs to the rear of the site, ending in a pond, where a culvert provides freshwater 
input. Sarcocornia pacifica dominates the site with dense stands of Bolboschoenus near 
the freshwater input.  Human paths crisscross Sierra Point, providing easy access for 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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terrestrial predators.  One or two clapper rails have been observed regularly at this site 
since 2006, though with the almost complete eradication of hybrid Spartina, very 
minimal habitat remains in 2010 and clapper rail presence is incredibly unlikely. 
Sierra Point was surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds, the first two of 
which were conducted by Tobias Rohmer on January 31, and February 14, 2010. 
Whitney Thornton conducted the final round on March 13, 2010.  Tapes were played 
during all three rounds of survey, but no clapper rails were detected at the site.  Noise 
from Highway 101 impedes some audio sensitivity, but not so much as to prohibit 
detection of rail vocalizations considering the small size of the site. 
A red-tailed hawk was observed during the final survey round.  No other raptors or 
terrestrial predators were observed at this site, though snowy egrets and Western gulls 
were noted on several occasions as potential nest predators. 
All bird species observed at this site include: Western grebe, snowy egret, lesser scaup, 
bufflehead, ruddy duck, lesser scaup, red-tailed hawk, spotted sandpiper, willet, Western 
gull, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, wrentit, bushtit, European starling, yellow-
rumped warbler, white-crowned sparrow, California towhee, savannah sparrow and 
golden-crowned sparrow. 
 
Oyster Cove (19c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Oyster Cove (Figures 24p and 25p) is located to the south of Sierra Point (19b) and 
adjacent to Highway 101.  The site is predominantly a riprap shoreline with small patches 
of hybrid Spartina.  The largest fragment of marsh habitat is in the southern portion of 
the site and supports a diverse assemblage of native vegetation. Successful control efforts 
have greatly reduced the hybrid Spartina that once colonized the site’s bayfront edge. A 
culvert drains into the marsh creating a small channel at the southern end of the site. 
Additionally, a wide and thickly vegetated upland zone provides a buffer between the bay 
trail and the marsh habitat.  In 2006 and 2007, at least one clapper rail was recorded at the 
site; however, no rails have been detected since then.  
Oyster Cove was initially evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 2009 by 
Jude Stalker. She determined that the site merited additional surveys.  The site was 
surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted by Tobias 
Rohmer on January 22, 2010 and by Jude Stalker on February 7, and March 13, 2010. 
Prerecorded vocalizations were played all rounds, but no clapper rails were detected 
during any of the three visits to the site. 
Other bird species observed at Oyster Cove included: Western grebe, brown pelican, 
double-crested cormorant, bufflehead, surf scoter, lesser scaup, American coot, black 
oystercatcher, black-necked stilt, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, whimbrel, spotted 
sandpiper, willet, lesser yellowlegs, Western gull, ring-billed gull, American crow, 
Northern mockingbird, European starling and red-winged blackbird. 
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Oyster Point Marina (19d) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Oyster Point Marina (Figures 24q and 25q) is located to the east of the Oyster Point Cove 
(19c) in South San Francisco. The Spartina treatment has been relatively successful at 
this site, but significant patches of hybrid Spartina are still colonizing the interior 
shoreline of the marina. The other remaining vegetation at the site includes short-stature 
plants, such as Jaumea carnosa and both native and non-native Limonium species.  A 
trail surrounds the marina, providing access for both people and predators.   
Oyster Point Marina was initially evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 
2009 by Jude Stalker, who determined that because the site was near other sites with 
potential habitat, it merited additional surveys.  The site was surveyed using Protocol C 
for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted by Tobias Rohmer on January 22, 
2010 and by Jude Stalker on February 7, and March 13, 2010. Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played all rounds, but no clapper rails were detected during any of the three visits to 
the site. 
Other bird species observed at the Oyster Point Marina site included: Western grebe, 
double-crested cormorant, mallard, greater scaup, ruddy duck, American coot, willet, 
Western gull, ring-billed gull, European starling and Brewer's blackbird.  
 
Oyster Point Park (19e) 
Detected 0 clapper rails     
Oyster Point Park (Figures 24r and 25r) is located south of the Oyster Point Marina.  A 
short, narrow creek passes from the invaded riprap shoreline, along the UPS parking lot 
to the rear of the site, ending at Gull Drive.  The invasive Spartina hybrids that line the 
channel are showing signs of regrowth; however the clones on the bayfront are largely 
dead. Sarcocornia pacifica and bare mud are found in areas with successful Spartina 
control.  
Oyster Point Park was initially evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 2009 
by Jude Stalker, who determined that the site merited additional surveys.  The site was 
surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted by Tobias 
Rohmer on January 22, 2010 and by Jude Stalker on February 7 and March 13, 2010. 
Prerecorded vocalizations were played all rounds, but no clapper rails were detected 
during any of the three visits to the site. 
Other bird species observed at Oyster Point Park included: Clark's grebe, double-crested 
cormorant, Canada goose, mallard, surf scoter, American coot, killdeer, least sandpiper, 
greater yellowlegs, willet, Nuttall's woodpecker, black phoebe and American crow. 
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Point San Bruno (19f) 
Detected 2-2 clapper rails 
Point San Bruno (Figures 24s and 25s) is a small inlet of marsh habitat just north of the 
Colma Creek complex (18a-h). The site is located between a recycling plant to the south 
and an office park to the north.  An oyster-shell berm between the bay and the inlet 
restricts tidal flow at the site and water accumulates in the channels forming a small 
holding pond surrounded by Sarcocornia pacifica.  Point San Bruno is invaded by hybrid 
Spartina both along the bayward edge and within the inlet.  The site’s proximity to San 
Bruno Marsh is the prominent factor in evaluating its suitability for supporting breeding 
clapper rails.  In 2010, construction of a pedestrian ramp crossing over the marsh was 
completed. 
A Protocol F habitat evaluation survey was conducted by Jude Stalker on December 27, 
2009, and Point San Bruno was deemed potential habitat.  The site was then surveyed 
using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on February 2, 
February 17, and April 2, 2010 by Stephanie Chen.  Taped recordings were used during 
the final round when two clapper rails were detected. 
No other bird species were recorded at this site. 
 
Seaplane Harbor (19g) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Seaplane Harbor (Figures 24t and 25t) extends from the SamTrans Peninsula (18e) to San 
Francisco International Airport (19h).  Most of the site is a narrow riprap shoreline with 
few scattered hybrid Spartina clones along the levee.  However, a continuous patch of 
marsh vegetation has developed along the shoreline in the northern section of the site, 
where a jetty extends into the bay. It is in this portion of the site where we focus our 
survey efforts.  Grindelia stricta, Carpobrotus spp., and non-native Limonium 
ramosissimum dominate the upper edge of the levee while the mudflat at the levee toe is 
dominated by hybrid Spartina.  Moderate treatment efficacy at the site has reduced the 
hybrid Spartina population at the site; however large patches of hybrid meadows still 
stand. 
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds.  The first and second 
surveys were conducted on February 8, March 16, 2010 by Jude Stalker.  No clapper rails 
were detected on either round.  Tobias Rohmer conducted the final round on March 31, 
2010, played tapes at both stations with no observed response.  
A feral cat was observed at the marsh edge during round three. 
Other birds detected at the site included: snowy egret, Canada goose, mallard, killdeer, 
Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, an unidentified gull species, black phoebe and 
American crow. 
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San Francisco Airport (19h) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails   
The San Francisco Airport site (Figures 24u and 25u) is located along the shoreline 
adjacent to SFO, to the south of the Colma Creek marsh complex (18a-h). Although the 
control program site boundary stretches over seven kilometers, only a small section of 
marsh at the south of the boundary provides enough habitat to support clapper rails.  This 
area is a long strip marsh about 50 meters wide. It is dominated by both hybrid and native 
Spartina along the bayward edge and Sarcocornia along the upper marsh bench.  Avian 
and terrestrial predators (including a red fox) have been observed in the marsh at SFO.  
The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first and second 
surveys were conducted on February 8 and March 15, 2010 by Jude Stalker who detected 
one to two rails.  Tobias Rohmer conducted the final round on March 31, 2010, played 
tapes at two of four stations and had no further clapper rail detections.  
Other bird species detected at the site included: snowy egret, Canada goose, mallard, 
black-bellied plover, killdeer, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, willet, ring-billed gull, 
mew gull, black phoebe, barn swallow, Northern mockingbird, European starling, 
American pipit, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, Western meadowlark and red-winged 
blackbird.  
 
Mills Creek Mouth (19i) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Directly south of San Francisco Airport, Mills Creek (Figures 24v and 25v) emerges from 
a culvert under the Bayshore Highway to form a small marsh at its mouth. This marsh, 
officially designated the Burlingame Shorebird Sanctuary, is dominated by both native 
and invasive Spartina. The steep riprap slopes are vegetated by Carpobrotus spp. and 
ornamental plants.  Surrounding the site are hotels, parking lots and warehouses, which 
increase likelihood of human-commensal land predators; street lights and walking trails 
increase access by both raptors and terrestrial predators. Although the site seems unlikely 
to support clapper rail, presence was confirmed during a 2007 survey (McBroom, 2007).   
Mills Creek was initially evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27 2009 by Jude 
Stalker, who determined that the site merited additional surveys.  The site was surveyed 
using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on January 24 and 
February 11, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer and on March 19, 2010 by Whitney Thornton.  
Prerecorded vocalizations were played during all survey rounds, though no clapper rails 
were detected. Clapper rails have not been detected at this site since the 2007 survey 
season. 
All bird species were observed at this site include:  mallard, canvasback, lesser scaup, 
Canada goose, red-shouldered hawk, killdeer, black-bellied plover, willet, greater 
yellowlegs, ring-billed gull, California gull, rock dove, Anna's hummingbird, black 
phoebe, bushtit, European starling, yellow-rumped warbler and house finch. 
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Easton Creek Mouth (19j) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Easton Creek Mouth (Figures 24w and 25w) is a narrow, riprap lined channel that once 
fanned into a hybrid Spartina strip marsh where the creek meets the Bay.  Once heavily 
impacted by coalescing clones of hybrid Spartina at the bay edge, the shoreline at Mills 
Creek Mouth has changed drastically from a vegetative meadow to mudflat due to ISP's 
hybrid Spartina control efforts.  The site is bounded by movie theater and hotel parking 
lots and riprapped shoreline, which both leave the site fairly isolated as far as marsh 
habitat is concerned, and provide easy marsh access for mammalian predators. The riprap 
bounding the creek was sparsely vegetated by Carpobrotus spp., Sarcocornia pacifica, 
upland weeds and ornamental plants. 
Easton Creek Mouth was evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 2009 by 
Jude Stalker, who determined that the site merited additional surveys.  The site was then 
actively surveyed (Protocol C) for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on 
January 24 and February 11, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer and on March 19, 2010 by Whitney 
Thornton.  No clapper rails were detected, despite playing prerecorded vocalizations 
during all survey rounds.  
During one round at Easton Creek surveyors observed a merlin, an unlikely yet potential 
predator.   
All bird species noted during survey rounds include: Western grebe, great egret, snowy 
egret, bufflehead, lesser scaup, canvasback, turkey vulture, merlin, black-bellied plover, 
black phoebe, yellow-rumped warbler and white-crowned sparrow 
 
Sanchez Marsh (19k) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Sanchez Marsh (Figures 24x and 25x) is slightly muted tidal lagoon west of Burlingame 
Lagoon in Burlingame. This highly urbanized marsh is surrounded by high use 
commercial zones, a water treatment plant, and a busy portion of Highway 101. Sanchez 
Marsh has a diverse array of native and non-native vegetation.  This marsh hosts three 
species of Spartina, the native S. foliosa and the non-natives hybrid Spartina and S. 
densiflora.  High elevation marsh contains the natives Sarcocornia pacifica, Grindelia 
stricta, Jaumea carnosa, Limonium californicum and Distichlis spicata. However, non-
natives Limonium ramosissimum and Puccinellia maritima have an increasing presence at 
this site and form thick mats at high marsh edge.  
Sanchez Marsh was evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 2009 by Jude 
Stalker, who determined that the site merited additional surveys.  The site was then 
surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on January 
23, February 11 and March 19, 2010. Tobias Rohmer conducted the first two rounds of 
surveys. Whitney Thornton conducted the final round.  Call play back was used all three 
rounds, but no clapper rails were detected.       4. 2010 Survey Results 
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The marsh is bounded on all sides by upland edge and PG&E towers run the length of the 
site, potentially providing perched for avian predators, although no raptors were observed 
during any visits to the site 
Other bird species recorded at the site during the clapper rail surveys included:  mallard, 
turkey vulture, red-tailed hawk, killdeer, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, bushtit, 
white-crowned sparrow and California towhee. 
 
Burlingame Lagoon (19l) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Burlingame Lagoon (Figures 24y and 25y) is a tidal lagoon in the City of Burlingame, the 
majority of which at low tide is open water with scattered mudflat areas. It is bounded to 
the south by Highway 101, to the west by the adjoining Sanchez Marsh (19k), and to the 
east by commercial development.  The site is encircled by a riprap levee and supports a 
minimal edge of mixed marsh vegetation including both Spartina densiflora and hybrid.  
A canal from the northeastern corner runs approximately 400 meters to connect the 
lagoon to tidal exchange with the Bay just beyond the overpass of Airport Blvd.   
Burlingame Lagoon was evaluated for clapper rail habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 
2009 by Jude Stalker. Because of the lack of vegetative structure and foraging habitat, 
she determined that Burlingame Lagoon was unsuitable for breeding clapper rails and no 
further surveys were necessary. 
A red-tailed hawk was observed during survey time, as were American crows and an 
unidentified gull species.  
All bird species observed at this site were: canvasback, bufflehead, red-tailed hawk, 
black-necked stilt, willet, a gull species and American crow. 
 
Fisherman’s Park (19m) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Fisherman’s Park (Figures 24z and 25z) is a small fragment of marsh vegetation at a bend 
in the bay shoreline between Coyote Point (19n) and Burlingame Lagoon (19l).  
Fisherman’s Park has no channels and is divided into an upper and lower section by an 
oyster shell bank.  At the bay edge, a few small remnant patches of hybrid Spartina 
remain on the mudflat.  Inland from the embankment, the plant community is composed 
of upland weeds mixed with native marsh vegetation.  Terrestrial predators as well as 
human foot traffic have easy access to the site from the adjacent bay trail and the PG&E 
towers overlooking the site provide ideal perches for avian predators.  
Fisherman’s Park was assessed using Protocol F on December 27, 2009 by Jude Stalker, 
who determined that the site lacked the habitat to support breeding clapper rails and no 
further surveys were needed. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Other bird species observed at this site included: Clark's grebe, great egret, snowy egret, a 
scaup sp., bufflehead, surf scoter, red-tailed hawk, osprey, greater yellowlegs, willet, 
sanderling, Western sandpiper and Western gull.  
 
Coyote Point Marina (19n) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Coyote Point Marina (Figures 24aa and 25aa) is located in the Coyote Point Recreational 
Area in the City of San Mateo, northeast of the Poplar Creek Golf Course.  The main 
marsh at the site is bounded by the C-shaped levee to the east of the marina proper.  
Hybrid Spartina once dominated the vegetation at the site, however successful control 
efforts has eliminated most of the cordgrass.  A strip of Grindelia, Sarcocornia, non-
native Limonium and other marsh plants line the levee surrounding the now open mudflat.  
No clapper rails have been detected during past surveys at the site and clapper rail habitat 
has been reduced further with the removal of the invasive Spartina.  
Coyote Point Marina was assessed using Protocol F on December 27, 2009 by Jude 
Stalker, who determined that the site lacked the vegetative structure and channelization 
needed to support breeding clapper rails and that no further surveys were needed. 
Raccoon tracks here are evidence of terrestrial predators frequenting the marsh and the 
many tall trees in the park surrounding the marsh provide ideal perching sites for raptors. 
Other bird species observed at this site included: American avocet, black-bellied plover, 
marbled godwit, willet, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, a dowitcher sp. and white-
crowned sparrow.   
 
San Mateo Creek (19o) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
San Mateo Creek (Figures 24bb and 25bb) is located to the south of Coyote Point Marina 
(19n) in a residential neighborhood.  The mouth of the creek is adjacent to a recreational 
park, with frequent use by dog-walkers.  The creek is channeled through a culvert as it 
passes under J. Hart Clinton Dr., limiting clapper rail movement through the site.  
Successful Spartina control at the bay edge has altered the habitat from a cordgrass 
meadow to mudflat, however large stands of non-native Spartina remain in the upper 
portions of the creek.  No clapper rails were detected at this site while conducting C 
protocol surveys in 2009.   
San Mateo Creek was evaluated for habitat (Protocol F) on December 27, 2009 by Jude 
Stalker, who determined that the site lacked suitable breeding habitat for clapper rails and 
that no additional surveys were necessary. 
Other bird species observed at this site include great blue heron, snowy egret, mallard, 
American wigeon, a scaup sp., canvasback, ruddy duck and belted kingfisher. 
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Seal Slough (19p) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Seal Slough (Figures 24cc and 25cc) is located south of San Mateo Creek (19o) and north 
of the San Mateo Bridge on the west side of the Bay. In 1983, the mouth of this slough 
was restored from diked upland to tidal marsh.  In the late 2000s, a large sinuous channel 
was constructed in the eastern portion of the marsh. This restored an open salt pan to tidal 
action.  In 2008, a viewing platform was constructed in the western portion of the marsh. 
Seal Slough’s dominant vegetation types are Sarcocornia pacifica and hybrid Spartina.  
Mid- to high-elevation marsh contains the native plants Jaumea carnosa and Distichlis 
spicata. The invasive plants Limonium ramosissimum and Puccinellia maritima have a 
growing presence at this site.  Seal Slough has supported a significant population of 
clapper rails in prior years. However, successful control efforts have greatly diminished 
this site’s Spartina invasion, which has reduced vertical vegetative structure.  
Additionally, construction activities in the eastern and western portions of the marsh have 
considerably changed marsh hydrology over the last few years.  
Seal Slough was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Jude Stalker 
conducted the first two rounds of surveys on January 26 and February 9, 20010 and 
detected no clapper rails. Whitney Thornton conducted the third survey on March 16, 
2010.  During this round tapes were played at five of the six survey stations and one to 
two clapper rails were detected.   
PG&E power towers stand in the southwestern portion of the marsh, providing tall 
perches for raptors, and foot paths through the marsh provide land-based predator access.  
Raccoon tracks were noted at all survey stations at this site.  
Other birds observed at the site included: snowy egret, great egret, Canada goose, 
killdeer, black-necked stilt, willet, dunlin, American crow and marsh wren. 
 
Anza Lagoon (19r) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Anza Lagoon (Figures 24dd and 25dd) is a tidal pond in the City of Burlingame 
surrounded by commercial development. The site is bordered by a riprap levee and public 
walkway and has a narrow inlet allowing tidal exchange with the bay. Most of the site is 
open water at low tide while scattered patches of the remaining hybrid Spartina line the 
cobbled levee along with Sarcocornia pacifica and various non-native grasses & shrubs. 
Both avian and terrestrial predators have been recorded at this site.  
Jude Stalker evaluated Anza Lagoon for clapper rail habitat using Protocol F on 
December 27, 2009. Because of the lack of vegetative structure and foraging habitat, she 
determined that Anza Lagoon was unsuitable for breeding clapper rails and no further 
surveys were necessary.  
Other bird species observed at this site included bufflehead and a species of scaup. 
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Figure 24. Site maps of the San Francisco Peninsula Region. 
 
 
Figure 24a. Map of the Pier 98/Heron's Head (12b) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24b. Map of the India Basin (12c) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24c. Map of the Hunter’s Point Naval Reserve (12d) site boundary evaluated for clapper 
rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24d. Map of the Yosemite Channel (12e) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24e. Map of the Candlestick Cove (12f) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24f. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Colma Creek (18a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24g. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Navigable Slough (18b).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24h. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Old Marina (18c). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24i. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Inner Harbor (18d).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24j. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at SamTrans Peninsula (18e). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24k. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Confluence Marsh (18f).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24l. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Bruno Marsh (18g). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24m. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Bruno Creek (18h).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24n. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Brisbane Lagoon (19a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24o. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Sierra Point (19b).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24p. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oyster Cove (19c). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24q. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oyster Point Marina (19d).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24r. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Oyster Point Park (19e). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24s. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Point San Bruno (19f).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24t. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Seaplane Harbor (19g). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24u. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at SFO (19h).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24v. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Mills Creek Mouth (19i). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24w. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Easton Creek Mouth (19j).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24x. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Sanchez Marsh (19k). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24y. Map of the Burlingame Lagoon (19l) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24z. Map of the Fisherman’s Park (19m) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 24aa. Map of the Coyote Point Marina (19n) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24bb. Map of the San Mateo Creek (19o) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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. 
Figure 24cc. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Seal Slough Mouth (19p).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 24dd. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Anza Lagoon (19r). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25. Site photos of the San Francisco Peninsula Region. 
 
 
Figure 25a. The view of the marsh facing southwest from across the southern side of 
Pier 94/Heron’s Head (12b). Very little hybrid Spartina remains here. 
 
 
Figure 25b. Facing southwest into the cove at India Basin. 
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Figure 25c. Looking northeast along the previously infested shoreline at the Hunter's 
Point Naval Shipyard, it is evident that the minimal amount of hybrid Spartina remaining 
here provides no clapper rail habitat. 
 
Figure 25d. View of the northwestern end of Yosemite Channel showing the stands of 
native Spartina along the marsh edge. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25e. This view of the north end of Candlestick Cove at high tide shows the higher 
Grindelia-lined berm surrounding the lagoon. 
 
Figure 25f. Looking southwest over Colma Creek towards San Francisco Airport at the 
remnants of treated hybrid Spartina that once thickly lined the creek.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 25g. Minimal hybrid Spartina patches and mudflat remain as a sign of recent 
years of invasive Spartina treatment along Navigable Slough. 
 
Figure 25h. The northeast facing view from the southern most remnant lock at Old 
Marina shows the high treatment efficacy at this site. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25i. This southward view of Inner Harbor shows an expansive open mudflat and 
the remnant fringe of treated hybrid Spartina.   
 
Figure 25j. Extending east towards the bay directly north of SFO, this alcove along the 
SamTrans Peninsula once hosted an extensive meadow of hybrid Spartina and several 
pairs of clapper rails.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 25k. This northwesterly view over San Bruno Marsh (background) shows the 
high upland edge of Confluence marsh (foreground) from a water treatment plant. 
 
Figure 25l. Facing southeast over the wide band of hybrid Spartina invaded shoreline, 
shallow ponds and channels of San Bruno Marsh. 
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Figure 25m. View of San Bruno Creek facing northeast towards the mouth where it 
meets the Inner Harbor site. 
 
Figure 25n. North-facing view of the relatively expansive marsh at the southern end of 
Brisbane Lagoon. 
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Figure 25o. Looking south towards a freshwater urban drainage, with Highway 101 on 
the right. Minimal clapper rail habitat remains at Sierra Point after years of effective 
hybrid Spartina treatment. 
 
Figure 25p. The view of sparsely vegetated mudflat at the southern edge of Oyster 
Cove. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25q. A view of the southern edge of Oyster Point Marina shows the patchy 
Spartina-invaded riprap shoreline. 
 
Figure 25r. The mouth of Oyster Point Park’s only channel as it opens into San 
Francisco Bay. 
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Figure 25s. Looking west into the inlet at Point San Bruno. Although hybrid treatment 
efficacy has been high, adequate clapper rail habitat remains in this isolated cove. 
 
Figure 25t. Northward facing view over the Seaplane Harbor site. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25u. The view of the marsh at SFO taken from the southern end of the site with 
visible stubble of treated hybrid Spartina. 
 
Figure 25v. This photo is from the foot- bridge at the southern end of Mill's Creek Mouth. 
The highly successful removal of hybrid Spartina along this invaded shoreline has 
rendered it unlikely clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 25w. In this northwest facing view from the Easton Creek mouth, the remnant 
hybrid Spartina is visible along the shoreline. 
 
Figure 25x. This westward facing photo of Sanchez Marsh shows the still thriving 
hybrid clones on the mud flat, and the blend of native and hybrid Spartina along the 
marsh edge; both provide habitat for clapper rails. 
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Figure 25y. Looking east over the Burlingame Lagoon at the narrow strip of marsh 
with minimal vegetative structure to support clapper rails. 
 
Figure 25z. This westward facing photo taken from the beach at Fisherman's Park 
highlights the site's lack of clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 25aa. Facing north along the northeastern shoreline of the Coyote Point 
Marina site. This relatively narrow strip of marsh does not provide adequate clapper 
rail habitat. 
 
Figure 25bb. Looking northeast towards the mouth of San Mateo Creek, some of the 
remaining stands of hybrid Spartina can be seen here. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 25cc. Northward facing view of the outer margins of Seal Slough, which has 
undergone substantial habitat change in recent years for both hybrid Spartina 
eradication and native marsh restoration. 
 
Figure 25dd. View of the north and western shoreline of Anza Lagoon, now almost 
completely devoid of hybrid Spartina. 
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4.9 MARIN CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Marin Clapper Rail Region contains small, disparate sites scattered throughout the 
shoreline and marshes of Marin County. This region stretches from the Golden Gate 
Bridge in Sausalito to San Rafael in San Pablo Bay, including the large ISP complex of 
Corte Madera Creek (CMC). The shoreline is fairly well developed, with a variety of 
wetland habitat types, including several marinas, tidal lagoons, flood control channels, 
small fragmented patches of marsh vegetation, large restored marshes, invaded mudflats, 
and several creeks and sloughs.  
This region consists of 29 ISP clapper rails sites, 20 of which were surveyed by ISP staff 
in 2010 (Table 12, Figure 26).  Nine sites were evaluated for clapper rail habitat (Protocol 
F), only one of which, Brickyard Cove (23a), was deemed as potential habitat and then 
actively surveyed for three rounds.  This brought the total of Protocol C surveys to eight: 
College of Marin (04b), Beach Drive (23b), Greenwood Beach (23g), Strawberry Point 
(23h), Strawberry Cove (23i), Starkweather Park (23l) and Triangle Marsh - Marin (23n).  
ISP biologists passively surveyed (Protocol A) four other sites:  CMC - Upper (04h), 
CMC - Lower (04i), Pickleweed Park (09a) and San Rafael Canal Mouth North (23d).  
Much of the Corte Madera Creek (CMC) complex, including the expansive marshes 
where the creek meets the bay, was surveyed by biologists with PRBO Conservation 
Science and Avocet Research Associates.  
 
Table 12: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Marin Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Blackie's Creek & Mouth 
(03a & 03b)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
College of Marin (04b)  F - C  3  3  1  33%  0  - 
Larkspur Ferry Landing 
Area (04e)  F -  -  -  -  0  - 
Riviera Circle (04f)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Corte Madera Creek - 
Upper (04h)  A 5  24  14  58%  4  -  6 - 
Corte Madera Creek - 
Lower (04i)  A 3  6  0  0%  0  - 
Murphy Creek (04l)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Pickleweed Park (09a)  A  3  9  6  67%  10  - 
Brickyard Cove (23a)  F - C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Beach Drive (23b)  C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Loch Lomond Marina (23c)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
San Rafael Canal Mouth 
(23d) C  -  A  3  6  5  83%  2  - 
Paradise Cay (23f)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Greenwood Beach (23g)  C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Strawberry Point (23h)  C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Strawberry Cove (23i)  C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Sausalito (23k)  F  -  -  -  -  0  - 
Starkweather Park (23l)  C  3  3  0  0%  0  - 
Triangle Marsh - Marin 
(23n) C  3  6  0  0%  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  38  72  26  20%  16 - 18  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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Figure 26. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Marin Region. 
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Blackie’s Creek (03a) and Mouth (03b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Blackie's Creek (Figures 27a and 28a) is a tidal channel adjacent to a public recreation 
field that feeds into the Northeastern reach of Richardson Bay. Until recently, this 
channel was heavily infested with hybrid Spartina and S. densiflora. The Spartina 
treatment efficacy has been very high. The channel and adjacent levee banks are now 
dominated by sediment, Sarcocornia pacifica, limited patches of remnant Spartina with 
primarily non-native grasses and other shrubs on the higher edges of the channel.  
Blackie's Creek Mouth is at the mouth of Blackie’s Creek as it enters Richardson Bay 
forming a small delta, as well as the shoreline east along the Tiburon Peninsula. Native 
Spartina and S. pacifica now dominate this area, previously infested with tall clonal 
patches of hybrid and S. densiflora.  There is a thin band of high marsh S. pacifica habitat 
abutting the edges of the filled portions of the park. At the Southern end of this area is a 
small beach that is mostly inundated at high tide, and on the Northern end, the marsh is 
bordered by riprap and fill. 
Blackie’s Creek and Creek Mouth have been surveyed every year since 2005 for clapper 
rails.  Though no clapper rails have ever been detected during a survey, a foraging rail 
was photographed at this site in 2006.    
Because Spartina eradication has been particularly successful at this site, Jude Stalker 
conducted a habitat assessment F-survey on December 30, 2009. The lack of vegetative 
structure and absence of clapper rails during previous surveys at the site led her to 
determine that the habitat at Blackie's Creek and Creek Mouth was unsuitable for 
breeding clapper rails and that no further surveys were necessary. 
Other bird species observed at Blackie’s Creek included: Western grebe, snowy egret, 
great egret, a scaup sp., mallard and Forster’s tern.  
 
College of Marin (04b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The small site at the College of Marin (Figures 27b and 28b) is hydrologically influenced 
by the upper extent of Corte Madera Creek’s tidal flux. It is a small creek inlet nestled in 
a predominantly residential area and is surrounded by pedestrian paths, backyards, a Ross 
Valley Sanitary District pumping station and the College of Marin Ecological Study 
Area.  This site receives muted tidal action through aging culverts and diversions and is 
dominated by riparian habitat at the upper reaches. The vegetation at this site is 
composed of some tidal species, including the native Spartina foliosa, bulrush and sedge 
species, Distichlis spicata and Sarcocornia pacifica, as well as plant species typical of 
riparian areas.  Although most of the Spartina densiflora infestation in this area has been 
removed, some still remains and manual treatment there continues.  
The site was evaluated for clapper rail habitat on January 16, 2010 by Jude Stalker. 
Because the south east portion of this site has very suitable vegetative composition and     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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structure, adequate channel properties for clapper rail habitat and is in such close 
proximity to the Corte Madera Creek Complex (04h), she determined that further C 
protocol surveys should be conducted.  The site was surveyed using Protocol C for a total 
of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on February 17, 2010 by Jeff Lewis, March 5, 
2010 by Whitney Thornton, and March 23, 2010 by Jeff Lewis.  The round one survey 
was conducted slightly outside of the standard survey time.  Prerecorded vocalizations 
were played on all three rounds yet no clapper rails were detected at this site in 2010. 
The close proximity to backyards and the high density of shrubs and trees along the 
banks of the channel create potential habitat for terrestrial predators, such as raccoons and 
domestic feral cats, plus perch sites for raptors.   
Other documented bird species observed at this site included snowy egret, common 
goldeneye and song sparrow. 
 
Larkspur Ferry Landing (04e) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The site called Larkspur Ferry Landing (Figures 27c and 28c) is a small strip marsh along 
the north bank of the ferry inlet.  The marsh is less than ten meters at its widest and is 
dominated by two species of non-native Spartina: S. densiflora and S. alterniflora x 
foliosa hybrids.  Sir Francis Drake Blvd. borders the site to the north while a short 
breakwater borders the bayward edge of the marsh.  The ferry’s wake causes regular 
disturbance and erosion.  Tall weeds along the upland edge provide habitat for predators 
such as feral cats, raccoons and Norway rats.  Jude Stalker assessed the site for clapper 
rail habitat on January 15, 2010, determining that the site was inadequate as clapper rail 
habitat and that no further surveys were necessary. 
 
Riviera Circle (04f) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Riviera Circle (now known as Larkspur Marina) is a housing development constructed on 
riprap and fill along the south side of Corte Madera Creek in the City of Larkspur 
(Figures 27d and 28d).  A thin perimeter band of mixed marsh vegetation consisting of 
Spartina densiflora, Sarcocornia pacifica and Grindelia stricta is bordered directly by 
the yards, docks, and gardens of these residential properties.  Pets and other predators can 
easily enter the creek from the upland.   
The site was surveyed using Protocol F on January 16, 2010 by Jude Stalker, who 
determined that the site lacked suitable clapper rail habitat and no further surveys were 
needed. 
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Upper Corte Madera Creek (04h) 
Detected 4-6 clapper rails 
Marsh habitat on upper Corte Madera Creek (Figures 27e and 28e) is primarily a narrow 
strip marsh no more than 20 meters wide in most places that occupies both banks above 
Bon Air Road. Surrounding land use includes residential neighborhoods, schools, and 
parks. Marsh vegetation is predominately Sarcocornia pacifica with Spartina foliosa 
along two side channels. Spartina densiflora was wide-spread along the creek; however, 
removal efforts have lowered the population density significantly. Paved pedestrian paths 
line either side of the creek with the exception of the two side channels.  
Five stations on upper Corte Madera Creek were surveyed using Protocol A for a total of 
five rounds. Surveys were conducted by Jeff Lewis on February 17, 2010; by Jeanne 
Hammond on March 5, 2010; by Jeff Lewis and Tobias Rohmer on March 23, 2010; by 
Jeanne Hammond on March 24, 2010; and by Jeff Lewis on April 14, 2010. Four to six 
clapper rails were detected at the site during the first round, one to two clapper rails 
during the second round, none during the third and fourth rounds and two clapper rails 
during the fifth round. Prerecorded vocalizations were played at one of five stations 
during the third round of surveys. 
No avian predators were observed during surveys, however, the proximity of residences 
and the location of the paved path indicate that cats and off-leash dogs are present and 
have access to the marsh. 
Other bird species observed at the site included: Western grebe, great egret, snowy egret, 
gadwall, Canada goose, greater scaup, American wigeon, bufflehead, mallard, white-
tailed kite, American coot, killdeer, black-necked stilt, willet, California gull, Anna's 
hummingbird, Nuttall's woodpecker, black phoebe, American crow, violet-green 
swallow, barn swallow, bushtit, marsh wren, ruby-crowned kinglet, American robin, 
Northern mockingbird, cedar waxwing, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, California 
towhee and house finch. 
 
Lower Corte Madera Creek (04i) 
Estimated 0 clapper rails 
The lower Corte Madera Creek site area (Figures 27f and 28f) runs from Bon Air Road 
east to the creek mouth and marsh habitat is restricted to a narrow band of habitat along 
the banks of the creek.  The creek is sparsely vegetated with Sarcocornia pacifica and 
Spartina densiflora. Two areas along the lower section of the creek contain larger extents 
of marsh; Piper Park, which is surveyed by PRBO and the area just east of the Bon Air 
bridge on the south side of the creek. ISP’s survey efforts were focused on this area of 
potential habitat that averages 20m in width and is bordered by residential development. 
No raptors or mammalian predators were recorded during surveys; however, a public trail 
runs along the upland edge of the marsh providing access to terrestrial predators such as 
cats, dogs, and raccoons.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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The site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. Surveys were 
conducted on February 17, 2010 by Jeff Lewis; March 5, 2010 by Whitney Thornton; and 
on March 23, 2010 by Jeff Lewis.  Pre-recorded vocalizations were played at two stations 
during the third round but no rails were detected.  
Other bird species recorded at this site during surveys included greater scaup, bufflehead, 
Canada goose, mallard, American avocet, black-necked stilt, American crow and song 
sparrow.  
 
Murphy Creek (04l) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Murphy Creek (Figures 27g and 28g) is a small tributary of Corte Madera Creek in the 
City of Kentfield west of the College of Marin (04b).  The ISP defines this site as the 
150-meter section of Murphy Creek that flows behind a small apartment building on Kent 
Avenue.  The plant community at the site is dominated by riparian and other freshwater 
vegetation. Trees lining the channel create a closed canopy above the creek.  There is 
little tidal marsh vegetation found here, though Spartina densiflora has been identified 
and removed from this site in the past. The surrounding landscape is fully developed with 
homes, apartments and parking lots.  
The site was surveyed by Jude Stalker using Protocol F on January 16, 2010. She 
determined that the site lacked suitable clapper rail habitat and no further surveys were 
needed. 
 
Pickleweed Park (09a) 
Detected 10 clapper rails 
Pickleweed Park (aka Tiscornia Marsh) is a four-hectare marsh at the mouth of the San 
Rafael Canal (Figures 27h and 28h).  Vegetation is predominantly Sarcocornia pacifica with 
a great deal of Spartina foliosa also present along the bay fringe and within the channels.  
Small patches of invasive Spartina densiflora are also found in the marsh.  One main 
channel runs half the length of the marsh with a few small channel offshoots. A 
recreational trail runs along the interior perimeter of the marsh, providing access for land-
based mammalian predators. Despite exposure to these threats, the site is known to 
support at least three species of rail: California clapper rail, California black rail, and 
Virginia rail. This site is directly across the creek from ISP’s San Rafael Creek Mouth 
(23d) survey site.  Surveys are intended to be conducted simultaneously to best assess rail 
population sizes here, though one round of surveys was completed independently.   
Three rounds of survey were conducted at Pickleweed Park using protocol A.  The first 
round was conducted by Jude Stalker on January 23, 2010 and detected five to eight 
clapper rails.  The second round was conducted on February 18, 2010 by Whitney 
Thornton who detected six to eight clapper rails.  The third round was conducted on 
March 18, 2010 by Jude Stalker who detected ten clapper rails.  Tapes were not played at 
Pickleweed Park.  4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Public trails along one side of the park may provide easy access for predators and 
disturbance from recreational trail users.  Peregrine falcons were observed to be using the 
nearby power towers as perches.  American crows were also seen in the site. 
All bird species observed include Western grebe, great egret, canvasback, surf scoter, 
bufflehead, mallard, peregrine falcon, American coot, Virginia rail, black-bellied plover, 
long-billed curlew, willet, Anna's hummingbird, American crow, marsh wren, white-
crowned sparrow and song sparrow. 
 
Brickyard Cove (23a) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Brickyard Cove (Figures 27i and 28i) is located in eastern San Rafael adjacent to McNear 
Brick & Block. Two non-native Spartina species (S. densiflora and S. alterniflora x 
foliosa hybrid) are present at the site along the sparsely vegetated rocky shoreline. A 
seasonal dry marsh lies inland and does not contain any non-native Spartina. A culvert 
under Point San Pedro Road feeds a Spartina and sedge-lined tidal channel in the 
residential neighborhood southwest of McNear Brick & Block. The edges of the marsh in 
this channel are dominated by Sarcocornia pacifica and Distichlis spicata. 
Jude Stalker evaluated the site using Protocol F on December 30, 2009.  She determined 
the muted marsh lacked habitat to support breeding clapper rail; however, due to positive 
indicators for potential clapper rail presence in the nearby tidal channel, she 
recommended that C-surveys be conducted there. Three rounds of Protocol C surveys 
were conducted on January 26, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond; on February 18, 2010 Jude 
Stalker; and on March 18, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer.  Tapes were played on all three 
rounds; however no clapper rails were detected. 
The high density of shrubs and trees along the banks of the channel create habitat for both 
terrestrial and avian predators. Additionally, the close proximity of the channel to the 
backyards of the residential development could allow domestic and feral cats access to 
the site.   
Other bird species documented during the surveys include snowy egret, mallard, 
mourning dove, Anna's hummingbird, black phoebe, American crow, Northern 
mockingbird, European starling, red-winged blackbird and house finch were among the 
other birds detected at this site.  
 
Beach Drive (23b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Beach Drive (Figures 27j and 28j) is a small residential street in eastern San Rafael, 
intersecting two different marsh systems on either side. To the west, native and hybrid 
Spartina grow along a narrow tidal cove. Due to inadequate treatment efficacy in 
previous years, hybrid Spartina still has a large footprint in this portion of the site. Across 
the road to the east lies a one-hectare muted tidal marsh completely bounded by levees,     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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houses, and roads. The marsh vegetation is composed primarily of Sarcocornia pacifica 
and Grindelia stricta with native Spartina lining some channels.  Two large ponds at the 
northern and eastern edge of the marsh are edged with hybrid Spartina. The nearest 
known clapper rail breeding sites are about 1.5 kilometers away, at the mouth of San 
Rafael Creek and in Pickleweed Park (Tiscornia Marsh). 
Jude Stalker conducted the habitat assessment (F) survey on December 30, 2009 and 
determined that there was enough suitable habitat to support breeding clapper rail and 
that further surveys were warranted.  The site was surveyed using Protocol C for a total 
of three rounds. Surveys were conducted on January 26, 2010 by Jeanne Hammond, 
February 18, 2010 by Jude Stalker and March 18, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer. Prerecorded 
vocalizations were played on all three rounds. No clapper rails were detected at the site 
during any of the three rounds. 
Other bird species observed at this site included great egret, mallard, bufflehead, 
American coot, black-necked stilt, black phoebe, American crow, marsh wren, American 
robin, California towhee, song sparrow and Brewer's blackbird. 
 
Loch Lomand Marina (23c) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Loch Lomond Marina (Figures 27k and 28k) is located off Point San Pedro Road in San 
Rafael, with Beach Drive (23b) immediately to the east.  This site consists of a narrow 
marsh fringe along a cove with an associated tidal channel to the west of the marina and 
vegetated rip-rap along the inside of the marina levee on the western, southern and 
eastern edges.  These narrow strips of marsh vegetation contain patches of both native 
Spartina foliosa and hybrid clones.  Most of the hybrid Spartina has been treated but 
some persists. 
While conducting an 'F' habitat assessment survey on December 30, 2009 Jude Stalker 
determined that the minimal Spartina stands along the relatively steep and exposed rip 
rap levees, in addition to the large distance to other known clapper rail breeding 
locations, made the habitat here insufficient for clapper rails and that no further surveys 
were necessary.  
 
San Rafael Creek Mouth (23d) 
Detected 2 clapper rails 
San Rafael Canal Mouth (Figures 27l and 28l) is composed of two small pocket marshes 
separated by a residential marina on the north bank of San Rafael Creek as it meets the 
bay.  The western section is predominantly mixed hybrid Spartina and S. foliosa, while 
the eastern section is mostly Sarcocornia pacifica plain.  ISP began surveying this site 
first in 2010, prior to which it was surveyed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.  This 
site is directly across the creek from another ISP clapper rail survey site, Pickleweed Park 
(09a), and surveys were conducted at these two sites simultaneously for rounds two and 
three to best discern rail numbers in the area.  4. 2010 Survey Results     
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San Rafael Creek Mouth was surveyed using Protocol C for the first round, switching to 
Protocol A for the remaining two surveys after birds were detected.  Jeanne Hammond 
conducted the first survey on January 26, 2010 and detected one to two clapper rails after 
tape playback.  Round two was conducted on February 18, 2010 by Jude Stalker who 
detected two rails.  Round three was conducted on March 18, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer 
who also detected two rails. 
No raptors were observed at this site, though potential nest predators - great egret, black-
crowned night-heron and common raven - were present during round three.  Dogs were 
present in and around the marsh for rounds two and three. 
All bird species observed during the surveys included: great egret, black-crowned night-
heron, mallard, American coot, common raven, bushtit, American robin, European 
starling, song sparrow and house finch. 
 
Paradise Cay (23f) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Paradise Cay (Figures 27m and 28m) is a housing development and marina on the eastern 
shore of the Tiburon Peninsula.  Yards and docks of the residential properties border the 
steep and sparsely vegetated shoreline.  The northern end of the site is home to the 
Tiburon Yacht Club.  
The narrow inlet in the southwest corner of the site had the densest Spartina invasion at 
the site, but successful control efforts have returned the Spartina meadow to mudflat.  
Trees and other tall structures surround the site, providing perches for raptors. 
Additionally, the narrow marsh is easily accessed by terrestrial predators and 
neighborhood pets.  
Jude Stalker evaluated the site for clapper rail habitat on December 30, 2009 and 
determined that the site lacked the vegetative structure to support breeding clapper rails 
and that no further surveys were necessary. 
 
Greenwood Beach (23g) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Greenwood Beach (Figures 27n and 28n) is a small tidal marsh located at the Northern 
most extent of Richardson Bay along a residentially developed shoreline. At the Western 
boundary, a leveed pocket marsh is fed by a single channel from the mouth of an urban 
creek.  The creek is dominated by Sarcocornia pacifica. The remainder of the site is 
largely unvegetated shoreline. This site has been heavily impacted by multiple non-native 
Spartina invasions (S. alternaflora x foliosa hybrid, S. densiflora, S. densiflora x foliosa 
hybrid), and some of each remain in 2010 despite recurring eradication efforts by ISP.  
No predators were noted during surveys.  However, cats, dogs and raccoons are locally 
abundant, benefiting from the surrounding residential neighborhood.       4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Greenwood Beach was actively surveyed using Protocol C by Jude Stalker on January 15, 
February 6 and March 18, 2010.  Though prerecorded call tapes were played each round, 
no clapper rails were detected. 
Other bird species documented here included: great blue heron, Canada goose, mallard, 
American avocet, black-necked stilt and common raven.  
 
Strawberry Point (23h) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The Strawberry Point site (Figures 27o and 28o) is comprised of three islands in the 
northwest portion of Richardson Bay adjacent to the Strawberry Point residential area in 
Tiburon. The bay is shallow, forming extensive mudflats at low tide. The two small 
islands to the north are predominately vegetated by Sarcocornia pacifica. The third 
island, Aramburu, is mostly upland habitat fringed by small stands of marsh vegetation. 
S. foliosa grows along the edge and inlets of the island. Sarcocornia pacifica, Grindelia 
stricta, and Distichlis spicata occur along the northern end and within the northwestern 
cove. Scattered Spartina densiflora plants grow on all three islands. 
A bird surveyor for the Richardson Bay Audubon Center noted the presence of a single 
clapper at the site on several occasions between July 2002 and November 2006. No other 
rails have been detected since (Kerry Wilcox, Richardson Bay Audubon Center, pers. 
comm.). 
The site was surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds. Surveys were 
conducted on January 15, February 6 and March 18, 2010 by Jude Stalker. Prerecorded 
vocalizations were played during all three rounds but no clapper rails were detected.  
Other birds detected at this site were: great egret, snowy egret, Clark's grebe, Canada 
goose, mallard, lesser yellowlegs, marbled godwit and Western gull. 
 
Strawberry Cove (23i) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Strawberry Cove (Figures 27p and 28p) is adjacent to Highway 101 in Richardson Bay.  
The relatively small marsh has a complex channel network allowing full tidal exchange 
through a wide breech in the outboard levee.  The site has many ponds, covering about 
30% of the site. Although a local bird surveyor spotted a clapper rail swimming at this 
marsh December 12, 2008, Strawberry Cove may be too low in tidal elevation to support 
breeding populations of clapper rails. The short form of native Spartina foliosa and 
Sarcocornia pacifica dominate the site and a few small patches of hybrid Spartina dot the 
periphery.  Terrestrial predators can readily enter the marsh from the roads and pedestrian 
paths that encircle the site. Additionally, trees along the upland edge provide perching 
habitat for predatory birds.  
Jude Stalker conducted the habitat assessment survey on January 15, 2010 and 
determined that there were enough characteristics to indicate the possibility of clapper 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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rail presence.  She subsequently conducted Protocol C surveys for a total of three rounds 
on January 15, February 6 and March 18, 2010.  Prerecorded vocalizations were played 
during all three rounds but no clapper rails were detected. 
Other bird species observed at this marsh included mallard and potential predators great 
blue heron, great egret and snowy egret. 
 
Sausalito (23k) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Sausalito (Figures 27q and 28q) is a narrow site along the marinas and docks of the town.  
This developed shoreline has small, fragmented pockets of remnant marshes scattered in 
between docks, light industry, office buildings, and small upland parks.  A handful of 
non-native Spartina clones have invaded the fringing shoreline, which is dominated by 
Sarcocornia pacifica, Carpobrotus spp. and other upland weeds.  
The site was surveyed for clapper rail habitat (Protocol F) on January 16, 2010 by Jude 
Stalker who determined that the highly developed site lacked the vegetative structure to 
support breeding clapper rails and no further surveys were needed. 
 
Starkweather Park (23l) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Starkweather Marsh (Figures 27r and 28r) is a small, young restoration marsh lagoon in 
Marin.  This marsh has a muted tidal flow and was highly invaded by Spartina 
densiflora.  The S. densiflora invasion has significantly decreased and the marsh is 
currently predominantly vegetated with Sarcocornia pacifica.  The southern edge of this 
marsh has narrow fringe of S. foliosa.  This marsh is small and far removed from other 
marshes and thus in the past has not been viewed as likely Clapper Rail habitat.  
However, in 2009, a clapper rail was observed at this site, prompting further surveys for 
this marsh in 2010.   
This site was actively surveyed (Protocol C) for a total of three rounds.  Jude Stalker 
conducted the first survey on January 23, 2010; Whitney Thornton conducted round two 
on February 18, 2010; and Jude Stalker conducted the final round on March 18, 2010.  
Though tapes were played for all three rounds of survey, no clapper rails were detected at 
this site in 2010. 
Other bird species observed included: double-crested cormorant, great egret, snowy egret, 
lesser scaup, canvasback, black-bellied plover, semipalmated plover, black-necked stilt, 
American avocet, long-billed curlew, Western sandpiper, willet, mourning dove, 
American crow and song sparrow. 
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Triangle Marsh Marin (23n) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
Triangle Marsh (Figures 27s and 28s) is a five-hectare remnant tidal marsh in the town of 
Corte Madera. Paradise Drive runs along its southern boundary.  The east end of the site 
has undergone ecological restoration and the salt marsh has been colonized by native 
marsh plants. The upland berm is heavily vegetated with a combination of native and 
non-native plants.  The west end of the marsh is dominated with Sarcocornia with native 
Spartina foliosa lining the well-established channels and Grindelia along the upland 
edges.  The site boundary also includes a fringe marsh adjacent to Marin Country Day 
School and a small marsh parcel adjacent to Marin Montessori School.  Both hybrid 
Spartina and S. densiflora species have been mapped and treated at this site. 
Suitable habitat at Triangle Marsh Marin indicates the possibility of clapper rail presence. 
Jude Stalker conducted three rounds of 'C' protocol surveys, playing prerecorded 
vocalizations on each survey. The surveys were conducted on January 15, February 6 and 
March 18, 2010. No clapper rails were detected at this site.  
Other birds detected at this site included: scaup sp., American coot, killdeer, black-
necked stilt, marbled godwit and long-billed dowitcher. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27. Site maps of the Marin Region. 
 
 
Figure 27a. Map of Blackie’s Creek (03a) and Mouth (03b) site boundaries evaluated for clapper 
rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at College of Marin (04b). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27c. Map of Larkspur Ferry Landing Area (04e) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27d. Map of the Riviera Circle (04f) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27e. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Corte Madera Creek - Upper (04h).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27f. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Corte Madera Creek - Lower (04i). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27g. Map of the Murphy Creek (04l) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27h. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Pickleweed Park (09a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27i. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Brickyard Cove (23a).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27j. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Beach Drive (23b). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27k. Map of the Loch Lomond Marina (23c) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail 
habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27l. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Rafael Canal Mouth (23d). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27m. Map of the Paradise Cay (23f) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27n. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Greenwood Beach (23g). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27o. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Strawberry Point (23h).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 27p. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Strawberry Cove (23i). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27q. Map of the Sausalito (23k) site boundary evaluated for clapper rail habitat. 
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Figure 27r. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Starkweather Park (23l). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 27s. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Triangle Marsh - Marin (23n).     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 28. Site photos of the Marin Region. 
 
 
Figure 28a. The minimal vegetative structure and lack of channels is evident looking 
west over Blackie's Creek Mouth.  
 
 
Figure 28b. Facing north along the College of Marin channel located behind Berens 
Drive, this view shows marsh vegetation that offers suitable habitat for clapper rails. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 28c. Facing east along the Larkspur Ferry Landing site on the southeastern side 
of the mouth of the ferry terminal. 
 
Figure 28d.  View of thin band of marsh vegetation that is representative of the Riviera 
Circle site (at Doherty Drive & Riviera Circle). 
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Figure 28e. View of upper Corte Madera Creek looking northwest across from 
Creekside Park. 
 
Figure 28f. This view of lower Corte Madera Creek from its south bank shows a small 
pocket marsh nestled among the waterfront residential developments that line the 
watershed. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 28g. Looking westward over Murphy's Creek from Kent Avenue in Kentfield. 
 
Figure 28h. The northern end of Tiscornia Marsh can be seen here from the levee at the 
north end of Pickleweed Park with the San Rafael Creek mouth and the Marin Islands in 
the distance. 
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Figure 28i. Looking northwest over the Brickyard Channel that is lined with Spartina and 
sedge. 
 
Figure 28j. A view of the west side of Beach Drive, where hybrid Spartina-invaded 
mudflats provide potential habitat for clapper rails. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 28k. Looking south down the east side of the jetty at the Loch Lomond boat 
launch. The site's narrow strip of minimal marsh vegetation is seen here. 
 
Figure 28l. View of the western section of San Rafael Canal Mouth looking south 
towards Pickleweed Park. Native and hybrid Spartina mix here to create a small pocket 
marsh suitable for clapper rails.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 28m. Looking south at one of the residential channels that dominate the Paradise 
Cay site. 
 
Figure 28n. Looking northwest over the small marsh adjacent to the Strawberry Point 
School. 
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Figure 28o. A southwest facing view of Pickleweed Island; one of the three islands that 
make up the Strawberry Point site. 
 
Figure 28p. This westward facing view of Strawberry Cove, taken from the southeastern 
end of the site, shows the extensive stands of S. foliosa and a portion of the primary 
channel that characterize this site.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 28q. Westward facing view of a previously hybrid Spartina-infested cove at 
Marina Plaza along the Sausalito Shoreline. 
 
Figure 28r. Taken from the central peninsula of Starkweather Pond, this southwestern 
facing photo shows the relatively extensive stands of native S. foliosa and Sarcocornia 
pacifica along the shoreline. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 28s. Looking northwest across pickleweed plain at the west end of Triangle 
Marsh with Mount Tamalpais in the distance.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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4.10 PETALUMA CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Petaluma clapper rail region is located mostly along the Petaluma River watershed in 
Sonoma County, but also extends south to China Camp State Park including the marshes 
of Marin County that line the Western shore of San Pablo Bay.  With major freshwater 
inputs from the Petaluma River, Novato Creek and Las Gallinas Creek, this region 
contains expansive freshwater and brackish marshes.  Tidal saltmarsh is found only as 
these watersheds meet San Pablo Bay and then spread along most of San Pablo Bay’s 
Western shore.  Marshes in the Petaluma clapper rail region support some high density 
populations of clapper rails as well as abundant Virginia rail, sora, and black rail. Hybrid 
Spartina presence in this region is nominal with only isolated clones being found at 
various sites. 
This vast region is surveyed almost exclusively by biologists with PRBO Conservation 
Science with San Pablo Bay NWR biologists surveying the Sonoma Baylands area.  In 
2010, OEI biologists conducted passive call count (Protocol A) surveys for the first time 
at two sites: Petaluma River-Upper (24a) and Grey’s Field (24b), both of which are in the 
town of Petaluma (Table 13, Figure 29).   
 
Table 13:  Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Petaluma Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
Petaluma River - Upper 
(24a)  A 3  12  3  25%  3  -  6 - 
Grey's Field (24b)  A  3  9  2  22%  1 - 2  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  6  21  5  47%  4 - 8  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season.. 
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Figure 29. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Petaluma Region. 
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Petaluma River – Upper (24a) 
Detected 3-6 clapper rails 
Petaluma River – Upper (Figures 30a and 31a) is adjacent to Shollenberger Park along 
the east bank of the Petaluma River, and is a mosaic of brackish tidal marsh, upland 
islands and managed holding ponds.  The site receives brackish inflow via multiple 
channels off the river, and also receives freshwater input from two drainages that cut 
through the site.  The tidally active portions are predominantly vegetated with dense 
sedge meadows, Sarcocornia pacifica plain and corridors of Grindelia stricta and 
Spartina foliosa along the well defined channels.  This site was evaluated as marginal 
habitat in 2009 and ISP conducted its first survey of the marsh in 2010. 
Petaluma River – Upper was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The 
first round was conducted on February 1, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer and Whitney Thornton 
who detected no clapper rails.  The second round of surveys was conducted by Tobias 
Rohmer and Jude Stalker on February 16, 2010 when one to two clapper rails were 
detected.  The third round of surveys was conducted by Tobias Rohmer and Jude Stalker 
on April 8, 2010 when three to six clapper rails were detected.  
A Cooper's hawk flew through the site during round two, and other potential nest 
predators observed include great egret, American bittern, snowy egret, American crow 
and glaucous-winged gull. 
Other birds noted during the survey included: great egret, American bittern, snowy egret, 
ruddy duck, Northern shoveler, mute swan, lesser scaup, mallard, Canada goose, greater 
white-fronted goose, common goldeneye, bufflehead, gadwall, American wigeon, white-
tailed kite, Cooper's hawk, Virginia rail, sora, American coot, killdeer, black-necked stilt, 
American avocet, Western sandpiper, least sandpiper, short-billed dowitcher, greater 
yellowlegs, lesser yellowlegs, long-billed curlew, glaucous-winged gull, Caspian tern, 
Northern flicker, American crow, tree swallow, barn swallow, bushtit, marsh wren, 
European starling, yellow-rumped warbler, white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, 
savannah sparrow, red-winged blackbird and house finch. 
  
Grey’s Field (24b) 
Detected 1-2 clapper rails 
Grey's Field (Figures 30b and 31b) is located downstream of Shollenberger Park on the 
east side of the Petaluma River. It is a newly restored brackish wetland, with wide, 
shallow, unvegetated mudflats encompassing some 60 hectares. The vegetation that has 
established at this site is mostly confined to the marsh edges and comprised mainly of 
native Spartina foliosa and a mix of sedge species. The adjacent upland vegetation is 
composed primarily of thick stands of invasive Lepidium latifolium and other native and 
non-native plants that provide potential habitat and cover for predatory birds and 
mammals. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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This site was surveyed using Protocol A for a total of three rounds. The first round was 
conducted on February 1, 2010 by Tobias Rohmer and Whitney Thornton. No clapper 
rails were detected during this survey. The second and third rounds were conducted on 
February 16 and April 8, 2010 by Jude Stalker and Tobias Rohmer. One to two clapper 
rails were detected at the site on the second round. Though no clapper rails were detected 
within the site boundary during the final round, one clapper rail was detected in the marsh 
to the south. This clapper rail was not included in the totals for Grey’s Field. 
A Northern harrier was observed hunting over Grey's Field during the third survey round. 
All birds detected at this site include: American bittern, snowy egret, lesser scaup, 
Northern shoveler, greater white-fronted goose, mallard, ruddy duck, Canada goose, 
bufflehead, American wigeon, common goldeneye, white-tailed kite, Northern harrier, 
American coot, black rail, sora, Virgina rail, killdeer, American avocet, black-necked 
stilt, long-billed curlew, short-billed dowitcher, least sandpiper, glaucous-winged gull, 
Northern flicker, American crow, tree swallow, bushtit, marsh wren, European starling, 
white-crowned sparrow, song sparrow, savannah sparrow, red-winged blackbird and 
house finch.      4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 30. Site maps of the Petaluma Region. 
 
 
Figure 30a. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Petaluma River – Upper (24a). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 30b. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at Grey’s Field (24b). 
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Figure 31. Site photos of the Petaluma Region. 
 
 
Figure 31a. This mixed plain of Sarcocornia, native Spartina and sedge patches at 
Petaluma River-Upper provides ideal habitat for multiple rail species, including clapper 
rails. 
 
 
Figure 31b. This photo of the northeast corner of Grey's Field shows the sedges and 
native Spartina lining this new marsh's edge.   4. 2010 Survey Results     
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4.11 VALLEJO CLAPPER RAIL REGION 
The Vallejo clapper rail region covers the freshwater, brackish and tidal salt marshes 
formed by Tolay Creek, Sonoma Creek and the Napa River as they flow into San Pablo 
Bay in Solano, Napa and Solano Counties.  The bulk of wetlands in this region were 
created by diking and leveeing the mouth of the Napa River to create agricultural lands 
and salt production ponds.  Restoration of over 10,000 ha of wetlands is either planned or 
underway in this region, the bulk of which is comprised of these leveed ponds.  The high 
freshwater influence and the very “young” status of many of these sites cause them to not 
currently support high numbers of (or any) clapper rails, though they have considerable 
future potential for rail habitat.  Hybrid Spartina invasion has had minimal to no impact 
on the majority of sites in this region. 
Marshes in the western reaches of this region are surveyed by the biologists with San 
Pablo Bay NWR.  Of the large expanse of restoration sties PRBO Conservation Science 
and Avocet Research Associates each surveyed single sites, leaving 23 sites unsurveyed 
in 2010.  Biologists at OEI surveyed a single site using active survey protocol (Protocol 
C): San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline/Mare Island (26b) (Table 14, Figure 32).     
 
 
Table 14: Summary results from California clapper rail surveys at sites in the Vallejo Region. 
Site Name (ID)  Survey 
Type 
Number 
of 
Rounds
Number of 
Visits 
(=stations 
x rounds)
Number of 
Visits with 
Detections
Percent 
Occurance
1 
CLRA 
detected 
Included 
in Five 
Year 
Analysis 
San Pablo Bay NWR 
Shoreline (26b) 
C 3  15  0  0%  0  - 
REGIONAL SUMMARY  -  3  15  0  0%  0  - 
1 The number of stations where CLRA were detected, expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
stations sampled during the season. 
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Figure 32. Map of 2010 clapper rail site boundaries in the Vallejo Region. 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline (26b) 
Detected 0 clapper rails 
The San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge (Figures 33 and 34) lies along the north 
shore of San Pablo Bay in Sonoma, Solano, and Napa Counties.  The refuge includes 
open bay/tidal marsh, mud flats, and seasonal and managed wetland habitats.  Mare 
Island is the site of the Mare Island Naval Shipyard, located to the west of the City of 
Vallejo. Both hybrid Spartina alterniflora and S. densiflora have colonized the southern 
shoreline of Mare Island.  ISP focused its surveys on the narrow southern section of the 
site where the vegetation is predominantly a Sarcocornia pacifica monoculture edged 
with Baccharis pilularis and Raphanus raphanistrum along the bounding levees.  
Adjacent plots are a mix of holding ponds, overgrown fields and brackish marshlands, 
giving the area a generally high diversity in flora and fauna.  Clapper rails were last 
recorded at the site in 1992 by Robin Leong with Napa-Solano Audubon (pers. comm.). 
San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline was surveyed using Protocol C for a total of three rounds 
by Tobias Rohmer on February 10, February 25 and April 7, 2010.  Tapes were played 
during all three rounds of survey, but no clapper rails were detected at the site. 
Actively hunting Northern harriers were abundant at this site and short-eared and great 
horned owls were also seen and heard.  Potential nest predators, snowy egrets and great 
egrets, were also observed during the survey periods. 
All bird species present included: snowy egret, great egret, American wigeon, mallard, 
gadwall, cinnamon teal, Canada goose, Northern harrier, white-tailed kite, ring-necked 
pheasant, sora, Virginia rail, American avocet, greater yellowlegs, short-eared owl, great 
horned owl, horned lark, bushtit, marsh wren, American pipit, song sparrow, savannah 
sparrow, Western meadowlark, brown-headed cowbird, Brewer's blackbird, house finch 
and American goldfinch.     4. 2010 Survey Results 
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Figure 33. Map of 2010 clapper rail survey results at San Pablo Bay NWR (26b). 4. 2010 Survey Results     
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Figure 34. Looking over San Pablo Bay NWR on the west side of Mare Island 
reveals an extensive plain of Sarcocornia pacifica that provides habitat for smaller 
rails, but does not have the structural complexity and channelization needed for 
clapper rails. 
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5. SURVEY TRENDS 2004 – 2010 
Annual data were collected on both Spartina and clapper rail populations from 2004 to 
2010 at thirty (n=30) sites within four regions in the San Francisco Bay (Figure 35, Table 
15). These data are plotted together to demonstrate the change in both populations over 
time.  Straight lines fitted to the Spartina and clapper rail data show a declining population 
bay-wide over the study period. Although the linear regression poorly fits the data (which 
are non-linear), it serves to illustrate a general trend over this six year period. Clapper rail 
numbers declined in all regions during the study period. The negative trend in rail 
populations is greatest in regions heavily invaded by non-native Spartina.  
At the 30 sites invaded by non-native Spartina, clapper rail populations increased for the first 
three years of the study period and declined for the subsequent three years.  Between 2005 
and 2006 annual clapper rail numbers increased by 42% and again in 2007 by 25%. From 
2007 to 2008, clapper rail call count numbers decreased by -35%. Liu, et al (2009) also 
detected the decline during these years, using different methods of analysis. Clapper rail 
numbers declined again from 2008 to 2009 by about -32%, and to a lesser degree, from 2009 
to 2010 by about -13%. During the study period, clapper rail numbers declined overall by 
about -32% from 2005 to 2010 at the 30 sites invaded by non-native Spartina.  
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Figure 35. Annual inventory of Spartina and clapper rail populations at Spartina treatment sites 
within four regions of San Francisco Bay (n = 30 sites). 5. Survey Trends 2004–2010     
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Table 15. Summary of California clapper rail survey results and Spartina inventory monitoring at 
invaded sites within the San Francisco Estuary. 
 
Number of CLRA detected during 
call count surveys 
 (Jan - April) 
Hectares of Spartina mapped during 
inventory monitoring (June - Sept)
1 
Annual Inventory in 
the San Francisco 
Estuary 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
0
0
4
 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
 
Invaded Sites   
(n = 30 sites)  293 416.5 519 337 228.5 202 112.3 125.0 102.9 38.0  52.0  26.0 14
1 Data source: Ingrid Hogle, December 2010 (ibhogle@spartina.org) 
2 Analysis of 2010 Spartina monitoring data is incomplete; data are best estimate. 
The Spartina population showed a similar trend, increasing at the beginning of the study 
period and declining subsequently. A perceived increase in Spartina levels from 2007 to 
2008 is likely a false rise due to a change in survey methods between the two years. The 
Spartina population declined by about -71% at these 30 sites between 2004 and 2009.      5. Survey Trends 2004–2010 
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5.1 SAN LEANDRO BAY TREND 
The trend analysis in the San Leandro Bay Region included ten (n=10) sites invaded by 
hybrid Spartina (Figure 37, Table 16). During the first three years of the study period, 
clapper rail populations increased: by 54% from 2005 to 2006 and by 30% from 2006 to 
2007. After 2007, clapper rail detections decreased annually: by -22% from 2007 to 2008, 
by -42% from 2008 to 2009, and by -37% from 2009 to 2010. Since the beginning of the 
study, clapper rail detections have declined in the region by about -25%.  
The Spartina population shows a similar pattern but with a greater decline over the 
course of the study period. The net area of Spartina increased during the first 3 years of 
the study, from 2004 to 2006. Effective methods of non-native Spartina control began in 
2006 and evidence of this was seen by 2007, when Spartina populations in the region had 
dropped by -62% from the previous year. From 2004 to 2009, non-native Spartina 
declined by a total of -62% at these ten sites in the San Leandro Bay.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Annual Inventory of Spartina and Clapper Rail Populations in the San Leandro Bay 
Region (n = 10 sites). 5. Survey Trends 2004–2010     
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Table 16. Summary of California clapper rail surveys (2005-2010) and Spartina inventory 
monitoring (2004-2009) in the San Leandro Bay Region 
  Number of CLRA detected during 
call count surveys (Jan - April) 
Hectares of Spartina mapped during 
inventory monitoring (June - Sept)
1 
San Leandro Bay 
REGION 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
0
0
4
 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
 
Elsie Roemer (17a)  7  14.5  6.5  10  1.5 1.5 4.6 4.6 4.8 1.0 1.8 1.0 
D
R
A
F
T
 
Bay Farm Island (17b)  6  7.5  6  2  0  0  0.7 1.8 1.2 0.4 0.1 0.0 
Arrowhead Marsh (17c)
3  72  80 110  112 55  40 8.1  9.1  10.8 5.0 7.5 4.3 
MLK Regional 
Shoreline (17d)  4 22  20 9  6.5  7.5  4.3 4.4 4.9 1.7 0.7 0.5 
San Leandro Creek 
(17e)  1.5 4.5 7.5  4  3  3.5 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 
MLK Marsh (17h)  5.5  26.5  41  21  16.5 16 0.7 1.9 3.0 1.3 1.6 1.6 
Fan Marsh (17j)  5  9  19  11  12  13 2.7 2.7 2.9 0.5 1.6 1.1 
Airport Channel (17k)  9  8.5  13.5  9  3.5 1.5 1.8 2.3 1.9 0.6 0.7 0.5 
Doolittle Pond (17l)  3  1.5  4  2  4.5 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Alameda Island - East 
(17m)  1.5 2  2  0  1.5  1.5  1.1  1.2 1.4 0.8 0.6 0.2 
REGIONAL 
SUMMARY  114.5 176 229.5 180 104  86  24.5 29.3 31.1 12.0 14.8  9.3  6 
1 Data source: Ingrid Hogle, December 2010 (ibhogle@spartina.org) 
2 Analysis of 2010 Spartina monitoring data is incomplete; data are best estimate. 
3 Clapper rail data collected by EBRPD during winter high tide airboat surveys (December – January). 
 
 
5.2 HAYWARD TREND 
Analysis in the Hayward region included data from nine sites (Figure 38, Table 17). 
Similar to the San Leandro Bay, clapper rail populations in the Hayward Region 
increased at the beginning of the study period. From 2005 to 2006, clapper rail detections 
increased by 53% and from 2006 to 2007, they increased again by 23%. Clapper rail 
numbers decreased from 2007 to 2008, coincident with the declining Spartina population 
in the region. However, as Spartina continued to decrease though the end of the study 
period, clapper rail detections increased by +17% from 2009 to 2010. This rise in rail 
numbers may be a response to a new equilibrium in habitat change. In Hayward, most of 
the Spartina cover has been removed due to successful control efforts (-80% reduction 
from 2004 to 2009) and native vegetation is rebounding at these marshes. Overall, 
clapper rail populations have decreased by about -16% in the Hayward Region. 
     5. Survey Trends 2004–2010 
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Table 17. Summary of California clapper rail surveys (2005-2010) and Spartina inventory 
monitoring (2004-2009) in the Hayward Region. 
  Number of CLRA detected during 
call count surveys (Jan - April) 
Hectares of Spartina mapped during 
inventory monitoring (June - Sept)
1 
Hayward REGION 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
0
0
4
 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
 
Oro Loma - East (07a)  1.5  0  21.5  3 1.5  5 0.9  2.0  1.3 0.2 3.2 0.6 
D
R
A
F
T
 
Dog Bone Marsh (20c)  0  1.5  2  2  2  0  1.0 1.2 1.4 0.1 0.2 0.0 
Citation Marsh (20d)  10  11  10.5  11 5.5 6.5 3.9 4.0 5.5 2.4 0.7 1.3 
North Marsh (20f)  12.5  15.5  20  14  8  14 0.6 3.0 7.2 0.4 0.9 2.2 
Bunker Marsh (20g)  9  9.5  6  6  3.5  6  5.6 5.1 4.7 1.6 0.3 1.4 
San Lorenzo Creek & 
Mouth (20h)  7.5 9.5  13.5 2  3.5 3.5 8.0 6.7 4.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 
Cogswell - Sec A 
(20m)  0 25.5  15.5 8 5.5  6 3.1  7.4 2.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 
Cogswell - Sec B (20n)  27.5  33  43  29 28.5 24 24.3 26.6 14.8 11.5 13.6  3.2 
Cogswell - Sec C (20o)  12  16.5  18.5  8 1.5 4.5  4.0  9.2  2.0 0.1 0.8 0.7 
REGIONAL 
SUMMARY  80 122  150.5 83  59.5 69.5 51.4 65.2 43.7 17.0 20.1 10.4 5 
1 Data source: Ingrid Hogle, December 2010 (ibhogle@spartina.org) 
2 Analysis of 2010 Spartina monitoring data is incomplete; data are best estimate. 
 
 
Figure 38. Annual Inventory of Spartina and Clapper Rail Populations in the Hayward Region (n = 
9 sites). 5. Survey Trends 2004–2010     
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5.3 SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA TREND 
Data from eight sites (n=8) in the San Francisco Peninsula Region were included in the 
trend analysis (Figure 39, Table 18). Similar to other regions invaded by Spartina, 
clapper rail numbers rose between 2005 and 2007, by 31% over the 3 year period. The 
rail population in the region fell in 2008 by -50%, again in 2009 by another -33%, and 
once more in 2010 by -76%. Clapper rail populations show a dramatic decline in this 
region, from 61 rails in 2005 to 6.5 rails in 2010, a decline of -89% over the six year 
study period. Spartina within the San Francisco Peninsula Region has also shown a 
dramatic decline during the study period, decreasing by -86% over the course of six 
years. Non-native Spartina was the dominant plant at most sites in the region and the 
decline in clapper rails is likely due to loss of nesting and foraging cover previously 
provided by the invasive cordgrass. As Spartina cover has been removed, the hybrid 
cordgrass meadows that once dominated are returning to tidal mudflat, a habitat type 
unsuitable for breeding rails. 
 
 
Figure 39. Annual Inventory of Spartina and Clapper Rail Populations in the San Francisco 
Peninsula Region (n = 8 sites)     5. Survey Trends 2004–2010 
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Table 18. Summary of California clapper rail surveys (2005-2010) and Spartina inventory 
monitoring (2004-2009) in the San Francisco Peninsula Region. 
  Number of CLRA detected during 
call count surveys (Jan - April) 
Hectares of Spartina mapped during 
inventory monitoring (June - Sept)
1 
San Francisco 
Peninsula REGION 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
0
0
4
 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
 
Old Marina (18c)  5  1.5  0  2  0  0  1.1 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.5 0.4 
D
R
A
F
T
 
Inner Harbor (18d)  17.5  4  4  0  0  0  2.0 2.2 2.3 0.1 1.1 0.2 
Sam Trans Peninsula 
(18e)  6.5 13.5 7.5  7  2  1.5 4.4 3.4 3.9 1.8 2.6 0.9 
Confluence Marsh 
(18f)  4.5 9.5 12  2  4  1.5 1.8 1.9 1.9 0.1 0.6 0.4 
San Bruno Marsh 
(18g)  25 14 13 18  10.5 0 8.2 7.1 7.8 2.5 5.6 1.4 
Sierra Point (19b)  0  1  3  2  2  0  0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.2 
Point San Bruno (19f)  0  0  1.5  2  0  2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.0 
Seal Slough Mouth 
(19p)  2.5 20.5 39  7  8.5 1.5 13.5 10.5 6.9 1.7 3.7 1.1 
REGIONAL 
SUMMARY  61 64 80 40  27  6.5  31.9 26.8 24.8 7.9 14.3 4.6  2 
1 Data source: Ingrid Hogle, December 2010  (ibhogle@spartina.org) 
2 Analysis of 2010 Spartina monitoring data is incomplete; data are best estimate. 
 
 
5.4 NEWARK TREND 
Analysis of the Newark Region (Figure 40, Table 19) included data from three sites 
(n=3). The pattern in clapper rail population at the Newark Region is similar to that 
observed in the other regions impacted by non-native cordgrass, though to a lesser 
degree. Clapper rail numbers rose from 2005 to 2007, by 42% in 2006 and by 25% in 
2007. Numbers declined in 2008 by -42%, dropping from 59 to 34 clapper rails. 
However, clapper rail numbers seem to have stabilized in the past two years, increasing 
by 12% in 2009 and decreasing by -4% in 2010. Overall, the clapper rail population in 
the Newark Region has declined by -3% during the study period. Invasive Spartina has 
had a small presence in Newark, which is dominated by native tidal marsh vegetation that 
has rebounded with the removal of non-native cordgrass. 5. Survey Trends 2004–2010     
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Table 19. Summary of California clapper rail surveys (2005-2010) and Spartina inventory 
monitoring (2004-2009) in the Newark Region. 
  Number of CLRA detected during 
call count surveys (Jan - April) 
Hectares of Spartina mapped during 
inventory monitoring (June - Sept)
1 
Newark REGION 
2
0
0
5
 
2
0
0
6
 
2
0
0
7
 
2
0
0
8
 
2
0
0
9
 
2
0
1
0
 
2
0
0
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2
0
0
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2
0
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2
0
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2
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0
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2
0
0
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2
0
1
0
 
2
 
Dumbarton/Audubon 
(05b)3  18.5 26 30.5 12  13.5 15.5 2.5 1.3 2.9 0.7 1.6 0.9 
D
R
A
F
T
 
Newark Slough (05c)  3  7.5  6.5  3  4.5 6.5 1.1 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.4 
LaRiviere Marsh (05d)  16  21  22  19 20 14.5 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.4 
REGIONAL 
SUMMARY 
37.5 54.5  59  34  38  36.5 4.4 3.7 3.4 1.2 2.8 1.7 1 
1 Data source: Ingrid Hogle, December 2010 (ibhogle@spartina.org) 
2 Analysis of 2010 Spartina monitoring data is incomplete; data are best estimate. 
 
 
Figure 40. Annual Inventory of Spartina and Clapper Rail Populations in the Newark Region  
(n = 3 sites).     6. Discussion 
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6. DISCUSSION 
Clapper rail numbers have declined in the Bay since 2005, most notably at sites heavily 
impacted by non-native Spartina. The peak in rail numbers around 2007 shadows the 
height of the hybrid Spartina infestation in 2006. Effective control work since 2007 has 
restored native habitat: from hybrid meadows to native salt marsh and from invaded 
shorelines to tidal mudflats. In the past two years, the rail population decline has 
slackened at sites where native vegetation has rebounded with Spartina removal. Still, 
these native habitat types may not be as effective at supporting breeding California 
clapper rail as the invasive Spartina monoculture. 
Hybrid Spartina provides excellent cover for clapper rails, reducing their exposure to 
predators and tides. The aggressive invasion of hybrid Spartina allowed California 
clapper rail populations to grow and expand into new areas where they had not previously 
been supported in large numbers. With the successful control of hybrid Spartina in the 
Bay, rail numbers are likely to return to historic levels seen before the cordgrass invasion. 
Albertson and Evens (2000) estimated about 1,040-1,264 clapper rails in the Estuary 
between 1992 to 1998, when the distribution of non-native Spartina was still small and 
localized. Current estimates of the clapper rail population are a minimum of 1,425 (± 22) 
individuals detected from 2005-2008 (Liu et al., 2009).  
Sites that were mostly unvegetated prior to the Spartina invasion show the most dramatic 
decline in clapper rail populations. As these sites revert to their native state of tidal 
mudflat, clapper rail populations are replaced by foraging shorebirds. Sites that support 
native vegetation show a less dramatic decline in clapper rail numbers as non-native 
Spartina is diminished. We have observed that the native Sarcocornia pacifica 
understory quickly rebounds when the non-native Spartina canopy is removed. This 
native vegetation provides cover for rails in absence of hybrid Spartina.  
Rail populations at predominately native marshes in Newark show a slight decrease of -
3% during the study period, but fluctuated annually over the course of six years. Liu and 
Wood (2011) conclude that clapper rail detections have increased in the past two years in 
the San Pablo Bay and in South San Francisco Bay at sites where PRBO conducts 
surveys. These sites are mostly large mature marshes with modest impacts by non-native 
Spartina. They speculate that the increased number of detections may be due to 
immigration events from marshes heavily impacted by Spartina removal or may be the 
result of increased breeding success at these marshes. 
There are many other factors which may influence changes in clapper rail populations 
including: weather and flooding events (Schwarzbach 2006); contaminants, particularly 
mercury and barium (Schwarzbach 2001 & 2006); and fluctuations in predator 
populations, including predators of adult rails, such as the red fox (Harding 2001) and 
northern harriers (Foin 1997) and predators of rail nests, such as the Norway rat 
(Schwarzbach 2006).  
 6. Discussion     
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Because this study presents the summary of findings from multiple observers from 
several organizations, some fluctuation in rail numbers may be due to observer bias. 
Sources of variation other than changes in the clapper rail population sizes may be 
attributed to many factors. We did not calculate an estimate of the detection probability to 
control for some of these variables, a shortcoming of this study. The detection probability 
is defined by the product of the probability that a rail will vocalize and the probability 
that the observer will detect the vocalization (Conway 2004). Factors influencing the 
probability of vocalization included differences in time of survey (sunrise vs. sunset), 
differences in protocols (active vs. passive survey), and differences in season (early 
breeding season vs. late breeding season). Factors influencing the probability of detection 
included: differences in survey effort (e.g. number of rounds completed), variation in 
survey area (e.g. number and placement of stations per site), and observer bias (e.g. errors 
in distance estimates).  
Our criteria for weather, tide phase, and moon phase were restricted by standard survey 
protocols; thus, some measure of control was gained over these three variables in our 
study. However, the greatest variation among organizations is likely to arise from 
decisions made in the field on whether a given detection was the same as or different 
from a bird that was previously detected. A single bird detected twice may be counted as 
two birds if the observer perceives a difference in volume, distance, or direction of the 
detection (“splitting” detections). Conversely, two birds may be counted as one if the 
observer does not perceive a difference in distance or direction (“lumping” detections). 
These assumptions are difficult to quantify using our survey methods, but they may play 
an important role in annual variation when surveys are completed by different 
organizations from year to year.  
Continued monitoring of California clapper rails at both native and invaded sites is 
necessary to determine how their populations will stabilize in the wake of Spartina 
eradication. Additionally, ongoing surveys will provide a baseline population as large 
expanses of tidal wetlands are restored in the near future. Research is needed to identify: 
(1) the characteristics of high quality native clapper rail and (2) the methods of creating 
these features in new and existing restoration projects throughout the Bay.  
     7. Permits 
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7. PERMITS 
Surveys were conducted under the authority of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service permit 
TE118356-0 and a Memorandum of Understanding with the California Department of 
Fish and Game. Surveys were required by and conducted pursuant to conditions of the 
Programmatic Formal Intra-Service Endangered Species Consultation on the San 
Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project (1-1-03-F-0216 dated August 27, 2003), and 
subsequent additional formal intra-Service consultations on implementation of the San 
Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project Spartina Control Program (1-1-04-F-0305 
dated September 7, 2004, 1-1-05-F-0243 dated September 7, 2005, and 810420-2008-F-
1546 dated July 17, 2008).  
Permission for site access was granted by East Bay Regional Park District, the City of 
San Leandro, California Department of Fish and Game, City of Mountain View, Mid-
Peninsula Regional Open Space District, Redwood City Marina, WestPoint Harbor, SFO 
International Airport, and Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge.  
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San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project 
Summary of California Clapper Rail Survey Protocols 
 
 
Type  Common Protocol Name  Description 
A Standard  USFWS 
Transect Survey 
As described in Albertson & Downard, 2004 and Spautz 2005.  
One or more observers move from station to station, remaining 
at each station for 10-minutes. 3 survey rounds, with recording 
played at end of 3
rd round if no prior detections within 200 
meters. 
B  Standing or Stationary 
Survey  
As described in Albertson & Downard, 2004 and Spautz 2005. 
Requires one person at each station for 1½ hour. 3 survey 
rounds, with recording played at end of 3
rd round if no prior 
detections within 200 meters. 
C ISP-Modified  Transect 
Survey 
Originally described in Zaremba & Albertson, 2004; modified in 
Spautz & Albertson 2006. Used to determine presence or 
absence of CLRA at sites with low potential for CLRA presence, 
where Spartina control activities are planned. Same as Type A, 
except recording is played from first survey round, and surveys 
are discontinued upon detection.  
D DENWR-Modified 
Transect Survey (Rough 
Density) 
Used by DENWR biologist in narrow strip marshes with medium 
to high rail density - Similar to Type C, except densities are 
extrapolated by Refuge biologist. 
E  Winter High Tide Survey  Described by EBRPD pers. comm. CLRA are flushed out of 
marsh habitat by airboat and counted during winter high tide.  
F Preliminary  Habitat 
Suitability Assessment 
Quick assessment by CLRA biologist to determine if suitable 
CLRA habitat is present; if habitat is suitable, a call count survey 
protocol C is typically conducted. 
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San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project 
California Clapper Rail Survey Protocol A:  
“Standard Transect Survey” 
The ISP’s Protocol A is the “walking transect survey” method described in “Draft clapper rail protocol for the San 
Francisco Estuary large-scale population surveys” (Albertson & Downard 2004) and “Revised draft clapper rail 
protocol for the San Francisco Estuary large-scale population surveys”  (Spautz 2005).  Note: The ISP refers to the 
“standing survey” method described in Albertson & Downard 2004 and Spautz 2005 as “Protocol B”. 
General Survey Requirements: 
1)  Permits. Obtain required survey permits: USFWS Endangered Species Permit, ESA 
Section 10(a)(1)(A); California DFG permit (i.e. Memorandum of Understanding); 
site-specific permissions (e.g. Special Use Permit from a NWR).  
2)  Training. Observers must be trained to identify clapper rail calls and distinguish 
CLRA calls from other marsh bird species (see Rail Training document, April 
2004). Observers must also be trained to minimize disturbance while conducting 
surveys (see Walking in the Marsh document, April 2004). 
3)  Tides and moon phase. Conduct surveys when tidal sloughs are less than bank full, 
<4.5-ft NGVD at the nearest tide station. Tide height at bank full will vary by site. 
Avoid high (flood) tides. Full moon periods should be avoided during active 
surveys when tape playback is utilized, as birds may be attracted out of cover or a 
response may be elicited, and increase the likelihood of predation. There is also 
evidence of reduced calling rates during full moon periods. 
4)  Survey Timing. Morning surveys should be initiated 1 hour before sunrise and 
extended no more that 1.5 hours after sunrise; evening surveys should begin 1 hour 
prior to sunset and extend no more than 1 hour following sunset. Surveys at a 
particular location should be spaced at least 1 week apart and should be conducted 
at both sunrise and sunset. 
5)  Weather. Record wind velocities and weather; conduct surveys at winds <10 mph; 
do not conduct surveys during heavy rainfall. 
6)  Seasonality. Conduct surveys between January 15 and mid-April. 
7)  Survey Stations. Stations should be spaced approximately 200-m apart. Stations 
should be placed on boardwalks or levee tops when possible to minimize 
disturbance. When surveys are conducted within a marsh, stations should be placed 
away from slough/channel edges to minimize disturbance to rail species. 
8)  Data collection. All rail vocalizations should be recorded, noting the call type, 
location, and time. Locations where rails are detected should be plotted on a map 
during the survey with numbered reference codes that correspond to detections on 
the datasheet. The call types should be coded as follows: 
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Call Code  Call Description  Number of Birds Indicated* 
C   Clapper/clatter by one individual  1-2 birds 
D  “Duet”- two individuals clattering 
simultaneously 
2 or more birds, depending on 
situation 
K   “kek”  1-2 birds 
AK agitated  “kek”  1-2  birds 
B “kek-burr”  1-2  birds 
V   Visual sighting  1-2 birds per sighting 
SK   “squawk”  1-2 birds 
SC “screech”  1-2  birds 
CH   “chur”  1-2 birds 
P “purr”  1-2  birds 
* See data interpretation section below for more details about determining number of birds per 
detection type.  
If the bird was definitely or possibly previously detected, e.g. as part of a pair, make 
this clear on the datasheet. Make a note when birds were detected simultaneously or 
nearly so, to verify that they were separate individuals. Calls of other rail species 
should also be recorded as above, with species clearly marked. 
9)  Disturbance. Record all Information on disturbance (e.g., predator sightings or 
boats) detected during surveys. 
10) Review the WRMP CLRA protocol (Evens 2002) for other general information 
(http://www.wrmp.org/docs/protocols/Wetland%20Birds.pdf, p.21 Rails). Defer to 
the requirements listed above if they are more restrictive than the WRMP protocol. 
Survey Methods 
The Protocol A transect survey is suitable for linear sites and for sites with low to medium 
rail density. Surveys as sites with high clapper rail density should use “Protocol B” – the 
standing or stationary survey protocol described by Albertson & Downard 2004 and Spautz 
2005. 
The transect survey may be performed by one or two observers. Listening stations are 
established at approximately 200 meter intervals along a transect, preferably along the edge 
of the marsh. The first two of three surveys are passive (listening) for 10-minutes at each 
station. On the third survey, if a clapper rail was not previously detected within 200 meters 
of a listening station during the two previous passive surveys or incidentally within the 
season, recorded calls are played, according to the “Recorded Call Playback Procedure” 
described below. If a clapper rail has been previously detected within 200 meters of a 
listening station, the third survey should also be passive. There should be a minimum of 
one week between surveys. 
Recorded Call Playback Procedure 
A standardized recording of clapper rail calls should be obtained from USFWS. The 
recording should include a combination of clapper/clatter and duet calls, and there should 
be at least four complete calls with at least 5-seconds of silence between calls. The 
recording should be of good quality, and should be played at a volume of 80-90 dB at 1-
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meter distance from the speaker. A digital sound level meter should be used to calibrate the 
playback device. 
The survey should begin with an initial 5-minute passive listening period, followed by 1-
minute of clapper rail calls, and completed with a 4-minute passive listening period (10-
minutes/survey). Tape playbacks should be broadcast in all directions over the marsh at a 
station. Assume rails can hear tapes at distances of ≤200 m.  
Note: Only play recorded clapper rail calls at stations when you are certain rails have not 
yet been detected within a 200-m radius. As soon as a clapper rail is detected, stop the 
recording. 
Data Interpretation 
Use the following key to determine how many birds to record for each detection type. Use 
your “field” judgment to avoid redundancy (overlap) and interpret uncertainty as a range. 
Keep in mind the part of the breeding season in which your survey occurs. 
Detection 
type 
Code Number 
of birds 
Description  Notes and Exceptions 
Clatter  C  1 - 2  Primary territorial call. 
Rapid series of kek 
notes, often trailing off 
at the end.  
 
 Usually clattering individuals are paired. Often it’s 
difficult to determine whether one or two birds are 
calling, if completely synchronized; thus, the range of 
1-2 birds. 
 Example scenario: at the end of a survey session you 
have 4 distinct duets, 3 single clatters away from duets 
and away from one another. The estimate for breeding 
birds would be 11-14 (# duets x 2 = 8 + 3-6 birds 
represented by clatters). 
Duet  
clatter 
D 2  Two  bird  clattering 
simultaneously.  
   
 Usually given by a pair, or less often, neighboring 
territorial males (J. Evens peers. obis. 2005). 
 When chorusing birds are masking one another and you 
are uncertain whether it was one duet or two, record as 
1-2 duets (1-2 pairs) or 2-4 clatters. Again, interpret 
uncertainty as a range. 
Kek  K  1-2  Single sharp “kek” call, 
given singly or in 
series, with significant 
space between calls (as 
compared to clatter, 
which is very rapid).  
 
 Given by males, most often when unmated or prior to 
setting up pair bond, thus is most typically heard early 
in the season. However, can be given by a mated male 
throughout the breeding season, thus the range of 1-2 
birds. 
 Sometimes paired/breeding birds make random keks or 
kek-burrs intermingled with clatters, especially at the 
beginning of the breeding season. If you hear a single 
kek followed by a duet in the same location, the kekking 
individual is likely part of the duet pair and would not 
be counted separately.  
Agitated 
Kek 
AK  1-2  As above but higher 
pitched, rougher, and 
with what can be 
interpreted as an 
element of alarm. Mid-
way between kek and 
squawk or screech.  
 As above, the call may indicate either an unmated or 
mated male, thus the range of 1-2 birds. 
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Detection 
type 
Code Number 
of birds 
Description  Notes and Exceptions 
Kek-burr  B  1-2  One or several rapid 
“kek” calls followed by 
a more attenuated, 
“burrrr”. Often 
repeated constantly 
over many minutes, 
and can be heard about 
1 km away, depending 
on conditions.  
 Given by female clapper rails, primarily during pair 
bond formation or when fertile and soliciting a 
copulation with her mate, thus, it is most typically heard 
early in the season. The call is not likely to be given 
when she is incubating. Later in the season, it may be 
given when a nest has failed and the female is beginning 
another nesting attempt. The call may indicate either an 
unmated or mated female, thus the range of 1-2 birds. 
 A single kek-burr followed by a duet: the individual is 
likely part of the duet pair and would not be counted 
separately.  
Visual V  1-  2     Clapper rails are most often seen when foraging along 
tidal channel banks, often near the shelter of 
overhanging vegetation. They are often seen crossing 
channels, and regularly swim across open water within a 
channel. 
 A sighting of one bird may indicate the presence of a 
pair; thus record as 1 – 2 birds. 
The following descriptions were not included in Albertson & Downard 2004 or Spautz 2005, but are provided here 
for completeness. 
Squawk SK 1-2  More  highly  agitated 
than an agitated kek,  
 Typically given only once as an alarm call. Bird may 
later make other vocalizations. 
Screech  SC  1-2  More rare than a 
squawk. Like a squawk 
but even more high-
pitched.  
 Typically given only once as an alarm call. 
Churr  CH  1-2  Similar to the last 
syllable in a kek-bur 
call 
 Typically given by a female. 
Purr  P  1-2  Very soft, like churr or 
burr. 
 Typically given by a female at the nest. 
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San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project 
California Clapper Rail Survey Protocol B 
“Stationary Survey” 
The ISP’s Protocol B is the “stationary survey” method described in “Draft clapper rail protocol for the San Francisco 
Estuary large-scale population surveys” (Albertson & Downard 2004) and “Revised draft clapper rail protocol for the 
San Francisco Estuary large-scale population surveys”  (Spautz 2005). Note: The ISP refers to the “transect survey” 
method described in Albertson & Downard 2004 and Spautz 2005 as “Protocol A”. 
General Survey Requirements: 
11) Permits. Obtain required survey permits: USFWS Endangered Species Permit, ESA 
Section 10(a)(1)(A); California DFG permit (i.e. Memorandum of Understanding); 
site-specific permissions (e.g. Special Use Permit from a NWR).  
12) Training. Observers must be trained to identify clapper rail calls and distinguish 
CLRA calls from other marsh bird species (see Rail Training document, April 
2004). Observers must also be trained to minimize disturbance while conducting 
surveys (see Walking in the Marsh document, April 2004). 
13) Tides and moon phase. Conduct surveys when tidal sloughs are less than bank full, 
<4.5-ft NGVD at the Golden Gate tide station. Tide height at bank full will vary by 
site. Avoid high (flood) tides. Full moon periods should be avoided during active 
surveys when tape playback is utilized, as birds may be attracted out of cover or a 
response may be elicited, increasing the likelihood of predation. There is also 
evidence of reduced calling rates during full moon periods. 
14) Survey Timing. Morning surveys should be initiated no sooner than one hour before 
sunrise and extended no more that 1.5 hours after sunrise; evening surveys should 
begin one hour prior to sunset and extend no more than one hour following sunset. 
Surveys at a particular location should be spaced at least 1 week apart and should be 
conducted at both sunrise and sunset. 
15) Weather. Record wind velocities and weather; conduct surveys at winds <10 mph; 
do not conduct surveys during heavy rainfall. 
16) Seasonality. Conduct surveys between January 15 and mid-April. 
17) Survey Stations. Stations should be spaced no less than 200-m apart, to reduce 
ambiguity caused by overlapping hearing radii. Stations should be placed on 
boardwalks or levee tops when possible to minimize disturbance. When surveys are 
conducted within a marsh, stations should be placed away from slough/channel 
edges to minimize disturbance to rail species. 
18) Data collection. All rail vocalizations should be recorded, noting the call type, 
location, and time. Locations where rails are detected should be plotted on a map 
during the survey with numbered reference codes that correspond to detections on 
the datasheet. The call types should be coded as follows: 
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Call Code  Call Description  Number of Birds Indicated* 
C   Clapper/clatter by one individual  1-2 birds 
D  “Duet”- two individuals clattering 
simultaneously 
2 or more birds, depending on 
situation 
K   “kek”  1-2 birds 
AK agitated  “kek”  1-2  birds 
B “kek-burr”  1-2  birds 
V   Visual sighting  1-2 birds per sighting 
SK   “squawk”  1-2 birds 
SC “screech”  1-2  birds 
CH   “chur”  1-2 birds 
P “purr”  1-2  birds 
* See data interpretation section below for more details about determining number of birds per 
detection type.  
If the bird was definitely or possibly previously detected, e.g. as part of a pair, make 
this clear on the datasheet. Record when birds were detected simultaneously or 
nearly so, which will verify they were separate individuals. Calls of other rail 
species should also be recorded as above, with species clearly marked. 
19) Disturbance. Record all Information on disturbance (e.g., predator sightings or 
boats) detected during surveys. 
20) Review the WRMP CLRA protocol (Evens 2002) for other general information 
(http://www.wrmp.org/docs/protocols/Wetland%20Birds.pdf, p.21 Rails). Defer to 
the requirements listed above if they are more restrictive than the WRMP protocol. 
Survey Methods 
The Protocol B stationary survey is suitable for larger sites with high clapper rail density, 
such as Arrowhead Marsh. Surveys at linear sites and sites with low to medium rail density 
should use “Protocol A” – the walking or transect survey protocol described by Albertson 
& Downard 2004 and Spautz 2005. 
The Protocol B stationary survey requires a sufficient number of observers to have one 
person at each listening station. Listening stations are established along a grid or transect, 
with stations set apart by 200 meters or more. Observers are present at each station for an 
entire 1.5-hour survey period. When calls are recorded, the observer must take care to 
record the exact time and direction, and best estimate of the distance of the call, so that the 
data can be reconciled with other observers’ data. Reconciliation of data from multiple 
observers must be planned and closely supervised by a scientist with expertise in field data 
interpretation. 
Because this procedure is only implemented at sites with a high density of clapper rails, 
under most circumstances, the survey need only to be repeated twice in a season, with a 
minimum of one week between surveys. If survey conditions are unsatisfactory for part or 
all of a survey period, a third survey may be conducted.  
The Protocol B stationary survey is a passive listening survey, and does not include playing 
of recorded calls. 
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San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project 
California Clapper Rail Survey Protocol C:  
“ISP Modified Transect Survey” 
2006 Note: This California clapper rail survey protocol was originally developed by Joy Albertson (U. S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service, Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge) and Katy Zaremba (San Francisco Estuary Invasive 
Spartina Project) in 2004.  The protocol was approved in 2004 by Dan Buford of the Sacramento Office of the 
Endangered Species Branch of the US Fish and Wildlife Service for use exclusively by the ISP.  Hildie Spautz (San 
Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project) and Joy Albertson updated the protocol in 2006 to add additional 
clarification and specifications.   
Purpose of Protocol C 
Protocol C (ISP modified transect survey) was developed to allow the ISP to more 
efficiently confirm presence or absence of California clapper rails (clapper rails) at certain 
non-native Spartina-invaded sites, so that Spartina control could be undertaken at sites 
with no rails during rail nesting season. Protocol C surveys are implemented only at sites 
where the probability of clapper rail presence is relatively low, i.e., at sites where clapper 
rails have not been previously detected, but where marginally suitable habitat or other 
conditions suggest that rails may be present. Protocol C differs from Protocol A  (USFWS 
standard transect survey) in that it allows the broadcasting of pre-recorded clapper rail 
vocalizations beginning on the initial round of surveys in order to elicit responses from 
birds in the marsh. If a clapper rail responds, the broadcast is immediately discontinued and 
not repeated on subsequent survey rounds at that station, and Spartina control at that 
location is postponed until times authorized by the USFWS Section 7 Biological Opinion. 
In some cases, if clapper rail presence is determined using Protocol C, the ISP may choose 
to complete the survey using Protocol A to determine the number of birds present at the 
site. 
Determining Protocol Suitability 
The suitability of using Protocol C is determined based on whether clapper rails have been 
previously detected at the site, and whether conditions at the site suggest that clapper rails 
may be present. The ISP regularly reviews clapper rail records from all known sources, 
including PRBO Conservation Science, Avocet Research Associates, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory, California Department of Fish and 
Game, East Bay Regional Parks District, and other reliable sources, to identify locations 
where clapper rails have been detected in the past. Also, the ISP evaluates all planned 
Spartina treatment sites for potential habitat, and conducts habitat assessment surveys 
(Protocol F) at any locations that are thought to be potentially, albeit marginally, suitable 
clapper rail habitat. If the ISP plans to do Spartina control at a location where (1) the 
collective records do not indicate clapper rails have been detected for the prior two years, 
and (2) the habitat at the site is determined to be at least marginally sufficient for clapper 
rails, then a Protocol C survey would be performed. If the ISP requires clapper rail data at 
locations where clapper rail presence was previously confirmed within the prior two years, 
it would use Protocol A (Standard USFWS transect), rather than Protocol C. Generally 
speaking, Protocol C surveys are conducted at sites that have a low probability of clapper 
rail presence. 
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Survey Methods 
All aspects of Protocol C (ISP Modified Transect Survey) are the same as Protocol A 
(Standard Walking Transect Survey; described in Albertson & Downard, 2004), with the 
following additions: 
Survey Stations: As in Protocol A, transect survey listening stations will be placed 200 
meters apart along linear transects. For Protocol C, if the survey occurs on a creek or 
channel, stations will be placed from the creek or channel mouth, extending upstream for 
the full length of vegetated marsh sufficient for clapper rails, or to the point where non-
native Spartina stops, depending on the site.  
Broadcasting vocalizations: Recorded clapper rail vocalizations will be broadcast at each 
station beginning with the first round of surveys. If a clapper rail is detected within 200 m 
of the survey station, the recording will be immediately turned off, and will not be played 
again at that station during subsequent rounds. If no clapper rail is detected within 200 m of 
the survey station, the recording will be played at each of three rounds at that station. 
Recorded vocalizations will not be played if raptors or other predators are observed nearby, 
as a response from a clapper rail will increase the rail’s likelihood of predation. 
Constraints: Surveys will not be conducted when wind, rain, fog, or other conditions 
unacceptably impair the biologist’s ability to detect clapper rails. At sites adjacent to major 
highways, surveys may need to be conducted on Sunday mornings when traffic noise is at 
its lowest possible level. Recorded vocalizations will not be played if raptors or other 
predators are observed nearby, as a response from a clapper rail will increase the rail’s 
likelihood of predation. 
Survey determinations: For each survey point, “absence” will be reported only after three 
rounds of Protocol C surveys are completed with no detection. If less than three rounds are 
completed without detection, the surveyor may make the determination “absence 
suspected;” however, this will not be sufficient for the ISP to proceed with control work 
unless a determination is specifically made by the UFSWS biologist. 
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San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project 
California Clapper Rail Survey Protocol F:  
“California Clapper Rail Habitat Assessment” 
Protocol Description  
The San Francisco Estuary Invasive Spartina Project (ISP) is required (under the 
USFWS Biological Opinion dated September 2005) to conduct surveys for 
California clapper rails (Rallus longirostris obsoletus) to determine clapper rail 
presence or absence prior to treatment of non-native Spartina. Sites that are clearly 
insufficient to support clapper rails, e.g., stretches of concrete rip-rap with a 
scattering of small non-native Spartina clones, do not require clapper rail surveys. 
However, sites requiring Spartina control exhibit a continuum of habitat 
characteristics, many of which are documented clapper rail habitat requirements 
(e.g., extensive channels for foraging and vegetated upper marsh for refuge during 
high tides). This makes it difficult in some cases to determine whether the habitat at 
the site is of sufficiently high quality to require a call count survey. In 2005, the ISP 
developed a standardized method to document the decision whether or not a clapper 
rail survey was required (Protocol F). 
ISP staff consulted with Joy Albertson and Jules Evens to develop a list of required 
habitat elements for clapper rails based on field knowledge and published sources. 
This information was used to develop a field checklist to assess the habitat using 
multiple criteria and to document the decision as to whether the marsh will require a 
formal clapper rail call count survey. The habitat assessment is typically completed 
at sites where clapper rails have previously not been documented.  Protocol F may 
also be employed in sites of historic clapper rail presence, but where there have 
been no detections over the prior two years of formal survey. This scenario may 
become more prevalent as marshes once fully invaded by hybrid Spartina are 
treated and the resulting landscape is no longer suitable to support rail populations.  
The process of determining whether the site is of sufficient quality to require a call 
count survey is based on a cumulative score of positive characteristics. Patches with 
no necessary habitat elements are considered very poor habitat and clapper rail use 
is “highly unlikely”, and require no further clapper rail survey; such sites are 
determined to be available for early non-native Spartina treatment. If the site is 
poor but is geographically near enough to good habitat or known rail habitat to 
potentially provide habitat for at least some clapper rail activities (such as foraging 
or shelter), it will require a call count survey. Potentially good habitat with at least 
two positive characteristics will also be likely to require a call count survey, but this 
will be site-dependent.  Possibly good habitat or likely good habitat (with at least 
four or six characteristics, respectively) will require a call count survey. 
If call count surveys are required, the biologist will generally recommend using 
clapper rail call count survey protocol “C”, which is conducted at apparently low 
quality sites where clapper rails are not likely and have not been previously 
documented. However, it is possible that the site is of sufficiently high quality that 
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clapper rails are at least moderately likely and a standard call count protocol “A” 
survey will be recommended. 
 
Habitat characteristics documented to be associated with California clapper rails 
and included on the habitat assessment datasheet include the following: 
1.  Young or mature restoration site (at least 50% vegetated) 
2.  Upper marsh vegetation present 
3.  Vegetated levee slopes 
4.  Marsh patch size > 10 ha 
5.  Closer than 500 m to nearest marsh with documented clapper rail 
presence 
6.  Fully tidal 
7.  Saline 
8.  High proportion of Salicornia virginica, tall hybrid Spartina clones, 
and/or Grindelia stricta cover 
9.  At least a few second and third order channels, or highly channelized 
 
Habitat characteristics associated with California clapper rail absence and included 
on the habitat assessment datasheet as negative characteristics include the 
following: 
1.  New restoration site < 50% vegetated 
2.  Upper marsh vegetation absent 
3.  Levee slopes unvegetated 
4.  Small marsh patch size (< 1 ha) 
5.  Distance to nearest known marsh with clapper rails > 1000 m  
6.  Sparse vegetation in rip-rap 
7.  Highly muted tidal regime or non-tidal 
8.  Freshwater 
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  2010 Clapper Rail Survey Stations with Coordinates
Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
02a Belmont Slough BELM01 566369 4156426
02a Belmont Slough BELM02 566069 4156168
02a Belmont Slough BELM03 565966 4155996
02a Belmont Slough BELM04 565882 4155814
02a Belmont Slough BELM05 565895 4155614
02a Belmont Slough BELM06 565938 4155419
02a Belmont Slough BELM07 566028 4155239
02a Belmont Slough BELM08 565828 4155213
02a Redwood Shores RESH01 568179 4155891
02a Redwood Shores RESH02 567964 4155983
02a Redwood Shores RESH03 567751 4156006
02a Redwood Shores RESH04 567545 4156002
02a Redwood Shores RESH06 567118 4156026
02a Redwood Shores RESH07 566894 4156065
02b Steinberger Slough RESH13 567756 4154757
02b Steinberger Slough RESH14 567816 4154983
02d B2 South Quadrant OBE05 570128 4154401
02d B2 South Quadrant OBE25 569779 4155053
02d B2 South Quadrant OBE26 569843 4154667
02d B2 South Quadrant OBE27 569990 4154545
02d B2 South Quadrant OBES07 570261 4154520
02d B2 South Quadrant OBES24 569733 4154871
02e West Point Slough - NW WPSN03 571586 4151985
02f Greco Island - North GRIN11 570647 4153106
02f Greco Island - North GRIN12 570811 4152993
02f Greco Island - North GRIN13 570976 4152877
02f Greco Island - North GRIN14 571140 4152762
02f Greco Island - North GRIN15 571306 4152647
02f Greco Island - North GRIN16 571471 4152533
02f Greco Island - North GRIN17 571635 4152418
02f Greco Island - North GRIN18 571800 4152305
02g West Point Slough - SW / E WPSS10 572706 4149686
02g West Point Slough - SW / E WPSS11 572704 4149455
02g West Point Slough - SW / E WPSS12 572561 4149237
02h Greco Island - South GRIS01 573018 4150394
02h Greco Island - South GRIS02 573016 4150596
02h Greco Island - South GRIS03 573015 4150799
02h Greco Island - South GRIS04 573014 4150998
02h Greco Island - South GRIS05 572969 4151193
02h Greco Island - South GRIS06 572825 4151345
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV02 575826 4149650
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV03 575665 4149768
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV04 575468 4149813
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV05 575260 4149863
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV06 574884 4150110
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV09 574950 4149885
02i Ravenswood Slough/Mouth RAV10 574806 4150724
02j Ravenswood Open Space Preserve RAOS01 577043 4150353
02j Ravenswood Open Space Preserve RAOS02 577133 4150003
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APPENDIX 2 2010 Clapper Rail Survey Stations with Coordinates
Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
02j Ravenswood Open Space Preserve RAOS03 577278 4149563
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI11 567713 4150454
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI12 567460 4150489
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI13 567298 4150636
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI14 567141 4150789
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI15 567004 4150939
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI16 566864 4151086
02l Inner Bair Island Restoration IBI17 566763 4151267
04b College of Marin CMER01 540053 4200235
04h CMC - Upper UCMC01 539765 4200265
04h CMC - Upper UCMC02 539978 4200186
04h CMC - Upper UCMC03 540142 4200079
04h CMC - Upper UCMC04 540358 4200046
04h CMC - Upper UCMC05 540500 4199902
04i CMC - Lower LCMC11 540632 4199553
04i CMC - Lower LCMC12 540831 4199466
05c Newark Slough NEW02 581705 4154094
05c Newark Slough NEW03 581878 4153982
05c Newark Slough NEW04 582059 4153878
05c Newark Slough NEW05 582040 4153642
05c Newark Slough NEW06 582159 4153474
05c Newark Slough NEW07 582333 4153544
05c Newark Slough NEW09 581634 4154253
06a Emeryville Crescent - East EMCR07 560954 4186746
06a Emeryville Crescent - East EMCR14 561702 4187997
06a Emeryville Crescent - East EMCR15 561891 4187888
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR01 560428 4186926
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR02 560250 4186896
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR03 560177 4186720
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR04 560358 4186670
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR05 560565 4186723
06b Emeryville Crescent - West EMCR06 560742 4186744
07a Oro Loma - East ORLW17 574749 4168949
07a Oro Loma - East ORLW18 574912 4169047
07a Oro Loma - East ORLW19 575313 4169028
07a Oro Loma - East ORLW20 575474 4168815
07a Oro Loma - East ORLW21 575441 4168567
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW01 574936 4168382
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW02 575023 4168204
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW03 574972 4168062
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW04 574771 4168057
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW05 574584 4168057
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW06 574382 4168054
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW07 574308 4168235
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW08 574215 4168393
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW09 574150 4168521
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW10 574098 4168723
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW11 574095 4168866
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW12 574302 4168857
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Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW13 574495 4168854
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW14 574661 4168784
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW15 574739 4168633
07b Oro Loma - West ORLW16 574840 4168558
09a Pickleweed Park PIPK01 544265 4202286
09a Pickleweed Park PIPK02 544239 4202484
09a Pickleweed Park PIPK03 544183 4202641
10a Whittel Marsh PTPN01 556260 4206711
10a Whittel Marsh PTPN02 556460 4206771
10a Whittel Marsh PTPN03 556645 4206685
10a Whittel Marsh PTPN04 556830 4206771
10b Southern Marsh SOUT01 555722 4205728
10b Southern Marsh SOUT02 556044 4205561
10c Giant Marsh PPF01 556238 4205274
10c Giant Marsh PPF05 556420 4205053
10c Giant Marsh PPF06 556443 4204834
10c Giant Marsh PPF07 556234 4204657
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN01 576480 4163098
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN02 576489 4162896
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN03 576430 4162704
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN04 576379 4162512
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN05 576179 4162480
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek EDEN06 575980 4162529
13j Eden Landing - Mt Eden Creek WTN11 575778 4162563
15a
Shoreline Regional Park: Stevens 
Creek LONG09 582630 4144724
15a
Shoreline Regional Park: Stevens 
Creek LONG10 582401 4144385
15a
Shoreline Regional Park: Stevens 
Creek LONG11 582369 4144019
15a
Shoreline Regional Park: Stevens 
Creek STEV01 582431 4143425
15a
Shoreline Regional Park: Stevens 
Creek STEV02 582421 4143224
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough ALSL06 587497 4145061
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough ALSL07 586870 4145021
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL01 586761 4146451
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL02 586668 4146281
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL03 586774 4146070
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL04 586898 4145918
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL05 586904 4145719
15a South Bay Marshes: Alviso Slough MAL06 586942 4145527
15a South Bay Marshes: Charleston Sl CHSL01 580426 4145106
15a South Bay Marshes: Charleston Sl CHSL02 580468 4144673
15a South Bay Marshes: Charleston Sl CHSL03 580657 4145153
15a South Bay Marshes: Charleston Sl MVSL04 581043 4145153
15a South Bay Marshes: Charleston Sl MVSL05 581422 4145011
16a Cooley Landing COLA05 576891 4148770
16a Cooley Landing COLA06 576956 4148944
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Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
16a Cooley Landing COLA07 577129 4149051
16a Cooley Landing COLA08 577293 4149164
16a Cooley Landing COLA09 576775 4148568
16a Cooley Landing COLA10 576825 4148373
16a Cooley Landing COLA11 576961 4148238
16a Cooley Landing COLA12 577112 4148090
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO01 566123 4178720
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO02 566243 4178686
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO03 566367 4178650
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO04 566478 4178616
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO05 566617 4178557
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO06 566752 4178506
17a Elsie Roemer ELRO07 566904 4178458
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS01 565858 4178094
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS02 566169 4178128
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS03 566372 4178122
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS04 566565 4178118
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS05 566777 4178117
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS06 566985 4178121
17b Bay Farm Island BFIS07 567242 4178077
17d MLK Regional Shoreline COCH06 569684 4178668
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS03 568671 4179429
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS04 568863 4179503
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS05 569069 4179578
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS06 568952 4179302
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS07 568995 4179104
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS08 569123 4178953
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS09 569336 4178901
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS10 569456 4178741
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS11 569515 4178546
17d MLK Regional Shoreline MLKS12 569437 4178333
17d MLK Regional Shoreline OAIH01 568422 4179660
17d MLK Regional Shoreline OAIH02 568451 4179423
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA01 569805 4177557
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA02 569923 4177386
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA03 570046 4177211
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA04 570174 4177030
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA05 570298 4176856
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA06 570418 4176690
17e San Leandro Creek SLEA07 570529 4176533
17h MLK Marsh MLKR01 569671 4177003
17h MLK Marsh MLKR02 569622 4177196
17h MLK Marsh MLKR03 569706 4177372
17h MLK Marsh MLKR04 569712 4177546
17h MLK Marsh MLKR05 569837 4177413
17h MLK Marsh MLKR06 569948 4177254
17h MLK Marsh MLKR07 570046 4177104
17j Fan Marsh FANM01 568582 4177668
17j Fan Marsh FANM02 568783 4177699
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Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
17j Fan Marsh FANM03 568635 4177820
17k Airport Channel AICH08 568643 4177837
17k Airport Channel AICH09 568798 4177707
17k Airport Channel AICH10 568909 4177545
17k Airport Channel AICH11 569081 4177424
17k Airport Channel AICH12 569206 4177257
17k Airport Channel AICH13 569288 4177066
17k Airport Channel AICH14 569367 4176867
17l Doolittle Pond DOPO02 568144 4178108
17l Doolittle Pond DOPO03 568130 4177879
17l Doolittle Pond DOPO04 568396 4177885
17m Alameda Island - East ALAM01 567610 4178422
17m Alameda Island - East ALAM02 567754 4178553
17m Alameda Island - East ALAM04 567255 4178374
17m Alameda Island - East ALAM05 567453 4178421
17m Alameda Island - East ALAM06 568113 4178873
18a Colma Creek COCR01 553022 4166328
18a Colma Creek COCR02 553220 4166367
18a Colma Creek COCR03 552909 4166544
18a Colma Creek COCR04 552803 4166743
18a Colma Creek COCR05 552817 4166943
18a Colma Creek COCR06 553465 4166532
18b Navigable Slough NACH01 552819 4166402
18b Navigable Slough NACH02 552647 4166294
18c Old Marina OLMA11 553389 4165979
18d Inner Harbor INHA01 553616 4165999
18d Inner Harbor INHA02 553551 4166130
18e Sam Trans Peninsula INHA03 553570 4166294
18e Sam Trans Peninsula STPN04 553717 4166523
18e Sam Trans Peninsula STPN05 553757 4166338
18e Sam Trans Peninsula STPN06 553825 4166094
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA01 553847 4166947
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA02 554049 4166950
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA03 554248 4166959
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA04 554455 4166960
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA05 554659 4166973
18g San Bruno Marsh SBMA06 553599 4166863
18h San Bruno Creek SABR05 552773 4165873
18h San Bruno Creek SABR06 553025 4165939
18h San Bruno Creek SABR07 553233 4165913
19a Brisbane Lagoon BBLA11 553082 4171392
19a Brisbane Lagoon BBLA13 553718 4170275
19a Brisbane Lagoon BBLA14 553839 4170046
19a Brisbane Lagoon BBLA16 553204 4172278
19b Sierra Point SIPT01 554044 4170219
19b Sierra Point SIPT02 553964 4170061
19c Oyster Cove OYPC01 553898 4168901
19c Oyster Cove OYPC02 554036 4168764
19d Oyster Point Marina OYPM01 554830 4168579
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Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
19e Oyster Point Park OYPP02 554396 4168390
19e Oyster Point Park OYPP03 554675 4168260
19f Point San Bruno SBPT03 554676 4167086
19g Seaplane Harbor SFO01 554449 4165785
19g Seaplane Harbor SFO02 554517 4165593
19h SFO SFO04 555438 4163237
19h SFO SFO05 555203 4162889
19h SFO SFO06 555111 4162711
19h SFO SFO07 555019 4162530
19i Mills Creek Mouth MICR01 555999 4161333
19j Easton Creek Mouth EACR01 556327 4160917
19j Easton Creek Mouth EACR02 556445 4160741
19k Sanchez Marsh SANC02 556689 4160466
19k Sanchez Marsh SANC03 557028 4160398
19k Sanchez Marsh SANC05 556844 4160430
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL01 562560 4158484
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL03 562728 4158450
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL04 562857 4158548
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL05 562861 4158725
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL06 562419 4158215
19p Seal Slough Mouth SEAL07 562432 4158448
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA01 571103 4173797
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA02 571168 4173609
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA03 571238 4173414
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA04 570848 4174341
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA05 570669 4174288
20a Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline OYBA06 570479 4174221
20b Oakland Golf Links MEGO01 570654 4174841
20b Oakland Golf Links MEGO02 570751 4174608
20c Dog Bone Marsh DOGB01 572695 4170847
20c Dog Bone Marsh DOGB02 572510 4170924
20c Dog Bone Marsh DOGB03 572377 4171090
20d Citation Marsh CITA01 573661 4170466
20d Citation Marsh CITA02 573555 4170639
20d Citation Marsh CITA03 573435 4170800
20d Citation Marsh CITA04 573314 4170961
20d Citation Marsh CITA05 573318 4171265
20d Citation Marsh CITA06 573316 4171466
20d Citation Marsh CITA07 573314 4171666
20f North Marsh NORT01 573097 4171251
20f North Marsh NORT02 572949 4171118
20f North Marsh NORT03 572920 4170920
20f North Marsh NORT04 572877 4170757
20f North Marsh NORT05 572997 4170591
20f North Marsh NORT06 573168 4170488
20f North Marsh NORT08 573588 4170397
20g Bunker Marsh BUNK01 573456 4170331
20g Bunker Marsh BUNK02 573507 4170104
20g Bunker Marsh BUNK03 573561 4169912
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APPENDIX 2 2010 Clapper Rail Survey Stations with Coordinates
Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
20g Bunker Marsh BUNK04 573631 4169725
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ01 573737 4169556
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ02 573659 4169471
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ07 573896 4169503
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ08 573955 4169323
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ09 573951 4169136
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ13 573913 4169681
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ14 574103 4169827
20h San Lorenzo Creek & Mouth SLRZ15 574248 4169937
20i Bockmann Channel BOCH03 574020 4169065
20j Sulphur Creek SULF04 575178 4168030
20j Sulphur Creek SULF05 575382 4168032
20j Sulphur Creek SULF06 575580 4168049
20k Hayward Landing HALA01 574524 4166812
20k Hayward Landing HALA03 574717 4166878
20k Hayward Landing HALA04 574929 4166935
20l Johnson's Landing JOLA02 575064 4164736
20l Johnson's Landing JOLA03 574999 4164923
20l Johnson's Landing JOLA04 574909 4165104
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS01 574738 4166041
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS02 574713 4166250
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS03 574862 4166363
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS04 575059 4166368
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS05 575218 4166336
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS06 575158 4166170
20m Cogswell - Sec A COGS07 575043 4166004
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS15 575367 4165223
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS16 575572 4165228
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS17 575710 4165373
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS18 575620 4165538
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS19 575531 4165722
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS20 575436 4165912
20n Cogswell - Sec B COGS21 575340 4166092
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS08 574984 4165788
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS09 575124 4165612
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS10 575138 4165412
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS11 575105 4165165
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS12 574791 4165248
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS13 574779 4165542
20o Cogswell - Sec C COGS14 574781 4165740
20r Oakland Airport OAKA01 566746 4175486
20r Oakland Airport OAKA02 566898 4175357
20r Oakland Airport OAKA03 567055 4175234
20s HARD Marsh HARD01 575252 4164654
20s HARD Marsh HARD02 575438 4164560
20s HARD Marsh HARD03 575619 4164493
20s HARD Marsh HARD04 575816 4164414
20s HARD Marsh HARD05 575988 4164619
20w Triangle Marsh - Hayward TRMA01 574647 4166655
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APPENDIX 2 2010 Clapper Rail Survey Stations with Coordinates
Site ID Site Name Station ID
X 
Coordinate
Y 
Coordinate
22c Rheem Creek Area RCRA02 555696 4203748
22c Rheem Creek Area RCRA03 555821 4203918
22c Rheem Creek Area RCRA04 555895 4204106
22c Rheem Creek Area RCRA05 555917 4204343
22f Richmond/Albany Shoreline ALBB01 560626 4193696
22f Richmond/Albany Shoreline ALBB02 560725 4194211
22f Richmond/Albany Shoreline ALBB03 560503 4194612
22f Richmond/Albany Shoreline ALBB04 560384 4194772
23a Brickyard Cove BKYD01 546051 4203904
23b Beach Drive BEF02 545740 4203155
23d San Rafael Canal Mouth North SRCM01 544244 4202876
23d San Rafael Canal Mouth North SRCM02 544370 4202758
23g Greenwood Beach STRA02 543742 4194434
23h Strawberry Point STRA01a 543670 4194339
23i Strawberry Cove STRC01 542827 4193653
23l Starkweather Park STRK01 544935 4200408
23n Triangle Marsh - Marin TRF02 544339 4197235
23n Triangle Marsh - Marin TRF03 544579 4197186
24a Petaluma River - Upper PDF11 534944 4230455
24a Petaluma River - Upper PDF12 534648 4230802
24a Petaluma River - Upper PDF13 533995 4231302
24a Petaluma River - Upper PDF14 534340 4231301
24b Grey's Field GRFI01 536303 4230247
24b Grey's Field GRFI02 535350 4230500
24b Grey's Field GRFI03 535850 4230155
26b San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline MAIS11 562041 4216826
26b San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline MAIS12 561920 4217008
26b San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline MAIS13 561807 4217214
26b San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline MAIS14 561653 4217439
26b San Pablo Bay NWR Shoreline MAIS15 561476 4217615
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ11 585445 4224922
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ12 585216 4224916
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ13 584971 4224960
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ14 584775 4225043
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ15 584581 4225094
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ16 584390 4225024
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ17 584218 4224890
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ18 584103 4224706
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ19 584003 4224542
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ20 583901 4224370
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ21 583765 4224157
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ22 583670 4223964
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ23 583551 4223797
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ24 583453 4223616
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ25 583330 4223446
99a Grizzly Island GRIZ26 583360 4223305
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2010 Clapper Rail Geodatabase Design 
 2010 Clapper Rail Geodatabase Design
APPENDIX 3
Feature Fields Description
OBJECTID Unique ID of object automatically assigned by ESRI
Shape Shape type of object automatically defined by ESRI (POLYGON)
SiteName Name of site where survey is being conducted
SiteCode ISP Control Program alphanumeric subsite code (ISP site number + ISP subsite letter)
Site ISP Monitoring Program subsite code (4-letter subsite code)
County Site county
Complex ISP control program complex name
Region CLRA program region name
SiteHA Site area in hectares
Landown Landowner
GenHab General Habitat: default value is "Tidal salt marsh"
Observer Primary observer conducting survey
SurvDate Date when survey was conducted
SiteQual Site Quality: overall quality of habitat for CLRA breeding and foraging
Spartina Impact of invasive Spartina at site
HabNoSp Habitat that remains/or will remain at site once Spartina has been removed
TrtEff Spartina treatment efficacy at site for the past treatment year.
AmtVeg Percent of site covered by vegetation (% that is not bare mud, open water, rip rap, etc)
DomVeg Dominant vegetation: the most abundant plant type at the site
SubVeg Subdominant vegetation: the second most abundant plant type at the site
HorzStructure A measure of the variety and interspersion of distinct plant zones in the marsh; based 
on CRAM "Horizontal Interspersion & Zonation" (v. 5.0.2) (at entire site)
VertStructure A measure of the complexity of vegetation layers in the marsh; based on CRAM 
"Vertical Biotic Structure" (v. 5.0.2) (at entire site)
Hydrology The tidal exposure of the marsh; based on CRAM "Rating of Hydroperiod for Perennial 
Estuarine wetlands" (v. 5.0.2)
Channel Degree of chanalization of marsh
ChCover Percent of channels at site that have cover (such as vegetation, bank slumping & bank 
undercutting) along the channel banks
MarshType Description of marsh type, or landscape
AmtLevee Percent of site that is bordered by levees
HardEdge Description of levee composition (cement/rip rap vs. soil &/or vegetation).
LeveeVegCov Percent of levee that is vegetated (from the base of levee to the top of levee)
History Restoration history of marsh
LandUse1 Primary use of land surrounding marsh boundary
LandUse2 Secondary use of land surrounding marsh boundary
LandUse3 Tertiary use of land surrounding marsh boundary
Raptors Raptors or raptor sign present in/around marsh
Mammals Predatory mammals or mammal sign present in/around marsh
Disturbance Disturbances to wetland, including construction, restoration, fire, etc.
SiteNotes Notes regarding survey round at site
NearCLRA Distance to nearest site that supports breeding clapper rail populations
SurvNecc Does this site have suitable clapper rail habitat and are further call count surveys 
necessary? (F-survey determination)
Shape_Length Automatically calculates shape perimeter in meters
Shape_Area Automatically calculates shape area in meters
Site Description - 
a polygon defining 
site boundary; 
contains site 
descriptions, 
including 
observations on 
vegetation, 
predators, pollution, 
and land use.
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 2010 Clapper Rail Geodatabase Design
Feature Fields Description
QC Date when data was checked for quality (QC'd)
OBJECTID Unique ID of object automatically assigned by ESRI
Shape Shape type of object automatically defined by ESRI (LINE)
PointID 6-character alphanumeric code for station identification
Round Round number (1, 2, or 3)
DateSurv Date when survey was conducted
TimeDet Time when rail was detected
FieldRef Code to ID bird in field on field map
FinalRef Code to ID bird in office (may be different from FieldRef)
Direction Compass direction to rail
Distance Distance to rail (estimated in meters)
DistConf Length value (in meters) representing confidence in distance estimate (eg: +/- # 
meters)
Species 4 letter AOU code for species of rail detected
CallCode Type of call or detection (for all types of rails)
MinCount Minimum in range of rail designated for detection type (from datasheet)
MaxCount Maximum in range of rail designated for detection type (from datasheet)
MinUniq Minimum in range of unique rail detected at this location (nullify field if bird was 
previously recorded and counted on same DATE & site)
MaxUniq Maximum in range of unique rail detected at this location (nullify field if bird was 
previously recorded and counted on same DATE & site)
NonSite Select "Yes" if rail was detected outside of survey site (in SiteDet column enter which 
site rail was detected)
NonSurv Select "Yes" if rail was detected outside of survey time or between stations
SiteDet ISP Monitoring Program subsite code (4-letter subsite code) where rail was detected
SiteCode ISP Control Program alphanumeric subsite code (ISP site number + ISP subsite letter) 
where rail was detected
Observer Initials of primary observer conducting survey
Notes Enter any relevant information regarding this specific offset
QC Date when data was checked for quality (QC'd)
UniqueID Unique ID of individual rail detected
ConwayMin Minute in which rail was detected during 10 minute survey period; new in 2010
OBJECTID Unique ID of object automatically assigned by ESRI
Shape Shape type of object automatically defined by ESRI (POINT)
SiteCode ISP Control Program alphanumeric subsite code (ISP site number + ISP subsite letter)
Species 4 letter AOU code for species of rail detected
FieldRef Code to ID bird in field on field map
FinalRef Code to ID bird in office (may be different from FieldRef w/ Triangulation)
MultDet Enter "Yes" if the bird was detected from more than one location
DateSurv Date when survey was conducted
NonSurv Select "Yes" if rail was detected outside of survey time/ between stations
Observer Initials of primary observer conducting survey
Round Round number (1, 2, or 3)
QC Date when data was checked for quality (QC'd)
Notes Enter any relevant information regarding this location
UniqueID Unique ID of individual rail detected (assigned in the office)
Offset - a line feature 
connecting survey 
station to bird 
observed; contains 
data on every 
detection.
Location - a point 
feature at approximate 
location of observed 
rail; contains data on 
each unique detection.
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APPENDIX 3
Feature Fields Description
OBJECTID Unique ID of object automatically assigned by ESRI
Shape Shape type of object automatically defined by ESRI (POINT)
SiteName Name of site where survey is being conducted
SiteCode ISP control program alphanumeric site code (eg: 17a)
Site CLRA program 4-letter site ID (eg: ELRO)
PointID 6-character alphanumeric code for station identification
Observer Initials of primary observer conducting survey
StartTime Starting time of station visit
SurvType Type of survey being conducted (A, B, or C)
Tape Enter "Yes" if tape will be played at this station on this round
Notes Enter any relevant information regarding this specific detection
Station Station number (without site code)
SurvDate Date when survey was conducted
SurvYear Year when survey was conducted
X_Coord X-Coordinate of point in UTMs (Nad 83 Zone 10)
Y_Coord Y-Coordinate of point in UTMs (Nad 83 Zone 10)
Detections Enter "Yes" if rails were detected during the station visit
Round Round number (1, 2, or 3)
QC Date when data was checked for quality (QC'd)
Start Starting time of station visit for use in ArcPad (automatically calculates based on GPS 
time stamp)
SiteName Name of site where survey is being conducted
SiteCode ISP Control Program alphanumeric subsite code (ISP site number + ISP subsite letter)
Site ISP Monitoring Program subsite code (4-letter subsite code)
Observer Initials of primary observer conducting survey
SurvDate Date when survey was conducted
Round Round number (1, 2, or 3)
Temp_B Temperature at beginning of survey
Sky_B Cloud cover at beginning of survey (expressed as percent of cloud covering sky)
WindSpd_B Wind speed (in mph) at beginning of survey
WindDir_B Wind direction at beginning of survey (eg: 'wind is blowing from  NE')
Precip_B Brief description of precipitation at beginning of survey
Temp_F Temperature at end of survey
Sky_F Cloud cover at end of survey (expressed as percent of cloud covering sky)
WindSpd_F Wind speed (in mph) at end of survey
WindDir_F Wind direction at beginning of survey (eg: 'wind is blowing from  NE')
Precip_F Brief description of precipitation at end of survey
Visit - a point feature 
defining survey station 
(location of observer); 
contains data 
regarding visit to each 
survey station.
Weather - a table 
containing weather 
data for each visit to 
site.
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Clapper Rail Survey Form 2010              
Location                                             Round________ Date (mm/dd/yy)                       
Observer            GPS Unit             Photo___Survey Type             Time: Start                          End                      
Weather: Temp                   /                Sky              /                        Wind speed & dir.                    /     
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              Site min / max:  
Site Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Other Birds 
            
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
               
         
          
Clapper Rail: 
C Clatter 
D Duet 
K Kek 
AK Agitated  Kek 
KH Kek  Hurrah 
B   Kik-kik-burr 
SK Squawk 
SC  Screech 
CH Churr 
P Purr 
V Visual 
Yellow Rail: 
ttt         Tic-tic-tic 
Least Bittern 
Kak      Kak Kak Kak 
Coo      Coo Coo Coo 
Black Rail 
kkd Ki-ki-do 
gr Grrrr 
tch Laugh 
cht        Churt 
pp Peep
Virginia Rail 
g Grunt 
t Tick-it 
ki Kicker 
kiu Kiu/Alarm 
Sqk   Squawk
Sora 
wh Whinny 
pw Per-weep 
kee Kee 
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K Kek 
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SK Squawk 
SC  Screech 
CH Churr 
P Purr 
V Visual 
Yellow Rail: 
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Least Bittern 
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Black Rail 
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APPENDIX 4F Survey Form                         Type 2010: _________ 
ISP  2010    
 
Site: ________________________  Sub-site: __________________Width: __________     
 
Date: _______________  Time: ____________   Tide: __________    Surv. Rec. _____                             
 
Name: ___________________  Photo?   Yes ___   No ____  Nearest  CLRA site: __________ 
     
Percentage Domain Values                            Range Domain Values 
         Sum      Range                Sum        Range 
           0   =     01  -  09 %                 0        insignificant  
           1   =    10  -  49 %                               1              low               
           2   =    50  -  89 %                                          2          moderate 
           3   =    90  - 100 %                3              high 
 
Marsh Type:  Strp __   MF __  CHL __  Pt Bnd __  Mt Bnd __ Open __ Lagn __ CM __ 
 
Amount Levee: ______%     Levee Vegetation Cover: ______   Hard Levee edge?  Y    N 
 
 
Channels:        Channel  Cover: 
0.  Invaded marsh or shoreline.               0. Negligible Veg OR Bank Slump (w/in 1 m)  
1.  Only 1st Order            1. Low Veg OR Bank Slump (w/in 1 m)  
2.  2nd & 3rd Order                           2. Mod Veg OR Bank Slump (w/in 1 m) 
3.  > 4th Order                    3. High Veg AND Bank Slump (w/in 1 m) 
 
Spartina Impact:                           Treatment Efficacy (annual): 
0. Insignificant impact from Spartina invasion/removal  0.   No efficacy 
1. Low impact from Spartina invasion/removal     1.   Low efficacy 
2. Moderate impact from Spartina invasion/removal     2.   Moderate efficacy 
3. High impact from Spartina invasion/removal      3.   High efficacy 
 
Habitat w/No Spartina:           Amount Veg:      Dominant veg: _______  _____% 
0. Little or no habitat after Spartina removal     0.  _______ %      Subdom. Veg:  _______   _____% 
1. Some low quality habitat remains        1.  _______ %      Other veg:  __________  _____% 
2. Lots of low or mod. quality habitat remains   2.  _______ %                          __________  _____% 
3. Some high quality habitat remains.        3.  _______ %          __________  _____% 
 
Horizontal Structure: (bird’s eye view)   Vertical Structure: 
0. Insig.veg.variety (V) & interspersion (I)  0. Most marsh lacks dense canopy 
1. Low veg.V & I (full veg./ low sp.div.)     1. < ½ marsh has dense canopy AND ceiling < 10-20 cm  
2. Mod. V & I (full veg./sp > 4-5)                2. < ½ marsh has dense canopy OR ceiling    < 10-20 cm 
3. High V & I  (full veg./high sp.div.)          3. > ½ marsh has dense canopy with ceiling  > 10-20 cm 
    
  1
APPENDIX 4Cover (Hybrid) Spartina __________________ % 
 
Site Quality:                         Hydrology:             
0. Poor habitat  (little to none)              ___ Fully tidal 
1. Can support migrant to1-2 breeding pair           ___ Slightly muted tidal exposure                    
2. Can support  3-6 breeding pair                      ___ Extremely muted tidal exposure 
3. Can Support high density CLRA             ___ Poorly drained hydrology 
 
History (marsh age):  __ Invaded Shoreline      __  Young Restn. Site (recently tidal/partial veg)   
 __  Mature Restn. Site     __  Old Marsh (natural or restored >  30 YA) 
  
Land Uses (rate 1-3): 
1.  Airport: Major or minor airport 
2.  Industry: Industry / commercial property nearby 
3.  Marina: Marina or docks for boating 
4.  Rec Area: Recreational Area or park nearby  
5.  Refuge: Wildlife or conservation area 
6.  Residential: Residential neighborhood on marsh edge. 
7.  Commercial: Office, shops, hotels, restaurants. 
8.  Road/Fwy: Road/freeway/highway nearby 
9.  Train: Active train tracks near site 
10. Saltpond: Marsh is near a commercial salt pond area 
11. Waste Water Trt: Marsh is near a water/sewage treatment area 
12. Solid Waste:  Landfill, recycling, etc. 
13. Other: __________________________________ 
 
 
Raptors:   T    F    _______________________    Mammals:   T     F   _______________________  
           ________________________                _______________________ 
           ________________________             _______________________ 
          
Disturbance:  ___________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Site Notes: _______________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Use Likely (Habitat): ___ None   ___ Poor  ___ Marginal    ___ Good   ___ (CLRA) Likely Present 
 
           Birds: 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
  2
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Summary of Survey Data for All Sites in 2010 
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